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NATIONAL COOPEBAÏIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Systematic. well-designed research provides the most effective
approach to the solution of many problems facing highway ad-

ministrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local
interest and can best be studied by highway departmens indi-
vidually or in cooperation with their state universities and t'¡th-

ers. However', the accelerating growth of highway transportation
develops inc.reasingly complex problems of wide interest to
highway autho¡ities. These problems are best studied through a
coordinated program of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of
the Ame¡ican Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials initiated Á 1962 an objective national highway re-
search program employing modem scientific techniques. This
program is suppolted on a continuing basis by funds from par-
ticipating member states of the Association and it receives the
full cooperation and support of the Federal Highway Admini-
shation, United States f)epartment of Transportation.

The Transportation Research Boa¡d of the National Resealch
Council was requested by the Association tr¡ administer the re-
search program because of the Board's recognizecl objectivity
and unde¡standing of modem research practices. The Board is
uniquely suited for this purpose as it maintains an extensive
committee slructure from which authorities on àny highway
fansportation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues of
communication ancl cooperation with federal, state, and local
goverumental agencies, universities, and indusn-y; its l'elation-
ship to the National Rese¿rch Council is ¿n insurance of objec-
tivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of spe-
cialists in highway transpr:rtation matters to bring the findings of
research directly to those who are in a position to use them,

The program is developed on the basis of research needs

identified by chief administrato¡s of the highway ancl h'ansporta-
tion departmenls and by committees of AASHTO. Each year,
specilÌc a¡eas of resea¡ch needs to be included in the program are
proposed to the National Research Council and tl¡e Board by the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Of-
ñcials. Research pr<rjects to fulfill these needs are defined by the
Board, and qualified resealch agencies are selected lìom those
that have submitted proposals. Administration and surveillance
of research contracts are the responsibilities of the National Re-
search Council and the Transportation Research Btl¿rd.

The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Higbway Research Pmgrnm can make significant
contibutions to the solution of highway transpoltation problerns
of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program.
however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute for
or duplicate other highway researcll programs.

NOTE: The Transporfation Research Board, the National Research
Council, the Federal High*y Administration, the American Associa-
tion of State Highr*ay and Transportation Oflicials, and the individr¡al
states participating in the National Cooperative Highn"¿y Research
Program do not endorse products or manufactu¡ers. Trade or manu-
facturer:s'nâmes âppeâr herein solely because they âre considered
essential to the object of this rcporL
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PREFACE A vast storehouse ofinformation exists on nearly every subject of concern to highway

administrâtors and engineers. Much of this information has resulted from both research

and the successful application of solutions to the problems faced by practitioners in their

daily work. Because previously there has been no systematic means for compiling such

useful information and making it available to the entire community, the American As-

sociaúon of State Highway and Transportation Offîcials has, tlrough the mechanism of
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program, authorized the Transportation
Þece¡r¡h Rnerrl rn rrn¡lerfqke a cnntinuino nrnienf tn search onf and sr¡nfhesize, llseñllr-'J---

knowledge from all available sources and to prepare documented reports on current

practices in the subject areas of concem.

This synthesis series reports on various practices, making specific recommendaúons

where appropriate but without the detailed directions usually fourd in handbooks or de-

sign manuals. Nonetheless, these documents cân serve similar purposes, for each is a
compendium of the best knowledge available on those measures found to be the most

successful in resolving specific problems. The extent to which these reports are useful

will be tempered by tle user's knowledge and experience in tbe particular problem area.

FOREWORD This synthesis report will be of interest úo geotechnical, structural, and bridge engi-

By Staff neers, especially those involved in the development and implementation of the geotech-

Transporlation nical a;pects of tle AASHTO Bridge Code. The synthesis documents a review of
Resea.rch Board geotechnical related LRFD specifications and their development worldwide in order to

compare them with the current AASIilO LRFD Bridge Code. Design procedures for

foundations, earth retaining structures, and culverts are summarized and compared to

methods specif,red by tle AASHTO code.

Administrators, engineers, and researchers ile corìtinually faced with highway problems

on which much inforrration eústs, either in the form of reports or in terms of undocumented

experience and practice. Unfortunately, this infonnation often is scattered and unevalu-

ated and, as a consequence, in seeking solutions, full information on what has been

learned about a problem frequently is not assembled. Costly research findings may go

unused, valuable experience may be overlooked, and full consideration may not be given

to available practices for solving or alleviating the problem. In an effort to correct this

situation, a continuing NCHRP project, carried out by the Transportaúon Research

Board as the resea¡ch agency, has the objective of reporting on common highway prob-

lems and synthesizing available informaúon. The synthesis reports from tlis endeavor

consútute an NCHRP publication series in which various fomts of relevant information

a¡e assembled into single, concise documents pertaining to specific highway problems or

sets of closely related problems.

This report of the Transportaúon Research Board provides information to assist engi-

neers in implementing the geotechnical featr¡res of LRFD methods. Informaúon for the

synthesis was collecterl by surveying U.S. and Canadian transportåtion agencies and by

conducting a literatu¡e search using domesúc and international sources. Interviews of
selecæd internaúonal experts were also conducted. The limited available experience in ttre

United Staæs and information from international practice are discussed to understand



the problems that have arisen so that solutions may be found. Based on a review of vari-
ous LRFD codes, suggestions for further work are made.

To develop this synthesis in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of
significant knowledge, the Board analyzed available information assembled from nu-

merous sources, including a large number of st¿te highway and transportâtion depart-

ments. A topic panel of experts in the subject area was established to guide the research

in organizing ald evaluatin-q the collected dâtâ, and to review the final synthesis report.
This syntlesis is an immediately useful document that records tìe practices that were

acceptable within tle limit¿tions of the knowledge available at the time of its prepara-

tion. As the processes of advancement conúnue, new knowledge can be expected to be

added to that now at hand.

The derivation of existing load and resistance factors for geotechnical related design is not neces-
sarily well understood or complete. This synthesis provides some background information on deriva-
tion, but limits on thoroughness were imposed by the scope of the study. For additional information,

the interested reader may refer to the following resources: Appendix A of NCHRP Report 343 Manu-
als for the Design of Bridge Foundations, Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) of Highway
Bridge Structures, Reference Manual and Participant Workbook, FHWA-Hl-98-032; and Geotechnical
Engineering Practices in Canada and Europe, FHWA-PL-99-013. The former FHWA Manual and
Workbook was developed for National Highway Course Number 13068 and the latter report is a result

of a scanning tour conducted in March of 1998.
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GEOTECHNICAL RELATED DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF LOAD AND RESISTANCE

FACTOR DESIGN (LRFD) METHODS

SUMMARY The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)

adopted a load ald resistance factor design (LRFD) code for bridges in 1994. This code was

developed over â period of several years in a research proiect sponsored by tle National

Cooperative Highway Resea¡ch Program (NCHRP). The primary effort in this project was

devoted to the design of highway bridge superstructues, with less attention to t¡e design of
shallow and deep foundations, earth retention systems, and culveß, i.e. geotechnical fa-

cilities. The geotechnical portion of tÏe code was developed in an additional NCHRP proj-

ect. The implementation of this code is an ambitious effort because of the changes required,

particularly in the geotechnical area where there wa,s little experience with either the appli-

cation of LRFD or of strongly prescriptive codes.

LRFD was brought quickly into practice in the United Staæs with the adoption ín 1963

of T'he Am.erican Concrete Institute Building Design Code after several years of experimen-

tation. In the LRFD approach, the traditional factor of safety used in allowable stress design

(ASD) was replacerJ by nvo types of factors, one type on the loads and one on the strength

(resistance). They are intended to account separately for the variability of the particular

loads and atso tle strength. At about the same time, LRFD was formulated and brought

into practice for geotechnical applications by the Danish Geotechnical Instituæ under the

name "limit states desi-{n."

In the taæ 19ó0s, researchers began to look at tle use ofprobability theory to develop a

rational basis for structural design. They proposed the use of the LRFD framework witl the

load and resistance factors generated by a probabilistic analysis of statistical dat¿ on loads

and element strengths. This concept has been was widely accepted and is the basis for sev-

eral design codes. Due to the lack of stâtistical data on element and system strengtl, it was

not always possible to generate the resistance factors analytically. In those cases, resistance

factrrrs were determined by correlation with ASD. Resistance factors for the design of
geotechnical faciliúes have been developed using analytical calibrations based on a prob-

abilisúc analysis in only a very few cases. Almost all geotechnical resistance factors have

been selected based on ASD correlations.

Over the past 15 years there has been a general move toward tle increased use of LRFD

in the design of structures, including geotechnical facilities. New LRFD codes have been

adopted in Canada, Australia and the European Couununity (EC). The Onørio Ministry of
Transportation was the leader in implementing LRFD for bridge desi,rn. A national high-

way bridge code has also been adopted in Canada. In Europe, the countries of the EC have

undertaken the development of an LRFD standa¡d f'or structural and geotechnical design

and, after an extended effort, a document was adopted for geotechuical design in L997. A
major efrort was devoted to the cieveiopmeni of iiis code ¿rnd for firat reason it is a valuabie

resource. However, the geotechnical portion of this code was calibraæd by comparison with
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ASD rather than by probabilisúc methods. LRFD for bridges was adopted in Australia in
L992 and more recently aa LRFD code for deep foundations for non-transportâtion facility
applications was adopted in Australia. All of these codes are discussed and reviewed here

and are compared with the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Code.

A questionnai¡e was prepared for this Synthesis to determine to what extent the
AASI{TO LRFD Code has been implemented (1997) by state DOTs and the Canadian
provinces. Questionnaire responses show that only a few ståtes had already gained some
experience, although more than half had plans fbr implementation. States experienced with
the code reported the most difficulty with the portions on deep foundations. It should be

noted that deep foundations are used more extensively than spread footings by most DOTs.
In Canada, almost all provinces have implemented LRFD for geotechnical design. They
also reported difficulty with the design of deep foundations and primarily with driven piles.

The Canadian designers believed that the resulting LRFD-based designs for geotechnical

facilities were somewhat more conservative than previous ASD-based designs.

In this syntlesis, design procedures fbr foundations, earth retaining structures, and cul-
verts were summa¡ized and compared with the methods specified by the AASIITO LRFD
Bridge Code. The funda¡nental design methods tlo not change when switching from ASD
to LRFD, only the way safety margins are eståblished. In some cases, differences were
noted particularly for deep foundations. The design of foundations is quite similar to
structural design in that load a¡d resistance are clearly and simply separated. Considerable
performance data are available conceming the ultimate geotechnical capacity of <leep foun-
dations and these data should be incorporaæd in a researclì effort to devetop rational resis-
tânce factors by analytical probabilistic calibrations. The desi-qns resulting fiom these resis-
tance factors should be carefirlly compared with designs obtained from currently used ASD
Codes.

Earth retaining systems present a very difficult problem in implementing LRFD. Both
the load and tie strength of the system con[ain soil properties. Thus, the system strength
cannot be clearly separated from the loads. If the loads also contain structural loads, then
the selection of load factors for structural loads and soil pressure must be consistent. Earth
retaining system design has been based on experience and tradition. Since loarJ ancl resis-
tance are difficult to separat€ rationally. it will be difficult to develop rational load and re-
sistance factors. A real solution to this problem will probably require a substantial resea¡ch
effort. In the interim, resistance factors will probably have to be determined and checked by
calibraúon with existing practice.

The geotechnical engineer often confionts the situation where several test results are
available from a single soil sÍatâ and these values vary over a wide range. How should soil
properties be selected? A conservative selection versus an optimistic value can produce
large differences in the strength and hence in the design. The Eurocode requires a specific
procedure f'or making this decision. The current AASIIIO LRFD Bridge Code does not
make recommendations for tìe selection of soil properties, but perhaps some such recom-
mendaúons should be considered.

The final proof of the usefulness ald validity of a new code provision is to compare de-
signs made by the old and the new provisions. This has been a common procedure for
structural engineers and it needs to be done in the geotechnical area. To be effective, a
large number of different project characteristics should be studied,



CTIAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

NEED FOR THE SYNTHESIS

A load and resistance factor design (LRFD) code devel-

oped from National Cooperative Highway Research Pro-

gram (NCHRP) Project L2-33 was adopted in 1994 by the

AASIilO Highway Subcommitæe on Bridges and Struc-

ttnes (AASHTO 1994.). Intenm specifications have been

adopted and the new design procedure is now being im-
plemented into practice. In this report, the term "LRFD
Bridge Code" will refer to the most recent available In-
terim issued in 1997 (AASHTO 1994b). For structural

elements, this change is less dramatic than for geotechni-

cal fþatures because LRFD has been in use tbr concrete

buildings for some time and the approach has been raught

to structural engineers in engineering educational insútu-
tions for three decades. LRFD also has been available for
use in the design of several bridge superstructure types

since 1977 (AASHTO 1977) lur,:,der the name load factor

design (LFD). However, f'or geotechnical design, imple-
mentation is more daunting than for structural design be-

cause there is little prior experience, little or no coverage

in geotechnical engineering education, limited use of
codes for geotechnical design, and less dependence on

codes in design by geotechnical engineers than by struc-

tural engineers.

Of course, one can expect that the implementation of a
radically different design process will be difficult. V/ith
time, experience, and familiarity with tlte process in the

new code, tle problems will gradually disappear. The

larger impediment to LRFD implementation in geotechni-

cal work is the intertwining of loads and resistances in
geotechnical engineering. The resistance is often depend-

ent on the loads, particularly in the case of earth retention

structures. Further complicating the issue is the inherent

variability of the materials themselves and the methods

used to estimate tle strengths and loads caused by geoma-

terials. The load and resistance factors must also account

for the variability in the system, including the heterogene-

ity of soil, variability of soil sampling and testing meth-

ods, and the unreliability of the analysis melhods. These

problems make it necessary to adopt LRFD codes that will
produce designs that are simila¡ to curreltt procedures.

In 1992, the AASHTO Subcommittee on Bridges and

Structures adopted an updated, greatly changed, and im-
proved geotechnical section in the Fifteenth Edition of the

Standard Bridge Code (AASHT0 1992).This geotechnical

code modific¿tion was still completely based on allowable

stress design methods. Many geotechnical designers have

not implemented alt of those changes into tìeir design

practice. Now lhese improved design procedures must be

implemented together with the LRFD approach. In gen-

era], the use of codes is much better established for struc-

tural design thal for geotechnical design, so the task for
the bridge supersructure designer is just the implementa-

úon of a new code. However, many geotechnical designers

must implement a new approach to design while simulta-
neously adopting a more rigorous and det¿iled code.

In the Sixteenth Edition of the AASHTO Standard

SpeciJication I'or Highway Bridges (AASHTO 1996), te-
sist¿nce factors were added in the geotechnical sections in
adriition to the fàctors of safety of the allowable stress de-

sign procedure. Thus, both ASD and LRFD procedures are

available. These resistance factors are similar to those

contained in the LRFD Bridge Code. However, the fac-

tored loads will be different because the load factors in the

Sixteenth Edition of the Stândârd Bridge Code are quite

different from those in the LRFD Bridge Code.

Geotechnical engineers irlvolved in the implementation

of the LRFD Bridge Code will be concerned that it will
limit their creativity in design. Geotechnical design is

more of an art than is structural design; therefore, it does

not lend itself as easily to codification. In the present state

of geotechnical practice, specihc design methods are not
unifonnly accepted or appropriatel often, difl'erent meth-

ods are preferred in diffe¡ent localities or even by different
engineers in the same locality. Many types of geotechnical

systems are difficult or impossible to test with the same

degree of realism as is possible for structural elements.

This is particularly the case where both tle load and the

strength sides of the design relationship contain some of
the same soil properties. For example, in the case of earth

retentiorì structures, both the load and the resist¿nce a¡e

defined by some of the same soil material properties. Fur-

thermore, most structural materials a¡e manufàctured
products and much more uniform in their behavior than is

a natural material such as soil or rock.

Prior ro the adoption of tle 1994 AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Code, load factor design for bridge superstructues
lrad been available as art opúon since 197'7 (AASHTO

1977).Load factors and load combinations were defined.

In the design of reinforced concrete structural elements, a

strength design approach witii specified resistance iaciors

was available. For structural steel elements, methods were
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specified for determining the ultimate strength. However,
resistance factors were not specified or required.

In the design of foundaúons. it is necessary to deter-
mine ttre design load as â separate step if load factors are
used for the superstructure, because factors of safety are
specified to be used together with working loads. The need
to obtain working load for foundaúon design from the
factored loads used for superstructure design has been the
case for 30 years in the design of building foundations.
For earth-retention structures, to the extent that their de-

sign was codified, ASD was used. Problems arose iu cases

where structural loads were involved, such as abutrnents,
or where earth loads were applied to structural elements
such as retaining walls.

The LRFD Bridge Code unifies the design of strucrural
and geotechnical aspects. It will require geotechnical de-

signers to make many changes in their procedures, but
clarity and uniformity can result. Particularly, when
geotechnical engineers must work together with structural
engineers, the design task will be improved by the use of
LRFD. This Code change has now (1999) been available
for 5 years and several agencies have studied it and at-
tempted to use it. It is useful to review and evaluate their
experiences. The process of the change to LRFD has been
underway in other parts of tlte world and that experience
can be particularly valuable to assist the implementation
in the United States. Details of experience in both the
United States and Canada are presented in this synthesis
of infonnaúon.

OBJECTIVES OF THE SYNTHESIS

The new LRFD Bridge Code requires that LRFD be used
for tie design of geotechnical facilities. As discussed
above, the implementation of this new design process may
be difficult fbr transportaúon agencies so it is desirable
that the related experience of other design organizations
be carefully considered. Also, the ne'w code is in a state
where a progression of changes will probably be re-
quired as intlicated by the changes already contained in
the 1991 Interim (AASHT) 1997b) and the commenrs
obtained tiom the survey of state and provincial DOTs re-
ported in this syrthesis. These likely future chalges will
probably further complicate the implementation process.

In the geotechnical area, the AASHTO ASD Bridge
Code (AASHTO 1977) was charged quite recently ard an
efïort has been underway to implement those changes. In
some areas, tle changes have been of major consequerìce
and they have not been fully implemented by many agen-
cies. It may appear to many designers that the changes,
coming fiom ttre earlier practice improvements, are the re-
sult of the conversion to LRFD.

The objective of this synthesis is to review LRFD
geotechnical specifications and their development world-
wide in order to compare them with the LRFD Bridge
Code. It will provide infomration to assist engineers in
implementing the geotechnical features of LRFD methods.
The limited available experience in the United States was
collected and examined to understand the problems that
have a¡isen so that soluúons may be found. Additional
inf'ormation from international practice has been collected
to supplement tle discussion of the various aspects of
LRFD. Ba^sed on the review of these LRFD Codes, sug-
gestions for further work are made in the conclusions in
chapter 7.

TERMINOLOGY

When the LRFD design procedure is brought into use, it is
necessary tllat the new and unfamiliar terms be clearly
defined. This is particularly importalt in the case of
LRFD for geotechnical applications because the design
approach is new to geotechnical engineers. It is necessary

that the terminology be the same as that used by structural
eugineers to facilitate communicatiolì between the two
specialists.

Allowable Sfress (or load)-a specified stress (or load)
on an element that is not to be exceeded when the element
is subjected to loads that can be expecæd to occur com-
monly during the life of the structure. The stress (or load)
acting on the element is determined fiom the loads applied
to the structure using a linear elastic analysis,

Allowahle Stress Design (ASD)-a design method
based on the requirement that the calculated st¡ess (or
load) not exceed the allowable stress. The calculated stress
(or load) is obtâined by a linear elastic analysis.

Culibration-the process that is used to determine the
load and resistance facf.ors for LRFD. Calibration may be
perfbrmed using a probabilistic analysis of load and
strength statistical data or it may be done by comparison
witì ASD for a selected live load/dead load ratio. Often a
combination of these two methods is used.

Design lt¡ad-loads that are expected to occur qm-
monly during the life of the structure.

Factor of Safety-the resislance of an element or sys-
tem divided by the applied force, e.g., the ultimate
strength of a pile divided by the desi-en load.

Factored Lood-in LRFD, a term that refers to the sum
of the various specified applied loads times their individ-
ual load fäctors.

Factored Inai Effect-this is the factored load rhat is
carried by an individual element, e.g., tlle load carried by
an individual pile of a group based on a linear elastic
analysis of the structure subjected to the factored load.

Factored Resistance or Strength-the product of the
resistance factor and the nominal resistance (or strength).



Limit State-a condition beyond which the bridge or
component ceases to satisfy the provisions for which it
was designed.

Limi.t States Design-a design metlod that seeks to
provide safety against a structure or structural element
being rendered unfit for use. This method is commonly
catled load and resistance factor design (LRFD) in the

United Staæs.

Linear Elastic Analysis-a structural analysis method

that assumes that the relationship between force and de-

formation for the st¡ucturaì system is linea¡. This analysis

approach is commonly used by structural engineers to de-

tennine the forces and stresses in a st¡ucture.

Load Combinations-loads that are likely to act simul-
taneously for a given limit stâte.

Load Effect-the force in a member or element (axial

force, shear force, bending, or torque) due to loading cal-

culated by a linear elastic analysis.
lnad Factor-a factor âccounting for the variability of

the loads, the lack of accuracy in analysis, and the prob-

ability of simultaneous occurrence of different loads.

Load Factor Design (LFD)-a narne for a design pro-

cedure adopted by AASHTO in 1911. In ttris design ap-

proach, factors are applied to the loads and in some cases

also to the resistance.
LRFD Code Calibration-a process used ûo determine

the load and resistance factors for use in the LFRD approach.

Nominal Resistance or Strength--+alculated using a

presr:ribed method to define the ultimate strength or linit-
ing serviceability response of an element or system.

Resisrance Factor-a factor accounting for the vari-
ability of material properties, structural dimensions, and

worlcranship, and the uncertainty in the prediction of re-

sistance intrerent in the nominal resistance evaluation
method. Structural engineers have used phi (Q) to dettote

the resistance factor; geotechnical engineers will find this

notâtion confusing since they use the same symbol to rep-

resent the angle of internal fricúon, a soil property.

Serviceabilit-t-a measure of performance, other than

strength, that may cause the system behavior to be unsatis-

factory (e.g., settlement).

THE LRFD METHOD

The term LRFD, in the stricæst sense, refers to the use of
factors (load factors) applied to the various types of loads

and ttre associated resistance (resistance factors) in each of
several combinations úo 1. account f'or the variability of
the load and resistance and 2. determine that the f'actored

load effect does not exceed the resistance times the resis-

tance factor for a given failure or serviceability mode. In
this method, the probability of occurrence is the sane for
each of the load combinations. Thus, the appropriate load

factor for the various load types is directly associated with
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tlle particular load type and load combination. In addition

to the factored load combinations, the safety for the struc-

tu¡e is assu¡ed to be within acceptåble limits by also put-

ting a factor on the strength. Thus, by the use of factors on

the loads and resistance to deal with their variability and

uncertainty, the safety of the structure is designed to be

maintained within an acceptâble risk. In traditional ASD,

safety is achieved with a single factor of safety applied to
flle resistance to obtâin an allowable stress (or load). The

factor of safety is selecæd based on experience, judgment,

and tradition.

Because there may be many different load types, the

manner in wbich the loads are combined has sometimes

been unclear in the tradiúona] use of ASD. For instance, it
is unlikely that the most extreme values oi live ioad. winci

load, st¡eam load, and earthquake load will occur at the

same time. LRFD provides a response ûo this problem by

specifying several load combinations with load factors se-

lected on a probabilistic basis. It should be noted that the

AASHTO ASD Bridge Code, however, has offered speci-

fied load combinations for a considerable time.

Actually, the term LRFD implies more than just verify-
ing the strength of the designed structure. In ASD, tìe
limits on working stress often succeed, indirectly, in con-

trolling problems of serviceability (e.g., deflections or vi-
brations). Limit stâtes design is a more appropriate name

than LRFD for the procedure and this name is sometimes

used in other countries. All of the possible conditions that
may produce tmsalisfactory perfonnance are referred to
as limit srarcs and a.Il of the various limit states must be

accounted lbr in the design. However, the term LRFD wiLI

be used here to imply that all of the limit states øre ad-

dressed.In the United Staæs, the terrn LRFD has come to

imply the checking of all of the strength and serviceability
limit states. It seems unnecessary to adopt the tenn limit
states design in U.S. geotechnical practice since the name

LRFD is so widely used by structural engineers. Kulicki
(1998) has reported that during development of the LRFD
Bridge Code the decision was made to continue using the

term LRFD in reference to this approach to design.

Strength checking of the design is usually most impor-
tant and it is emphasized in this section. Other limit states

are dealt with using procedures similar to those used for
the strength limit stâte. It is necessary that all applicable
limit states be checked and one of the advantages of LRFD
in design is that it emphasizes the importance of the ex-

aminaúon of all of the limit states.

The LRFD method, as given in the AASHTO Code,

may be stated in mathematical form as

þ *R,* 2>rl¡T i¡8i¡



where

0¿ = resistance factor for the kth failure mode
or serviceability limit stâte,

Rur = nominal strength or performance for tle
kttr failure mode or serviceability limit
ståte,

rl¿¡ = factor to account for the ductility, redundancy,

and operational importance of the element
or system,

"{¡¡ = load factor fbr the ith load type in the load
combination j under consideration, and

Q,¡ = member load effect for the ith toad type in
the jth load combination.

It is useful to state Equation (1) in words. The left side
of the equation defines tlìe factored resistance. The nomi-
nal resistance is multiplied by the resistance fäctor, a value
tlat is usually less than, or equal to, one. This product
represents a resistance that has been reduced in magnitude
to account for the reliability of tle methods used to de-
termine the nominal resistarìce. The right side of the
equation represents the loads applied to the element under
consideration (or more -eenerally stated, the actions ap-
plied to the element, e.g., including shrinkage in a con-
crete structue). The loads are increased by a fäctor that is
defined by the load type axd the load combination. Thus.
the load factor for dead load is quite small since it should
be possible to determine the dead load quite reliably while
the trafüc loatl is multiplied by a much larger facror due ro
its great variability.

Load factors have already been defined in the LRFD
Bridge Code (AASHTO 1994) 'altsr extensive srudy over
the past several years as part of NCHRP Project 12-33, *A

Calibration of LRFD Bridge Design Code" (Nowak nd).
The geotechnical designer is most concemed witi the de-
tennination of the nominal strengttr, &,, and the associ-
ated resistance factor, Q. In tìe general case, there may be

several limit states of concern, each with their own resis-
trnce factor and nominal strengtlì. For example, in design-
ing a deep foundation, it is necessary to consider limit
st¿tes associated with structural axial strength, soil
strength, lateral load behavior, settlement, scour, ship im-
pact response, and earthquake response. In each case, the
strength or other response quantity must be tletermined
and the associated resistance factor selected.

In the development of design codes in general and
geotechnical codes specifically, it is necessary that appro-
priate load combinations be defined for each limit state.
Most of this work has already been done and reported by
Nowak. Of primnry concern is the developmenl (or selec-
tion) of mßthods to determine the nominal rcsistance.
These procedures must determine the geotechnical system

response of interest. They may be concemed with either
strength or serviceability limit states. In addition. the as-
sociated resistance factor must also be selected. The resis-
tance factors are dependent on both the limit ståte and the
accuracy and reliability of the method used for deærmin-
ing the nominal resishnce.

SYNTHESIS INVESTIGATION

AND RESPONSE

One important task of this study was to determine the cur-
ren[ state of practice in the application of LRFD in rhe
design of geotechnical facilities. Because the implementa-
tion into U.S. highway practice is just beginning, a large
experience base does not exist. However, it was useful to
determine both existing experience and plans t'or fuhre
implementation. A questionnaire was circulated in July
1997, to transportation departments in all states and Ca-
nadian provinces. All of the responses were received by
October 1997. A copy of the Questionnai¡e is includerj in
Appendix A.

Thirty-eight responses were received from st¿te DOTs
and six from Canadian provinces. Some of the question-
naire responses from state DOTs can be easily tabulated
and those results are given in Table 1. Additional tabular
infbrmation is contained in Appendix A. More than 50
percent of tlte responding agencies had specific plans f'or
either experimenting with or implementing LRFD. Six
states, Arkansas, Colorado, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Oklahoma, and Washington, had made substantial prog-
ress and had projects underway. Tbree states had conurrit-
ted to irnnediate implementåtion (Colorado, Oklahoma,
and Pennsylvania) and four more implemeuted in 1998.
Five stâtes had resea¡ch studies underway. It should be
noted that the implementation of design code ch'anges is
usually cont¡olled by the State Bridge Engineer. Super-
structure design may occupy most of his or her attention,
causing the structural implementation to be generally
fürther advanced than geotechnical.

TABLE I

Qr.tEsïoNNAIRE RESPONSES

States with projects unclerway or completed
No. ol projects underway
No. of states starting 1971 or earlier
No. of states planning to start in 1998
No. of states planning to start in I 999
No. of states planning to start in 2000 or later
No. of states currently implemented (Colorado,

()klahorna. and Pennsylvania
No. implenrenting in 1998
No. implementing in 1999
No. implenrenting 2000 or later
No specifrc implementing plans
No. of stafes responding to research

6

-70
J

4
3

t7
3

4
5

7
18

5



Fifteen responses contained useful written commerìLs

that do not lend themselves ttr tabulation. Many of the

comments related to the current LRFD Bridge Code or
dealt with similar topics. Some of them have been com-

bined and paraphrased (Appendix A).

Replies were obtained from six C¿uradian provinces ald
all but one of them, British Columbia, implemenæd LRFD
several years ago. British Columbia indicated that they

have no plans to implement. The general tone of the

coûiments from the other provinces w¿ts that they had

relatively little difficulty in implementing the process. In
general, they indicate that the resulting designs have be-

come more conservative and also more costly. Specific
commenLs are paraphrasetl in Appettdix A.

The problems of implement¿tion of LRFD for geo-

technical facilities in the United States can be grouped

into two categories. First, tiere is a general and sometimes
very stfong reluctårìce to change the design procedure. It
is argued that little is to be gained by changiug, the design
process will be more difficult, and more desigtt time will
be required. The second reason for tlre reluctance is re-
lated to a variely of technical corìcenìs for the culrent state

of the specificaúon. For example, several commetìts were

concerned with the resistance factors used for driven pile
design and the difitculty in matching them to modem de-

sign practice. These concerns are numerous aud many are

well founded. There were very few comments from either
the United States or Canada regarding the use of LRFD
for earth retaining structures, culverts, or slope stability.
This may be due to the fäct tliat designers had concemed

themselves primarily with foundatious in t¡e early stâges

of implementation.

There is a serious, long-term problem itt the implemen-
tation of LRFD in geotechnical engineering. The educa-

tion of geotechnical engineers strongly empltasizes the

evaluation of soil and rock properties. This is a natural
approach because properúes can be difficult to cha¡acter-
ize. The result is that little úme is spent on design a¡ld the

design process does not receive the emphasis that it does

in structural engineering education. The basic desigtt
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concepts (e.g., ASD, LRFD, limit. stâtes) are not presented

and the geotechnical engineering student will only receive

this background if he t¿kes structures courses.

There ¿ue two clea¡ advantâges to tie use of LRFD.
First, tle uncertainty in performance evaluaúon is recog-

nized to be made up of nvo parts, one concerned with
Ioads and the other with strength (performance). V/here
the loads are defined by the structural engineer, it is inap-
propriate for the geotechnical engineer to define tle total

safety factor. LRFD is very effective in this case since the

structural engineer will be concerned with the determina-
tion of the factored load for the various load combinations
ald the geotechnical engineer will define the resistance

factor, ln the case of deep foundations, earth reøining
structures, and slope stability desiglìs, the strength as it is
currently determined for ASD is an ultimate stren-qth and

the geotechnical engineer does not have avallable a ra-
tionally determined allowable stress. Problems arise when

the loads are defined by the soil pressures. It is then diffi-
cult to separate load factors from resistance tactors so a
calibration of the resulting design to ctrrent ASD must be

used.

The second reason for using LRFD is tltat if the loads

are defined by the structural engineer they will be factored
loads, uot working loads. Thus, for all cases where a

structural design is involved it will be much simpler if
LRFD is also used by the geotechnical engineer. For ex-

arnple, with rhe AASHTO LFD Code or the ACI Building
Code the structural design is completed with fäctored
Ioads but tìen the foundation design must be done with
allowable stresses, or factors of safety.

In the immediate future resistance fãctors will be cali-
brated by comparison with factors of safety traditionally
used in ASD. One would expa:t that this type of calibra-
tion, correctly used, would produce designs simila¡ to the

equivalent ASD-base<l design and of a similar cost. There-
fore, it cannot be claimed that the use of LRFD will reduce

cost. However, the LRFD system provides a rational, prob-

ability-based approach to improving future design codes

and this may produce cosl savings in the future.



CHAPIERTIIVO

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

LRFD FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN

IN THE UNITED STATES

The earliest use in routine design practice of the methods

that became }nown as LRFD was in the American Con-
crete Institute (ACI) "Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete," adopted in 1956 by ACI Committee
318 (ACI Ì956). ht that document, the LRFD approach
was permitted for the design of reinforced conüel€ buildings
as an altemate to working stress methods. At that timq the

design method was called "Ultimate Strength Design," but it
bore a strong similarity to the LRFD method. The docu-
ment was very brief, fully contained in just over live pages

of a 6" by 9" format. The Ultimate Strength portion of the
1956 ACI Code was not widely used.

The motivation l'or the ACI to change to Ultimate
Strength Design came primarily from problems associated
with the design of'reiufbrced concrete elements in which
reinforcing steel was subjected to compression (e.g. col-
umns, and beams with compression reinlbrcement). In
that case, with the assumption of a linear elastic stress

distribution, the t'orce in the refuforcement that is loaded
in compression will be seriously undervalued. This prob-
lem arose because tle stress in the compression steel in-
creased due to shrinkage and creep in the concrete, i.e.

time dependent, nonlinear effects. The ASD versions of
the ACI Code had to use arbitrary and awkward proce-

dures to attempt to achieve satisfactory results in this case.

However, the ultimate strength of the section could be cal-
culaæd using a sirnple rectangular compression stress block
calibrated by available test dâta. But, this process required
the use of ultimate loads rather tlml working loads.

In the 1956 ACI Code, resislance factors were not pres-

ent, so all of the safety factor was embedded in the load
factors. However, the load factors were difïerent for differ-
ent load fypes and also tbr differeut load combinations.
The methods to determine the nominal section strengtlr
were specified and the strength was required to be greater

than the factored load applied to the section.

The factored load was specified to be:

1. For structures locâted such that wíld and earthquake
loading could be ignored, the larger of:

l.2D +2.4L
K(D + L)

2. For structures with wind and earthquake loading,
tie largest of:

l.2D+2.4L+0.6W
l.2D+0.6L+2.4W
K(D+L+0.5W)
K(D+0.5L+!V)

where D is the dead load, L is the specified live load, and
W refers to the specified wind or earthquake load. The
constant K was specified as 2.0 for members subjected to
combined bending and axial loads and 1.8 for members

subjected to bending only. The effect of the difference in K
is similar to a resistance factor since members subjecæd to
bending only are allowed to have larger applied loads than
columns.

In tle next version of the ACI 318 Code (ACI 1963), a
complete LRFD format was used, including resistance
factors, and LRFD was put on an equal footing with
working stress methods. The design method was still
known as Ultimate Strength Design but in format it was

idenúcal with LRFD. The LRFD portion of the document
was complete and was brought into practice very quíckly
as a result of a major educational program organized by
the Portlan¡J Cement Association. Most structural engi-
neering firms involved with building design in the United
States had irnplemented the new code by 1965.

Resistance factors were included on the strength side of
the basic desigu expression in 1963 with values that are

essentially tl¡e same as those used by t¡e ACI Code today.

In ttre 1969 version of the ACI Code (ACI 1969), separate
considerations were included for deflections and cracking
and they were based on an analysis at the service load
condiúon. Thus, the final form of LRFD was reached, in-
cluding serviceability limit states. The old allowable stress

design requirements were relegated to an appendix and
were later dropped compleæly. It is important to under-
stand that both the load and resistance factors were se-

lected by the intuition and judgment of ACI Committee
318. No formal analysis was reported but extensive com-
parative designs were completed.

A landmark paper was published by Cornell in 1969
(Cornell 1969) proposing that probability theory be used

as the basis for a design code. The ideas contained in this
paper had grown from the work of Freudenthal on the
application of reliability theory in structural analysis (see



for example Freudenthal et al. 196û. Cornell outlined the

framework of a code and described procedures that could

be used to determine the required factors. While some

changes were made in the code format, this paper is still
an excellent reference for the engineer who is interested in
gaining a deeper knowledge of the theoretical basis for
LRFD.

A major study was perfonned by the National Bureau

of Standards (now National Institute of Stardards and

Technology) and reporæd in NBS Report 5'77 (Ellingwood

et al. 1980). This study emplrasized buildings and build-
ing toads. A set of load combinations and load factors

were developed tltat were different from those used by the

ACI Code. These factors were developed ba^sed on a prob-

abilistic analysis and the report outlined how the specific
factors were obtained fbr the design of buildings of botl
structural steel and concrete. This study is one of t¡e most

useful references available for the review of the funda-
mental probabilistic basis of LRFD. AII of the basic
theoretical concepts for the application of probability
theory in design were presented in this report. The cur-
rent plethora of papers that describe in abundant detail the

fundamenøl theoretical basis for LRFD have contributed
littte additional ba.sic information of significance to the

topic.

The NBS Report. 5'77 load combinatiotts and factors

were used by the American Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC) when they adopted the LRFD format in 1986
(AISC 1986). Before preparation of the AISC Code, how-

ever, an additional extensive calibration snrdy was com-
pleted to determine values for resistånce factors of the

various steel súuctural elements (Ravindra et al. 1978;
Yura et al. 1978; Bjorhovde et al. 1978: Cooper eÍ ul.

1978; Hansell et al. 1978; Galambos et al. 1978). Many
of the resistance factors were generated rationzrlly by prob-

abilistic analysis of available statistical data, providing a
strong basis for tle factors selecæd for use in the code.

These papers provide an excellent guide to the general di-
rection that should be taken in code development and il-
lustrate tle use of statistical data in detennining rational
resistance factors. The statistical data on steel element be-

havior was available for use in generaúng tìe resist¿nce

factors for the LRFD Bridge Code.

The AISC Code is a very concise, clearly written
document. Beginning with earlier versions of the AISC
Code, a systematic method of checking the code require-
ments, as developed by Goel and Fenves, "Computer--
Aided Processing of Design Specification" (Goel et ul.

1971.) was applied. This procedure uses decision tables to
check that all steps in the design process are covered by

the specification and that there are no ambiguities. It may
not ire necessary to actuaiiy use formaiized and automaied
methods but the corìcept may be usefully applied on a
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manual basis. With this type of check, requirements that

overlap are found and conditions that are not covered can

also be identified. lt seems tltat these tools have not been

used in geotechnical code developments.

The ACI Code of 1963, once adopted, was quickly im-
plemenæd into practice. The colunn section was com-
pletely revised. On tìe other lrand, the AISC LRFD Code

of 1986 has been resisted by practicing engineers. Its us-

age is still not dominant after more than a decade of avail-

ability despite being taught in institutions of higher edu-

cation since its adoption. Why has there been such

diftìculty in implemenúng the AISC Code compared with
the dramatic success witl the implementation of the ACI
Code of 1963? It is hypothesized tlat the substantial im-
provement in suength calculation associated with the

"Ultimate Strength Design" ACI Code may have been a
major driving force favoring its use.

Today we have the undesirable condition that the ¡vo
most conìmonly used codes for building structures in the

United States use different load factors. A steel building
on concrete footin-qs would have tìe steel structure de-

signerJ witì different load factors than the concrete foot-

ings. If NBS Report 577 (Ellingwood et al. 1980) load
factors were adopted for concrete buildings, the resistance

factors would have to change from tìe currently used val-

ues. The most recent ACI Code (ACI 1995) allows the use

of the NBS (AISC) load factors t'or structures with mixed
materials (i.e. steel structures wit¡ concrete footings) and

includes a set of resistance factors for concrete structural
elements when using the AISC load factors. Eventually
the same krad factors will probably be adopted for the de-

sign of buildings regardless of the material type.

All of the code developments by ACI and AISC dis-
cussed above ignored foundation design requirements.
Thus, it was necessary for the geotechnical aspects of the

foundation design to be performerl based on ASD while
t¡e structural aspects were based on LRFD. For example,

in designing a spread fooúng, it is sizerJ using allowable
bearing pressures but designed structurally using LRFD.
This condition has conúnued for 30 years in concrete

building design.

The bridge design code adopted by AASHTO in 1977

contained a design procedure that wa.s called load factor

design (LFD). This was the only code so titled and it also

contained ASD. Either method could be used in design.

The ASD portion continued the code that had been used

previously (with a¡rnual updates). The LFD portion was

contained in the document together with the ASD. Both
working loads and factored loads were included. In the

LFD load combination IA, dead plus live plus impact, tle
oeao loao lactor was r.-1 ¿uì(I ule ractor oll rtve ruau prus

impact was 2.86. Allowable stresses were specified in the
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concrete design section and resistance fäctors were also
included. The resist¿nce factors had the same values as

specified in the ACI Code (AC1 1995). The section on
prestressed corìcrete specifies that strength shall be calcu-
lated based on LFD loads and "behavior at service condi-
lions" on ASD loads.

Kulicki described the procedures used in the prepara-

tion of the LRFD Bridge Code in "Development of Com-
prehensive Bridge Specification and Conrmentåry"
(Kulicki 1998).This paper is useful because it presents the
procedures used in tlte code development in considerable
detail. A byproduct of this presentation is a discussion of
probability analysis used to generate both load and resis-
t¿nce factors with emphasis on the pafticular problems of
dealing with traffic loads. The metiod used fbr tìe LRFD
Bridge Code is ba.sically the same used in the development
of the Ontario Bridge Code. This approach was developed
by Nowak and Lind (Nowak et aI. 1979).

DANISH DEVELOPMENTS

At about the same time that the ACI Building Code with
an LRFD basis came into being, a limit states code for
geotechnical applications was being investigated at the
Danish Geoæchnical Institute. The concept was first sug-
gested by Hansen (Hansen 1953, 1956). This approach
was used infbrmally until 1966 (Hansen 1966) when it
was adopted by the Danish Engineering Association. The
resulting code recognized tlte existence of multiple condi-
tions that must be considered in design and referred to
them as limit states. Apparentl¡ the name and the concept
c¿me from this effort, although the ACI Code had recog-
nized the problem of multiple limiting design conditions
by about tle same time. The Danisli Code used factors on
both the load and the resistance. In the Danish application
the resistance factors were applied to the soil properúes
rather than directly to the resistance, as has been done in
the United States. These factors were derived from previ-
ous Danish practice and were adjusted when problems or
failures were encountered and also when the total absence

of problems indicated excessive conservatism. The Danish
experience is very important in the development of, what
is called here, LRFD.

Mortensen discussed the entire Danish development
(Mortensen 1983) a'nd concluded that "limit state design
represents a logical calculation principal (sic). It is not in
itself a radically new method compared to ea¡lier design
practice, but presents a clearer formulation of some widely
accepted principals (sic)." He further concluded, 'Within
geotechnical and foundaúon engineering, even our best
methods for obtaining the necessary geotechnical data and
our best calculation methods, are inarJequate to the point
ttrat our factors of safety act, to some extent, as correction

factors. For that very reason the best way of determining
our design criteria is a combination of experience and
back-calculation of successful foundation constructions.
This also applies if limit state design is used with or with-
out the partial <¡efrìcient system. If this fun"damental fact
i,s neglected, and design criteria are based on purely theo-
retical considerations, then there is a risk that the benefits
of e.rtensive prøcfical experience gained within founda-
tion engineering will be lost" (emphasis added).

In summary, the Danish approach has been to use

ratler small factors on the load side of Equation 1. The
resist¿nce side of Equation 1 is assumed to be determined
based on soil properties applied with some analysis model.
The resist¿nce factors are applied directly to the soil prop-
erties rather than to the nominal resistance. as shown in
Equation 1.

Because of tlle extenrjed time that LRFD has been used
in Denmark the experience should be carefully considered.
The topic is reviewed more extensively in Chapters 3,4,5,
and 6 dealing with loatls and particular types of geotech-
nical systems.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORETICAL

BASIS FOR LRFD

Beginning in the late 19ó0s, a tleoretical basis for LRFD
wa.s developed in the United St¿tes based on probability
theory. The fundamental concept held that, because nei-
ther the loads nor the strength (performance) are deter-
ministic, it was appropriate to treat both load and strength
as rardom variables and to develop an approach to the
evaluation of structures based on probability theory. The
concept is illustrated in Figure 1 where probability density
functions are shown for both the load effect, Q, and the
resistance, R. (Load effect refers to the load calculated to
act on the particular element in question.) The area under
the curve between two points on the abscissa represents
the probability tìat the resistance will have a magnitude
between the two values. This is represented in Figure 1

where the area A is the probability that the resistance will
be between a and b. Probability-based design is founded
on the concept that the design be selected so that the prob-
ability of failure is equal to, or less than, some prescribed
v¿rlue. The required failure probability is based on the
analysis of the failure probability of successful elements
and systems.

The load effect in Figure t has been shown much na¡-
rower than the resistance for illustrative purposes, indicating
that, in this case, the load eftbct has less va¡iability. This
variability is measured by the standard deviation of the
distribution, (The standard deviation is not shown here.)
In Figure 1, the mean values are denoted by Q and R. f¡e
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FIGURE 1 An illustration of probability density functions for load effect and resistance.

FIGURE 2 An illustration of a probability density function for B - Q.

nominal strength, Rn as shown is not necessarily the same

as the mean strength illustrated in Figure I but is, rather,

the strength determined by the prescribed method.

If distributions are available for bot]r the load effect and

the resist¿nce, ttten the probability of faüure can 'oe de-

termined directly. One approach that has been used is to

consider the combined probability density function for R -

Q 'alird this is illustrated in Figure 2. Failure is defined

when R - Q is less than zero and the region is shaded in
Figure 2. Tbe basis for design can be to require that the

mean of the distributiol, F -Q, be greater than the value of
--^l--^:^ ---^l +^ l^C-^ rL^

K - V = U. USuaIy [rl9 lllËärl v¿lrul' rù uùq¡ LU usrru! u!

reference value and the distance of the mean above zero is
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l-n]ffil
ln(R/Q)

FIGURE 3 An illustration of probability density function for ln
R/O.

taken as a multiple of the standa¡d deviaúon of the distri-
bution. The multiple of the standard deviation, shown here
as B, is called tìe safety index or reliability index. ln this
feport the term salèty index will be used.

Another approach, illustrâted in Figure 3, is to use the
ln R/Q and then the limiting failure condition occurs when
MQ= l, l¡ln NQ = 0. The safety index is defined as before.

The values for tlle load ald resistance fãctors ate se-
lected so that the safety index has-a specifîed value. The
calibration of a particular LRFD code requires that exist-
ing, traditionally executed designs be analyzed to deter-
mine the safety index. With extensive analysis of existing
structules it is possible to characterize values of the safety in-
dex fbr successful structures and those studies have shown
that common safety indices, p. are typically 3.0 to 3.5.

Values for load factors were selected to represent the
diff'ering variability of load types. Load fäctors have
ranged fiom about 0.5 to 2.1 rlepending on the load type
and the ktad combination. Vy'ith tle load factors estirh-
lished, resistance facttrrs were selected to satisfy the re-
quirements fbr proper szrfety indices. The structural load
factors and load combinatit'ms have been estâblislìed for
the LRFD Bridge Code afær an extensive study, completed
as part of NCHRP Project 12-33 (Kulicki 1998, Nowak ntl)
¿¡¡rd it can be anticipated that those factors and combina-
tions will not change to any substantial and fundamental
degree. The methods used to generate load and resistance
factors have been discussed by Kulicki (Kulicki 1998).
Resistance factors must be used that will give reasonable
safety indices cotìsistent with current practice. It can be
anticipated that additional investigations may be necessary
in this a¡ea.

0

l+Þornrnnr J

Those interested in a more thorough discussion of
probabilistic methods applied to the developmenr of load
and resistance factors are referred to NCHRP Research
Restilts Digest 198 (Kulicki 1998). The developmenr of
tìe load and resistance factors for the LRFD Bridge Code
is tliscussed in some detail. For further information and a
somewhat more complete theoretical presentation, the
reader is referred to Nowak and Lind (1979) and Elling-
wood et aJ. (1980).

Load and resista¡ce factors can also be calibrated based
on a di¡ect comparison with existing design practice.
Since load factors have been selected for the LRFD Bridge
Code, resistance factors can be developed to result in de-
signs similar to those of the current ASD Code. This proc-
ess is illustrafed in Figure 4, where resistance factors are
shown for various factors of safety as a function of live
load to dead load ratios. Of course, the designs w1l7 not aII
be identical but may be more or less conservative depend-
ing on the live load to dead load ratio. This approach re-
quires knowledge of the load factors to determine resis-
tance factors for particular live load to dead load ratios.

Because different load factors are used for dead and live
load, the equivalent ASD szrfety factor is dependent on the
ratio of live to dead load. In this figure, the load factors
userJ are those for the limit stâte, Strength I in Section 3,
Table 3.4.1-1 of the LRFD Bridge Code. Only the load
factor 1.25 wa.s used for dead load and 1.75 for live load
and otller load types in the Strength l case were ignored.
This simplifìcation makes it possible to show tle relation-
ships easily. For example, for a live to dead load ratio of
0.2, a safety factor of 2.0 is equivalent to a resistance fãc-
tor of 0.67. Using this approach, resistance factors can be
compared with current practice for a range of fäctors of
safety and live load to dead load ratios. The example
shown here was included only as an illustration and the
curves of Figure 4 should not be used without ca¡eful
study of the particular case in question.

Another approach to code calibration is to perform
comparative designs. Particular conditions are selected
iurd a design is completed using the curient ASD code and
proposed new code. In this way the behavior of tìe pro-
posed code can be most realistically evaluated (see Mort-
ensen 1983).

MODERN GEOTECHNICAL

IMPLEMENTATIONS OF LRFD

Over the past two or three decades there has been a gen-
eral, worldwide move toward tlle use of LRFD in the de-
sign of structures, including foundations and ea¡th reten-
tiorì systems. In the United Staæs, this development has
been inst"igated by structural engineers but in some
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FIGURE 4 Resistance factors for different factors of safety as a function of live load-dead load

ratio. (This example is only intended to be illustrative and should not be used in design.)

other countries the impetus has come from the geotechni-

cal aulea as indicated in the preceding section. The devel-

opment of various codes pertâining to geotechnical design

is summarized briefly here. The detailed ÍNpects of these

codes will be discussed in subsequent chapters in the dis-

cussion of the various design elements.

Ontario Bridge Code

The province of Ontario adopted LRFD for bridge design

in 1979 with the publication of Ouario Highway Bridge

Design Code and Commzntary, after having traditionally
used the AASIilO Bridge Code. In Canada the term limit
states design (LSD) is normally used instead of LRFD.
This development was part of a much larger change in
bridge design and operation philosophy. Ontario made a

major effort to modemize bridge design, including impor-
râñr .hânoec in aìlnwahle fntck weishfs hased On StudiesG¡! vl.3¡óvu

of existing trucks using the Ontario highways. The 1979

Code with Commentary was not used extensively (personal

communication, Ontario bridge engineers, March 1998).

In 1983, the second edition of the LSD Code with
Couunentary was adopted in Onørio (Ontario 1983) and its

use beciìme mandatory. This Code was developed based on a

safety index of 3.5 at least for superstrucnre elements. The

results of the usage in the geotechnical a¡ea were not en-

couraging in that foundation elements generally became

larger, implying that the designs were more conservative.

The third edition of the Onørio Bridge Code was

adopted in 1992 (Ontario 1992) with Commentary and its

use indicates tlat the designs seem to be more reasonable

but probably still more conservative than the previous

AASÍITO-based designs using ASD. In the opinion of the

Onta¡io bridge engineers, the designs are better balanced

ald the structures are designed to higher standards. This
illustrates the point that, in comparing the load and resistance

factórs in different. design codes it would be desirable if

F.S.=2.7
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design load magnitudes relative to actual load were also
compared. In bridge design, this is very difficult since the
truck loads actually crossing bridges are dependent on tlte
permit load policies and even on truck load enforcement
in the appropriate government¿l jurisdictions.

When the third edition of the Ontario Bridge Code was
adopted, a3-day seminar was held to educate designers in
its use. In 1998, a new Bridge Code was to be adopted an<l

implemented. More extensive educational activities are
planned to assist the designers in its implementation.

Canadian Bridge Code

Most of the other Canadian provinces have gradually
adopted the Canadian National Bridge Code (Canada
Stan"dards Association 1992) over tlie past 10 years. This
code is written in an LRFD format and was adapted fiom
the Ontario Bridge Code. However, there are substantial
dift'erences between the tw<l documents. The question-
naires indicated that most Canadian provinces lìave
gradually implemented the method into their practice with
varying degrees of difficulty. Extensive studies were per-
formed and committees were constituted to review the re-
sults to assure that the best possible end result was
achieved. Responses to the questionnaire indic¿rted that
changes have occurred in the Code since it has been intro-
ducerJ and further changes will probably occur.

The geotechnical part of rhis document is quire brief,
consisting of about 20 pages of code. However, it also ilt-
cludes a conmentary.

Canadian National Building Code

The structural design part of the Canadian National
Building Code is LRFD-based (National Research Council
oJ'Canada 199Ð. This code covers all aspects of building
design such as fire protection, plumbing, safety measures.
etc. and structural tlesign including foundations is only a
small part. The structural design part does include loads,
loarj combinations, and load factors. It also includes load
combinations for ASD. Resistance factors are not in-
cluded, but in some cases, reference is made to othel m¿-
terials-oriented design specifications that include resis-
tânce factors. No reference could be t'ound to a
geotechnical design specification, however. designers use
the Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual (Canadian
Geotechnical Sociery 1992), an extensive document cover-
ing all aspects of concem iu foundation design.

Florida Department of Transportation

The Florida DeparEnent of Transportation has prepared
modifications to LRFD Bridge Code (Florida DOT I99Z)

to deal with problems that they encountered in practice.
They performed calibrations of their current ASD practice
to the LRFD format using the new AASHTO load combi-
nâtions and load factors. This document makes an impor-
tånt contribution since it. represents the thoughts of a pro-
gressive geotechnical organization in a transportation
agency and it deals with their response to problems they
saw wirh the LRFD Bridge code.

Eurocode

The countries of tlte European Community have joined to-
gether to prepare a standard design code for the construc-
tion (buildings and transportâtion) that takes place in
those countries. A document has been adopted for geo-
technical desi-qn (European Committee for Standardiza-
rion 1994) but the extent that it has been implemented
seems to vary widely. This has treen a major effort with
contributions tìom some of the leading geotechnical engi-
neers in Europe.

Eurocode 7, P'art 1 consists of more than 100 pages of
requirements that are stated in a general form. In only a
fèw cases are specifîc requirements included. It is written
witt¡out. a Commentary, although much of the information
in tie code would appear in a Commentary in North
American practice. Further design and construction re-
quirements are given in Pa¡t 2, Desi-en by Laboratory
Testing and Part 3, Design by Field Testing. Other docu-
ments have been developed to meet the needs of particular
systems, such as sheet piles and concrete piles. Eurocode 3
contåins a section concemed with the design of steel pil-
ing (ECS 1994) and loads ard load factors are contained
in Eurocode I (ESC 1995).In totâl, the documenr is very
large and a complete evaluaúon is beyond the scope of this
Synthesis. The Eurocode 7 resistance factors were not
generated from a reliability analysis but were selected to
fit current practice.

The Eurocode 7 has been developed to allow a graduat
implementation by the various member countries. In the
beginning, tìe framework will be used by members with
specifìc requirements defined by the individual countries.
For example, the constants required in the specific code
limit¿tions are bracketed, indicating that specific values
can be established by the national codes. Probably, the na-
tional codes will continue to t¿lie precedence but they will
eventua.lly begin to converge on the Eurocode somewhat
like in the United States where individual state DOTs
control their brid-ee codes anrJ may make some changes
from the AASHTO Code.

There is, however, a strong resistance to tie use of tlte
Eurocode for foundations (Stocker 1997). There are many
well-developed but different geotechnical practices in



Europe, each developed to meet the needs of particular
countries. A great deal can be leamed by a careful study of
tlis total document.

Danish Code of Practice for
Foundation Engineering

This Danish Code (Danish Geotechnical Institute 1985) is

the successor ûo the original code developed at the Danish
Geotechnic¿rl Institute (Hansen 1966). lt deals with the

design of both shallow and pile foundations and, in addi-
tion, specifies procedures for establishing earth pressures.

Structures are divided into three foundation classes-
low. normal. and high-based on the nature and size of
the structure, conditions with regard to adjacent struc-
tures, soil conditions, and groundwater conditions. Pro-

cedures to be used in subsurface investigations anrJ design

are outlined. Methods to be used for establisltittg soil
properties are discussed and ranges of values a¡e st¿ted. In
addition, presumptive values of properties to be used in
preliminary design studies are provided.

This design code is of particular interest because it has

been in use for an extended period of time and probably
has been modified to deal with problems encountered in
practice. It should be noted that the soils in Denmark a¡e

of limited variety compared with conditions in the United
St¿tes.

1992 AUSTROADS Bridge Design
Code

The AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code (AIJS'I.ROADS

1992) governs the design of bridges for all of Austra-
lia. AUSTROADS is an association of state, territory,
and federal road and traffic authorities in Australia
rhat seems to be similar to AASHTO in the United
States. This Code is written in an LRFD tbrmat and
cc¡ntains a foundations section tÌ¡at also includes the de-

sign requirements for abuÍnents, retaining walls, culverts,
and anchorages.

15

Australian Code

A design standard was adopted (Standards Association of
Australia 1995) for all geotechnical facilities except high-
way work. This stand¿rd is LRFD based and concisely

written. When development of this staldard began, the

intention was to -eenerally follow the Eu¡ocode but as the

writing effort proceeded tlte final style differed substan-

tially. This code has now been broadly implemented in
Australia. Future versions of the AUSTROADS Code will
use the requirernents of the St¿¡dards Association of Aus-

t¡alia Code by referen<æ for geoæchnical facilities (personal

communicution, Julian Seidel, Professor, Monash Univer'
,s iry, M e Ib o ur ne, Au str alia).

American Petroleum lnstitute

An LRFD-ba.sed code was adopted for the desi-qn and

construction of offshore platforms by the American Petro-

leum Insrirure (API) in 1993 (API 1993). This standard
generally follows the LRFD approach with load factors

that are simil¿r¡ in magnitude to values used in other de-

sign codes. ConsirJerable attention is devoted to loads

characteristic of the ocean environment (e.g. waves,

wind). On the resistance side the primary implementation
in the geotechnical a¡ea is tbr driven piles since almost all
ofÏshore platforms are supported on piles.

Transmission Tower Reliability-Based

Design Method

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) developed a

transmission tower design corJe for drilled shaft founda-

úons primarily by contract with Cornell University in a proj-

ect dirscted by Dr. Fred Kulhawy (Plnon et al. 1995). Due to

changes in the operation of EPN the code is now a proprie-

târy document and is available only at high cost. It was

not acquired t'or the purposes of this snrdy. However, Kul-
hawy's work that is published in the open literature was

reviewed and it will be discussed in the appropriate sec-

tions of this report.
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LOADS, LOAD FACTORS, AND SOIL PROPERTIES

CTIAPTER TTIREE

INTRODUCTION

The load and resistance factors of LRFD have replaced the
safety factors that geotechnical engineers have tradition-
ally used in ASD. In structural design by ASD, allowable
stresses were normally used instead of a safety täctor.
These stresses were selected and codified based on tradi-
tion and experience, and the factor ofsafety was not visible to
the designer. By comparison, allowable stresses were not es-

tablished for most aspects of geotechnical design. Instead,

sftengths were determined and a fãctor of salbty was applied.
Thus, in the geotechnical uea. there has been a tradition of
evaluating the acceptability of a design based on a calcu-
lated strength together with a factor of safety. V/hen the
conversion is made to LRFD, it is desirable that the desigu
process produce designs that a¡e similar to those produced

by ASD using a safety factor. This implies that the sum of
the influence of the LRFD load and resistance factors
should be equivalent to tùe ASD fäctor of sal'ety.

When loads originating from the geotechnical aspects

of the design are involved the problem is not as clear.
L,oads comfurg from soil pressure a¡e deternúned from the soil
properties but so is the nominal resistance. It then becomes

diflicult to select the load factors as a separate exercise from
the resistance factors. For instan<r, did the fai.lure occur in
an earth retaining structure because the loads were incor-
rectly estimated or because the strength was inadequate?

The load factors and load combinations associated with
structural loads for the LRFD Bridge Code lnve been es-

tablished and reporæd in NCHRP 12-334 (Nowak nd).
The loads and load factors for earth pressures have also
been established and the trasis for their selection was pre-
sented in NCHRP Report 343 (Barker et al. 1991). The
probabilistic analysis used by Nowak in NCHRP Project
12-334 has been based on the load combinaúon tlrat most
often controls the design. This combination is the one that
considers the action of gravity on the structure and its
primary functional loads, i.e. dead load plus live load, In a
building, the loads that most frequently conlrol the design
are the structural dead load combined with the live loads
coming from tle building fuuction; for a bridge the criti-
cal load combination is usually dead load plus the traffic
load, the combinafion kmown as Strength I in the LRFD
Bridge Code.

During the examination of several different LRFD
codes it was observed that some of the resistance factors

for a particular limit st¿te had values varying over a con-

siderable range among the different codes. Some of thiS

variability may have its source in differences in the load
factors between codes. As an example, the current ACI
code (ACI 1995) specifres a different set of resistance fac-
tors for the two different sets of load factors that a¡e
perrnitted by the code.

To make the comparison of resistance factors easier, the
load factors and load combinaúons from several codes

have been collected. These load sets are included here as

Appendix B. The most important and commonly limiting
load combination is dead plus live load. The load factors
f'or tlis combination are given below for the codes that
were reviewed. Of course, the specified structural loads

themselves may be different in different codes. What is the
relaúonship between building live loads and highway
úaffic loads? V/hat is the relationship benveen traff,rc

loads, for example, in Ontario and the United States? Are
they more or less conservatively defined?

LOAD FACTOR SUMMARY

For purposes of comparison among the structural loatls for
the various codes, the primary strength load combination
for each of fìe codes that were reviewed are summarized
below.

Comparison of Strength Inads by Design Code

AASHTO LRFD Bridge Coder
ACI3l8-95
AISC and NBS 577
Ontario Bridge Coder
Canaclian Bridge Code
Eurocode'
Danish Foundarions Code
Australian Code
API Cocle3

lThere 
is a variety of load factors for the variou.s dead load typ€s.

-This is a considerable simplifriætion of the Eulmde specification on
loads and load factors. The ndividual comûies rotain control of
some of tho specific design requirements. ln addition, the definition

- of loads, load combinations, and load factors is quiæ complex.
3'Ile code of the American Peholeum lostitute is ioncemeù with the

design of otïshore petroleum recovery platrorms. As such, thc p,rimary
emphasis in the loads section is placed on wi¡d and wave loadings.

The summary table shows the rather large variation of
Ioad factors now in use in tle LRFD codes that were re-
viewed. The load factor on dead load ranges from 1.0 in

1.25D + 1.75L
1.4D + L.TL
1.2D + 1.6L
l.2D + 1.4L
l.2D + l.6L

1.35D + 1.5L
l.OD + l.3L

1.25D + l.5L
l.3D + l.5L
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FIGURE 5 Resistance factors as a function of live load-dead load ratio for a factor of safety of 2.0 for the codes
reviewed. (This summary of load and resistance factor relationships for a specific factor of safety is only intended to be

illustrative and should not be used in design.)

tle Danish Code to 1.4 in the ACI Code. The most com-
mon value is 1.2 but the Eu¡ocode uses 1.35, almost as

large as the ACI Code. The range of values for load tac-

tors on live load extends from 1.3 in the Danish Code to
1.75 in the LRFD Bridge Code. Curves a¡e shown in Fig-
ure 5 of the dead load and live load combination for each

of the codes reviewed. This figure shows the relationship be-

tween live load-dead load ratio and resistance factor for a
factor of safety of 2.0. It can be seen that the difierence in re-

sistance factor for a factor of safèty of 2.0 c¿ur be as much as

40 percent (between ACI 318-95 and the Danish Code).

It is quite understandable that load factors for live loads

could be quite different among tle various codes since the

live loads could be more variable in one application than
anotìer. The same conclusion cannot be reached with re-
gard to structural dead load. The range of values of the

load fãctors applied to dead load should be very n¿urow

since the structural dead load should have nearly the same

variability in all cases. A difference of 1.0 to 1.4 tbr the

Danish and the ACI Code is quite large.

LOAD FACTORS DISCUSSED

The loads and load factors for the AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications (AASHTO 1994) were developed

during the course of NCHRP Project 12-33. Tbe load fac-

tors were finalized by the Calibration Ta.sk Group under
the chairmarship of Professor Andrezj Nowak. This work
used probability analysis to determine load factors for the

most common load combinations using a safety index, p,

of 3.5 (Novvak nd). As part of the same study, resistance

factors for several structural failure modes were also found
fbr common bridge girder types. The procedure used for
generating both load and resistånce factors is discussed in
NCHRP RRD 198 (Kulicki 1998). These load factors re-

mained essenúally unchanged in tìe 1997 Interim of the

AASIilO LRFD Bridge Code and that inf'omtation is pre-

sented in Appendix B. It is reasonable to assume that the

structural load tâctors and load combinations are now es-

senúally finalized. However, in the Suggested Resemch

Section of the Nowak Committee Report, it was recom-
mended that the ståtistical datâ be verified and the cali-
bration be pefformed for substructure design.

One of the primary geotechnical serviceability condi-

tions is settlement. The determination of settlement for
noncohesive soils is discussed and example problems are

solved in the FHWA Driven PiIe Design Manual (Hannï
gan eÍ al. 1996). These settlements should be calculated
fbr a realistic combinaúon of loads including selected live
loads because the settlement response is quite rapid in
these soils and it may be increased by vibration due to

----ACl 3l&95

- - - AASHTO

.'- " Aulralian Code

- 

Eurocode

-APl 

Code

-. -.A¡SC, ANSI 577, and
Canadhn Bridge Code

-.. -Onlario Brfulge Code

- 

Dan¡sh Foundation Code
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trallic. However, since the response is rapid and the
magnitude usually small, settlement calculation is often
less critical than f'or cohesive soils. Because settlement of
cohesionless soils occurs immediately as the load is ap-
plierJ, minor changes can be made in the elevations of the
structure during construction tltat compensate for some of
these rapidly developin-e settlements. It may be useful to
study examples of typical structures on soils of this type to
evaluate the importance of settlement in noncohesive soils
and it may be possible to ignore the calculaúon of settle-
ments in cohesionless soils in some cases. There are cases

where settlement is critical in noncohesive soils so the
problem must be considered. The LRFD Bridge Code does
not include a load combination to deal with tllis case.

In cohesive soils, settlement occurs much more slowly
and is often of larger ma-enitude than in noncohesive soils.
Because settlement is slow, only permanently applied
loads need to be considered in settlement calculations.
Section 10.6.2.2.2 of the LRFD Bridge Code notes that
"Time dependent settlements in cohesive soils may be <le-

termined by using the permanent loads only." However,
there is no serviceability bad combinaúon for evaluation
of settlement in cohesive soils among those of Table 1-B
in Appendix B.

It is of iuterest to note that downdrag load on piles
(negative skin friction) is contained iu all of the Strength
and Extreme Event load combinations ¿r¡d a load factor of
1.8 is specified in Table 2-B of Appendix B, t¿ken from
the LRFD Bridge Code. This load facror seems to be quite
large compared witl current practice. Further study is ap-
propriate to review tle load combinaúons contained in the
LRFD Bridge Code with particular rcgard for foundation
loarJs and also the load factors in these combinations, par-
ticularly the downdrag case.

EARTH PRESSURE LOADS AND
LOAD FACTORS

The loads for ea¡th retaining structures are defined quite
specifically in the LRFD Bridge Code. In addition ro loads
coming from structural dead and live loads that might be
typical of bridge abutments, there will be earth pressure
loads. Sections 3.11.1 to 3.11.8 of the LRFD Bridge Code
present specific methods for calculating ea-rth pressures for
the common possible cases that must be dealt with. These
pressures should be design pressures since a load factor is
applied to them. Thus tle methods that have been commonly

used for calculating earth pressures can be used with ap-
propriate load factors.

The load factors for eartì retaining structures from the
LRFD Bridge Code are given in Table 2-B and the load
combinations in Table 1-8. They are different from the
LFD values of the ea¡lier LFD AASIilO Code (AASHTO
1977). T\ey were developed in the study by Barker et al.,
reporred in NCHRP Reporr 343 (Barker et al. l99I).

SOIL PROPERTIES

The definition of soil properties for use in design has

traditionally been left up to the designer in United States
practice. Based on information from subsurface explora-
tion it is common that several different sets of test results
may be available from eitier laboratory or in situ tests all
coming from the same stratâ. The LRFD Bridge Code
does not give the designer any guidance as to the approach
that should be used in selecting the design value. In some
cases, tiere may be a considerable range in the available
data so the resulting loads or resist¿nce's could vary con-
siderably based on the judgment of the engineer selecting
the design soil propertes.

Euroc<lde 7 makes a specif,rc suggestion for dealing
with this problem. In Section 2.4.3 (ECS 1994) it states "If
statistical methods are used, the characteristic value
should be derived such that the calculated probability of a
worse va-lue governing the occurrence of a limit søte is
not greater lhan 5t/o." The other LRFD Codes that were
reviewed did not make recommendations regarding proce-
dures to be used in selecting material properties.
Geotechnical engineers may argue that such decisions
should be left to the judgment of the engineer. On the
other hand, some guidance in this area would be useful to
engineers to aid in producing designs that have a common
basis. If load and resist¿nce factors are developed based on
the assumption that mean values of soil properties are
used by the engineer when in fäct conservaúve values are
actually selected, then excessively conservative designs
coukJ result. If the opposite were the case the resulting
design could even be unsafe. Perhaps in the development
of geotechnical codes this issue should be studied.

The Danish Foundation Code specifìes in Section 4.3
that water pressures be selected so that the assumed value
would not be exceeded with a 98 percent probability in
olìe yeaf.
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CHAITTER FOTIR

LRFD FOR FOUNDATIONS

INTRODUCTlON

Chapter 2 presented the history, fiamework, and philo-

sophical basis of LRFD and the procedures used to de-

termine the necessary fäctors were described. Chapter 3

discussed ttre loads emphasizing some of tle details of
load factor selecúon and gave a sunmary ol the load fac-

tors used in various LRFD design codes. In this chap-

ter, the specific details for LRFD applied to founda-
tions will be discussed, with emphasis on the resistance

side of the design expression of Equation (1). A dis-
cussion of the methods for determining nominal re-

sponse (e.g. strength and serviceability) and selecting

tle associated resistance factors for foundations for the
va¡ious limit states will be presented. Also, the

geotechnical portions of the LRFD Bridge Code for
foundations will be reviewed and compared witi other

such documents.

FOUNDATION DESIGN

PROCEDURE

The LRFD process for foundations must be based on a
clear understanding of the total foundation design and

construction monitoring procedure. The basic design ap-

proach will be the sanrc regardless oJ whether ASD or
LRFD i,ç used, i.e. the same performance characteri,çtics,
such as strengÍh and serviceabiliry, must be determined in
either approach an"d they are usually determined in the

same ways. The f'oundation design process has been stud-

ied and reported in "Design and Const¡uction of Driven
Pile Foundaúons, Workshop Manual" (Hannigan et al.

1996).^lhe process can be summarized by tìe flow chart

shown in Figure ó.

ln Blocks 1-4, ttre design requirements are determined
and the geotechnical information is collected. At the

compleúon of this effort, the preliminary design require-
ments, including the structural and other superimposed

loads, have been established and tle subsurface informa-
tion at the site has been collected. The decision must
then be made regarding the type of foundation system,

shallow or deep. In this section, the design of shallow
foundations will be discussed so it is assumed that a
shallow foundaúon is appropriate. Further steps in tlìe

design process for deep foundations will be discussed in
those secúons dealing with the individual deep foundation

types.

SHALLOW FOUNDATION DESIGN

PROCEDURE

The design procedure for shallow foundaúons is shown in
Figure 6. Having selected a shallow foundation, the next

step in the design process in Block SF2 of Figure 6 is to
determine the resistance factor. It may depend on the

metlìod of capacity determination. If that is the case, when

the capacity determination method is selected the resis-

tance factor is known. Some design organizations may

choose capacity determination methods that are uot in-
ctuded in the code. Associated resistance factors will then

lìave to be determined. The nominal bearing pressure is

also found in Block SF2 of Figure 6. As previously de-

fined, the nontinal pressure (strength) is the pressure, cal-

culated according to a specified or accepted procedure,

that would result in f'ailure (or exceeding a serviceability
limit). The normal clesign process is to make the first
footing size selection based on strength or the engineer's
judgment so the nominal bearing pressure is determined
first and tlen, from the nominal strength, l'ooting dimen-

sions can be selected. The procedures for determining al-
lowable stresses for the design of f'ootings are well estab-

lished and are discussed in foundaúon design textbooks.

The methods fbr determining allowable stress have been

converted to nominal strength in NCHRP Report 343

(Barker et al. I99l) and these procedures are contained in
the LRFD Bridge Code. Spread footing strength depends

on tlte footing size and embedment depth. But footing size

cannot be determined until nominal bearing pressure is

known. Therefore, the design process is basically iterative.

Spread t'ooting design is usually controlled by settle-

ment limitations and many design organizations satisfy

settlemelìt limit"ation first and then check bearing cåpacity.

In this case, settlement analysis is placed in Block SF4

and the bearing capacity check takes place in SF3. The

procedures given in the LRFD Bridge Code will allow
higher bearing pressures than have been used previously,

so bearing strength will be the limiting factor even less

frequently than is currently the case.

The problem with this aspect of the design process is

ttrat fboting design has been traditionally performed by the

structural engineer using presumptive bearing pressures or
pressures detennined by the geotechnical engineer using a

geotechnical anatysis. If the size of the footing must be

known to determine tle nominal bearing pressure, a very

close cooperation betweeu the structural and geotechnical
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engineer is implied. Some design organizations, including
stâte DOTs, make it a practice to provide data on design
bearing pressures as a function of the footing dimensions

and depth. (In many cases, an appropriate depth will be
defìned by the soil profile but footing dimensious remain a
variable.) Thus, a curve can be supplied to the structural

Establish Requirements for Structural
Conditions and Site Characterization

Obtain General Site Geology

Collect Foundation
Experience from the Area

Evalu¿te Information and
Select Foundation System

Determine Nominal Beari ng
Pressure, Horizontal Load Resistance

and Resistance Facto¡s

Select Footing Size and
Complete Stuctural Design

(Structural Engineer)

Check Settlement and
Other Serviceability Requirements

Design
Satisfactory

Is a Shallow
Foundation
Possible?

Prepare PIans and Specifìcations
Speci$ quality conhol Procedures

FIGURE 6 Flow chart describing foundation design process (after Hannigan et al. 1996).



footing designer expressing the nominal bearing pressure

as a function of footing dimensions. Another approach is

for tle structural engineer to provide the geotechnical en-

gineer the factored loads. The geotechnical engineer can

then estimate the footing size and determine the appro-
priate required nominal bearing strength. Other organiza-

tions, where information is continually exchanged, depend

on a close working relationship between the geotechnical

and sEuctural engineers.

After selection of the trial footing dimensions in Block

SF3, horizontal loads and serviceability (settlement) re-

quirements must then be checked by the geotechnical en-

gineer in Block SF4. Like the strength condiúon discussed

above, the footing response can only be deterrrined after

its size and elevation are known. Methods are well devel-

oped for determining settlement and horizontal resistånce,

but they must be applied after the footing size and depth

are determined. Communication between the structural

and geotechnical engineers is again necessary so that the

appropriate checks can be performed, but tlte usual proce-

dure is ûo develop the design based on strengt¡ and then

adjust the design as necessary to satisfy the requirements

arising from settlement, horizontzl fbrces, and other re-

quirements. If atl requirements cannot be satisfied, it may

be neressary to use a deep foundation.

Nominal Resistance Determination

The strength of the foundaúon soil supporting spread

footings has been determined by three methods in general

geotechnical practice. ln most cases, presumptive bearing

capacities have been defined based on the experience of
the geotechnical engineer. The presumptive values can

then be supplied to the structural engineer and the footing

design can be completed. This approach to design has ob-

vious, serious wealmesses but with extensive local experi-

ence it has proven to be a reliable and effective approach

to design, although it is generally conservative. Further-
more, the real limitation for spread footings is frequently

settlement and vertical load failure considerations do not

necessarily govem.

The second approach that has been followed in the de-

termination of nominal strength has been the use of in situ

test results. These methods have been empirically cali-

brated to footing perfonnance and they can be used easily

witl the available soil exploration data. This approach re-

quires a knowledge of footing dimensions in order to deter-

mine an allowable or nominal bearing pressure so the prol>

lems of cooperation between the sructural ald geotechnical

engineers discussed above apply to in situ methods.

The last general approach is the use of "rational" meth-

ods with soil properties based on subsurface exploration
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information and laboratory tesúng or perhaps soil proper-

ties obtâined from in situ test data. Since many different

condiúons exist, such ¿s load inclinaúon, load eccentricity'

soil layering, and a variety of soil types under the footing'

the metlod becomes quite complex in its detail.

Subst¿¡úal data base information from static load æsts

on spread footings taken to failure does not exist. There-

fore, only limited data are available for use in substantiat-

ing the methods used for capacity determination. A sim-

ple, direct method of verificarion is not available, so

indirect methods must be used. The computation method

variabiliry can be evaluated based on the variability and

accuracy of the mechanical model and the variability and

accuracy of the quantities used in the model. There may be

an additional variable, in that the input information for

the models may be obøined from curves or Íables using

subsurface exploration information, which also has some

variability. Now the variability of both the subsurface in-
formation and the tabulated quantities in addition to the

model becomes important.

The LRFD Bridge Code gives specific methods fbr
nominal capacity determination including curves and

graphs for the def,rnition of required constânts in the com-

putâtional procedures to be used for vertical capacity de-

termination ba.sed on the soil type and the soil conditions.

Other conditions, such as eccentric loads, inclined loads,

groundwater, zmd sloping ground surface, are specifically

defined and numerical procedures are specified. The above

methods include both tÏe use of "rational" methods and

methods based on in situ test dat¿. There are no presump-

tive bearin-e pressure values for spread fo:tings on soil in

the LRFD Bridge Code.

The determination of soil properties from subsurface

exploration inf'ormaúon is the single most difficult and

pervasive problem in geotechnical engineering. The

sampling and testing of soils is corrplicated by the prob-

lems of dealing with a granular medium that is highly

variable and usually below the water table. The LRFD
Bridge Code discusses subsurface exploration procedures

in Section 10.4, Detenninaúon of Soil Properties. Refer-

ence is made to procedures from AASIITO and ASTM
stândårds. However, no guidance is given fo'r the selection

of soil properties given a variety of values from tests in a

particular layer. Other standards, Eu¡ocode for example,

specífy procedures for selecting values for design. A large

change in the safety of the facility can result for desi-qns

based on conservatively selected material properties versus

optimistic values. This topic will be discussed in more

deøil in the review comments on Eurocode.

The methods in the LRFD Bridge Code for detennining
nominal srength of spread tbotings are quiæ compiete and

thorough. However, in stating these methods specifically
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in the Code, the use of other computational proceclures is
effectively prohibited. Thus, what may have long been
successful pracúce in many locations is no longer accept-
able. Perhaps a more general statemetìt of the procedures
to be used for nominal strength determination should be
considered. This would have the obvious difficulty that
resist¿¡ce factors are not available for these metlods and
would have to be generated by the organization using the
method.

The serviceability limit státe often governs the design
of spread footings and this makes much of the discussion
above of less concern. The import¿nce of the strength
limit state can best be examined by studying comparative
designs for several realisúc sites and loads.

Footings on rock are ha¡rdled in a similar way except
presumptive bearing pressure values a¡e included in arJdi-
tion to empirical methods. It is noted that the strengtlì de-
sign procedures for rock include specified bearing pres-
sures at the "service limit st¿te." Sin<;e values a¡e also
available for the "strength limit state' the appropriate use of
these two values is unclear. The designer is directed to use
two specific strength values for two süength limit stâtes.

Resistance Factors for Spread Footings

Resistance factors for spread footings were studied by
Barker etal. (1991) and the results of that study were used
as a basis for the LRFD Bridge Code. The variabitiry of
tle basic laboratory measured soil properties was deter-
mined from the literature and used as the variability of the
footing capacity fbr the purpose of detennining the resis-
tånce factors. This ignores the va¡iability of the capacity
calculation method and datâ on that variability is probably
not available. Studies were done to examine the variation
of the safety index, p, as a function of footing size and
bridge span length. Based on this catibration effbrt, resis-
tance factors were selected using the probabilistic analysis
discussed in chapter 2. It is important ro note that at the
time this work was done the load factors available to the
researchers were 1.3 for dead load ¿utd 2.2 for live load. lt
may be useful to examine the magnitude of the resist¿nce
factors for klad f¿rctors of I.25 ¿nd 1.75 f'or dead and live
load, respectively. This would result in reductions in the
resistânce fäctors, implying that the cu.rrent designs are
not conservative. However. the changes would probably
not be very great in view of the other assumptions that ha<l
to be made in generating the current resistance factors.

Data base information is now available (Briaud and
Gibbens, 1995) on the strength of spread footings. While
these data are limited they give response information on
the results of full-scale tests. This makes it possible to check
designs against test resulrs. It is likely that additional data

are available ftom <ænt¡ifuge tests. The literature in this area
was not checked but tests have cerhinly been made and tie
results may be useful. The use of centrifuge tests to gen-
erate additional da¡a might be cost-effective.

Resistance factors were also determined for the sliding
lailure mode. Based on comparative designs, larger values
of resistance factors are used to give reasonable values. In
this case, tlle fact tlat a much lower fäctor of safety is
commonly used in ASD is the basis. A good description of
the LRFD design procedure for spread f'ootings is given by
v/ithiam etal. (1991).

Serviceability Design for Spread Footings

Serviceability design for spread footings is important be-
cause settlement. behavior will often control the design.
The prediction of spread footing settlement is one of rle
important problems that have challenged geotechnicâl re-
searchers fbr many years. Procedures for zuralysis are well
established and a¡e discussed in tbundation design text-
books. Load combinations and load factors to be used in
settlemelìt calculations are mentioned in the LRFD Bridge
Code. Structural analysis methods to determine foundation
loads are also discussed in that code and, while nonlinear
analyses afe permitted, it is likely that the analysis will be
based on the assumption of linear elastic behavior.

Displacement limits are discussed but specif,rc limits
are not given in the code. FHIVA sponsored (Moulton et
al. 1985) one of the f'ew studies in this area and it is refer-
enced in the Commentary of the LRFD Bridge Code. ln-
cluded in the Commentary are suggestions for limitations
on angular distortions of 0.008 for simple span structures
ard 0.004 for continuous structures. This limit seems to be
somewhat large. For example, a relative displacement of
almost 6 inches would be permitted in a 60-foot simple
span bridge. More severe limitations are suggested by the
LRFD Bridge Code if determined to be necessary by studies
b¿¡sed on mst, rideability, aesthetics, and safery. Probably
more specific requirements are not possible at this time
and any stâted limit in tlis area can help establish a prac-
úce. Clearly, the structural engineer is responsible for es-
tablishing rhe tolerable serrlement if it is differenr from
that required by the code. Analysis methods with the ca-
pability of coupling structure and soil response to produce
a more rational displacement are becoming available.

Other Codes and Standards

Ontario Bridge Code

The Ontario Bridge Code (Ontario Ministry of Transpor-
tation and Communication 1992) gives resistance factors



for spread f'ooting design and they a¡e listed here in Table

2. Methods of capaciry calculation are outlined quite

specifìcally in the commentåry to tlle code. The computa-

tions include all of the failure modes and are quite clear.

This approach may resolve the geotechnical engineer's
concern with the limitations imposed by requiring specific
analysis methods. Of course, single values of resistance
factors are currently specified independent of the analysis
procedure. This section of tle Ontario Code should be re-

viewed carefully and compared with cunent United States

practice.

TABLE 2

RESISTANCE FACTORS (from Ontario Bridge Code)

Shallow Foundations

Type Factor

Bearing resistance
Horizontal shear resistance

a) calculated based on tan 0'or tan 0l
b) calculated based on c'or c,,

Horiz.ontal passive resistance

Canadian Bridge Code

It is presumed that this code (Canadian Standurds A,sso-

ciatiott 1988) govems the tlesign of bridges in Canadiar
provinces other thaÌr Oura¡io, which has its own document
and British Columbia where the responses to the ques-

tionnaire circulated for this study indicated that they did
not intend to adopt the LRFD method. The Canadi¿ur

Bridge Code is more concise than the Ontario Code. Re-

sistance factors are applied to tlle soil parameters, colìe-
síon, and internal friction. A multiplier of 0.5 is applied to
cohesion and 0.8 to frictioll. This is a strong departure
from the procedure used in Onta¡io ald a comparison
between the two approaches would require comparative
designs. It should be notetl that the load factors are also
diff'erent, as discussed in chapter 3.

Methods are given fbr nominal strength calculation fbr
the ulúmate limit ståte a¡d tables and graphs are also

specified. Presumptive bearing cap:rcity values are given
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fbr foundations on rock. Settlement determination is dis-
cussed briefly, but methods of analysis are not mentioned.

Eurocode

The EurocodeT (European CommitÍee for Sturulardization
1994) dex:rlbes the methods tìat can be used in the design

of spread fooúngs. They include both an analytical method

ald a semi-empirical metlod that uses in situ test results.

Specific f'ormulas are not included but example problems

are given in an appendix. The example problem describes

â design process but other simila¡ methods are permitted.
Load and resista¡ce fäctors are summarized in Table 3. It
is interesting to uote that three load and resistance factor
com-hirntions are given. The resistalce factors are appüeri
directly to the soil properties. Both load and resistance

fäctors a¡e "bracketed quantities" and these values can be

set by the various governments in the immediate future.
The resislance factors are applied to tlìe resistånces as di-
visors rather than multipliers, as is the case in Norttl
American codes. In Table 3 the resistance factors from the
Eurocode 7 have been inverted to simplify comparison
with North American resist¿lce factors.

The Eurocode is primarily descriptve, with a very large
number of conditions to be qualitatively satisfied by the

designer. Many of these requirements are very general and

of a type that would be discussed in a textbook. There are

f'ew specific, quantitative requirements.

The basic approach for resistance factors used in
Eurocode 7 is fundamentally different than that used by
North American Codes. In Eurocode 7 the resistance fac-

tor is applied to the soil properties while in the LRFD
Bridge Code and the Ontario Bridge Code the resistance

factor is applied to the nominal strength.

Danish Code of Pructice for Foundqti.on

Eng,ineering

The Danish Code of Pr¿rctice (Dunish Geotechnical Instï
ture 1985) covers the design of spread footings. In an early
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Ï.ABLE 3

PARTIAI. FACTORS-I,N-TIMATE I-IMIT STATFS IN PERSISTENT AM) TRANSIENT SITUAÏONS
(from Eurocode 7)

Pennanent Va¡iable (ìround Properties

Case Unfavourable Favourable Unfavourable tan Q

A
B
(-

ll.00l
tl.3sl
f r nfìtI ¡.wv I

t0.esl
lr.ool
lr.001

Ir.s0]
I r .-50]

lr .301

[0.e r ]
tl.0l

[0.80]

lo.77l
tl.0l
[0.63]

[0.83]
t 1.01

frì 711

[0.83]
t l.0l

fô ?lì

l) Conrpræsivc strength of soil or rock
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TABLE4

PARTIAI- COEFFICIENTS FOR SPREAD FOOTINGS, NORMAI- FOUNDATION CLASS
(from Danish Code)

Safety Class

Partial Coeflicients

yô tangent of angle of internal triction
y"l cohesion (load carrying capâcity of foundations)

1"2 cohesion (stability and ealth pressures)

0.83

0.56

0.67

0.77

0.50

0.61

TABLE.5

MAÏERIAL RESISTANCE }-ACTORS I.'OR ULTIMATE LIMI'I'S'TAIE OF'SPREAD FOO'IINCìS
(from AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code)

Material Fractor for llltimate Limit States Values

Ultimate resistance of shallow footings on cohesionless soils
where SPT (N) valucs are used

[Jltinra¡e resistance of shallow footings on cohesionless soils
where CPT values are used

0.5

0.6

section, methods are specified tbr determining soil prop-
erties. Then the bearing capacity f'ormula is given with tlìe
constants defined in a curve as â tinctiolì of soil proper-
ties. Other more complex conditions of loading and soils
arc dealt with by a f'ew very brief, specifìed procedures.

Resistance factors from the Danish Code of Pracúæ are given

in Täble 4. Information was not given on how tlle resistance
factors were determined. Discussit'rns with Dr. Ovesen (Dr:

Krehs Ovesen, Danislt Geotechnical Institute, March
1998, personal communication) indicate that they were
deterrnined by direct corelation with existing practice.

AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code

The AUSTROADS specification (AUSTROADS 1992) gov-
erns the design of bridges in Australia. Only the geotech-

nical sectiou was available. Tlìe design of spread footings
is dealt with generally in the specifìcation. ln the com-
mentâry, soil properúes are given f'or both cohesive and
cohesionless soils ba.sed on density. Also, presumptive
bearing capacity values a¡e given f'or both soils aud rock.
The specified resistance factors for spread f'ootings are
given in Table 5.

DEEP FOUNDAT¡ON DESIGN

PROCEDURE

The development of a design code requires a fimr basis in
the design process that is used. If the code does not truly
reflect the requirements of the process it will fail to be

useful to the designer. The tlesign process for deep foun-
dations has changed dramaúcally over the past three dec-

ades. For driven piles, larger hammers have be¡:ome com-
mon, wave equation driveability predictions have become

routine, new and lzu-uer piles have appeared, and dynamic
capacity prediction has reduced the cost of testing. Drilled
shafls have increased in popularity, new and larger instal-
Iation equipment is available, new methods of installation
have been developed, integrity testing techniques are
available, and less costly capacity testing methods have been

introduced. A modern design specification must reflect
these developments so the design process will be reviewed
includin-e the new developments.

The process used in the design of deep foundations is
presented in Figures 6, 7. anrj 8. In Block ó of Figure 6,

the decision is made to use a deep foundation. In some

cases it may be desirable to perform preliminary designs
and cost evaluations. In Figure 7, Block DPl a driven pile
is selected and then in Block DP2 pile type, method to be

used in determining capacity, and quality control proce-

dure a¡e selected. For a drilled shaft design, similar deci-
sions are made in DS2 of Figure 8. With the capacity de-
termination method and tbe quality control procedure

estâblished, the resistance factor can be established f'or
either a driven pile (DP3) or a drilled shaft (DS3). The
nomin¿rl strength for an individual pile or drilled shaft is
selected and the estimated pile length calculated in Block
DP4 or DS4. Serviceability evaluations must also be made
at this stage. This ca¡ include lateral load behavior, set-

tlement" and any other serviceability requirements.

The basic LRFD design condition contained in the
LRFD Bridge Code was stâted in chapter 1, as Eq. 1. It
cont¿ins a multiplier, r¡, on the load side of the expression.
This term is defined as a multiplier to be sele,cted based on
tlte ductility, redundancy, and importance of tìe element
in question. Some catastrophic superstructure failures of
nonredundant and nonductile bridges have made bridge
engineers very sensitive to the importance of ductility and
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FIGURE 7 Design procedure for driven piles.

redundancy. Ductility will assure that, if the structure is
loaded in excess of its nominal strength, it will give a
warning of the problem by excessive deflections. Thus,

catâstrophic failure is avoided. Deep foundations will al-
n¡¡t olrrrarro ha va¡r z$¡¡tila in a*ial lraharrinr ac illrrc-uÀvùr ovv4Jù w f vt J uvuot ¡v¡t

trated in Figure 9. There are cases of sensitive clays where

the loss of strengt¡ with increasing deflection can occttr,

but this behavior is rare and can be predicted from subsur-
face information.

T)een fnrrndntinrrs r¡¡il! lrsllallv have. z sllfficient nuÍrbervvvy ¡vs¡r*

of elements to be redundant. As an example of the desirability
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FIGURE I Design procedure for drilled shafts.

of redundancy consider, qualitâtively, some specific ex-
amples. Assume that a 9-pile fouudation constructed in a

square pattern is subjected to vertical compression load
only. If one pile has a capacity less than that required to
carry its share of the load, the excess load will be transferred

to the otier piles and the safety is not impaired. Now con-
sider the same pile group subjected to combined bending
and vertical compression load. The maximum individual
pile load will be applied to tìe three piles on the com-
pression side of tlte footing. If one of these piles is weak,
the excess load will be transferred to the neighboring two
piles. It is unlikely that failure would result but the level of
safety is rìot as great as for tle case of vertical compres-
sion load only because the excess load must be shared
between two piles instead of eight. Of course, not all pile
foundations are strongly redundant. This topic merirs
additional study so that the designer can be provided with
clear and specific recommendations.

It should be noted that there is a t¡entl to the use of
more nonredundant foundation systems. Bridge piers are
more frequently designed with only two tlrilled shaft sup-
porting elements and even single shaft foundations are be-
coming common. In this case, additional conservatism is
appropriate. Chapter 3 of the LRFD Bridge Code suggests
values of h tbr the case of nonredundant systems.

The meauing of redund¿urcy should be more precisely
defined and quantified for deep foundations in the LRFD
Bridge Code. NCHRP Project 12-47 "Redundancy in
Highway Bridge Substuctures," is now studying tlìis
problem. The emphasis of tlis project is on the develop-
ment of methods for evaluating substructure failure, in-
cluding consideration of serviceability at several levels: 1)
cases where the structure cax continue to carry normal
traffic loads; 2) cases where tìe structure can carry normal
traffic and can be repaired: and 3) severely damaged
structures that will allow existing traff,ic to safely leave the
bridge but the bridge must then be closed. A report docu-
menting the project and its findings is expected to be pub-
lished as the final phase of the project.

Deep Foundation Nominal Strength
Definition

The definition of nominal pile strength is not always obvi-
ous given a static load test result. An example of the re-
sults of two different pile load tests is shown in Figure 9.
These examples are simply illustrative of the problem and
are not t¿ken from specific load tests. Case I represents an
exarnple of a pile test in cohesive soil. Noúce that at one
point the curve breaks quite sharply and then shows addi-
úonal displacement at little change in load. This behavior
is typical of piles with only a small portion of the load
carried by the toe. The definition of the nominal capacity
can be taken at the maximum load and that value is easily
and clearly defined.

Case2 in Figure 9 is typical of piles in noncohesive soil
with substantial toe capacity. In this case there is no clear
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FIGURE I ldealized load test curves for different soil types.

break in the curve and the load conúnues to increase,

sometimes indehnitely. For example, fu the Michigan Pile
Test Program (Michigan Stcue Highway Contmission 1965)

one pile in sand was loaded to a displacementof 2 feet and the

câpacity was súll inrxeasing. This cllaracteristic usually be-

comes more pronounced as the diameter increases. The
problem of delining pile capacity has been studied by several

authors. For instanoe, Fellenius (Fellenius 197-ll has sum-
marize'd several different methods of capacity dehnition.

'Where piles have the type of load response illustrated
in Case 2 of Figure 9, it becomes necessâry to have a de-

fined capacity. In the past two decades, the Davisson

Method (Davisson 1972), lllustrated in Figure 9, has be-

come increasingly popular in the United St¿tes. In the

application of this metllod, a straight line representing the

axial pile structural stiffness is plotted with a defined ofl'-

set, a, on the displacement âxis. The intersection of that
line with the load test curv'e is delìned as tlle täilure load.

The value, 4 ís often defined as 3.75 (0.15) + (pile diame-
terlI}}) mm (inches) but it has not beerì standardized.
Although this method has become populaç neither it nor
other procedures are specifìed universally in codes. The
Davisson Method will usually provide a smaller nominal
strength than almost all other methods.

O'Neill has suggested tlte importance of determining a
"creep" loað (O'Neill and Havvkins 198-1/. This is the load,

which, if exceeded, would cause the pile to pelterate

slowly into the grouud. Perhaps this value would malie a
more appropriate nominal stren gtlt.

The value of the nominal strengti as measured by load

test is important in defining the resistance täctor. If a

definiúon of failure produces a smaller value for a given

load test curve, conservatism is increased and a iarger
resistance facbr may be justihed thart if a larger capacity

Davisson
Method

Construction

is obtained lÌom tlte evaluation procedure. Additional re-

search in this area is necessar.v.

Pile capacity is also afïected by the loading pru:edure

usecl in ûle static load test. Many years ago a "maintained"
load test procedure was usually used. A large increment of
load was applied and held until a prescribed úme had

elapsed after movement had stopped. As tìe load in-
creased, the holding time was also increased until a speci-

fìed failure criterion was reached. Thus, the loading rate

decreases during tlte test as the incremental movement in-
creases. Because the load is applied in large incremenLs,

tailure will tend to occur at the end of an increment of
load application influencing the definition of the failure
load. Because the loading rate varies in this procedure the

test interpretation becomes less reliable. However, since

the load is maintained for longer periods of time some

engineers find the procedure attractive because a slow

failure might be identified at a lower load. The entire load

test using the maintained load test procedure can [ake over
24 hours, it can become difficult to execute accurately, and

it is more expensive than quick tests.

Quick load tests have become popular over tìe past

decade. In this procedure, the load is applied in small in-
crements, perhaps Il20 of the design load, and each in-
crement is held t'or a specified and short time period
(ASTM 1997). This test is easy to perform and reproduci-
ble results can usually be obtained.

It is interestirìg to compare pile load test evaluation
witl tlle beam tests tiat were used in developing the

LRFD codes for structural design. Most of the early beam

tests used in nominal strength definition were performed

with little effort exerted to cont¡ol loading rate and to de-

tìne täiure. When fuii piastic con<iitions were reache<i, tile
load required to achieve the plastic condition was called

I
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failure regardless of loading rate. When full plastic condi-
tions were reached, the load could not be maintained on
the beam. However, tle ultimate capacity was used to de-
fine failure and develop analytical methods for predicting
strength. Analytically calibraæd sfiuctural codes have
been based on a safety index of 3.5, a value that may seem
lzuge fbr geotechnical practice. A general examinati<lu f'or

selecting an appropriatÊ safety index for geotechnical
application could be interesting and useful.

Driven Pile Design Procedure

The driven pile design process conúnues in Figure 7. Af'-
ter a pile type, capacity determination method, and quality
cont¡ol procedure are selected in DP2, the appropriate re-
sistance factor is deærmined iu DP3 ba;ed on the de,cisions

made in DP2 and the judgment of the engineer. The strength
aspects of the design are completerJ in DP4. For a selected
pile øpacity. the estimated pile length is determined by søtic
analysis and other pertbrmanoe characteristics of interest a¡e
evaluated. After checking serviceability in DP5, the pile
driveability is evaluated in DP6 by wave equation analysis.
When a satisfactory and ecorìomical design has been se-

lected, plans and specifications are prepared.

A contractor is selected in DP9 and submits his driving
system for review in DP10. Based ou a wave equation
analysis the preliminary driving criteria are estÍrblished in
DPll. The pile capacity is determined in DPl2 and if nec-
essary the driving criteria are adjusted in DP13. So the
design is not complete until this stuge when the .final
driving criteria are established. The production piles are
then driven using the selected quality cont¡ol methods.
The driven pile design procedure is discussed in more de-
t¿il in Volumes I and II of Design and Construction of
I)riven Pile Fourulations (Hannigan et al. 1996).

Nomínal Strength Determination

Two strength limit states must be considered: structural
pile capacity and pile-soil strengtlì. ln the first case, tail-
ure will occur with the tiacture or collapse of the pile ma-
terial such that after failure, the pile will not be satisfac-
tory to carry the required load. In the case of the pile-soil
strength limit state, the pile perìetrates into t]le ground
and, afær removal of the excessive load, the pile is still
able to carry loads without regard t'or the fact that it has
"failed." In täct, in many cases pile capacity is increased
by the loadin-q process.

Streng th Limit S tøte-S truc turøI

Considerable research has treen performed in determining
the axial strength of pile elements. An embedded pile will

usually behave as a short compression member. If it ex-
tends above the ground surface in eitler water or air,
bucklin-e must be considered. All of these topics have been
studied extensively by structural engineering research.

Davisson ef. à1. (1983) studied and made recommenda-
tions fc¡r allowable stresses for driven piles. These values
were very low, and in some cases. lower than tle allowable
strasses used at the time the repont was written. There is no
history of structural pile failure under service loads without
other unexpected critical conditions (e.g. downdrag loads).

'[imher-Extensive testing has been performed for tim-
ber piles on short axially loaded specimens (Thompson nd;
Peterson nd, arul Goble et al. 1983). These test data are
suffìcient to provide good information on mean strength
and cc¡efficient of variation for both trcâted and unEeated
round timbers of Southern Pine and Douglas Fir. They can
be used to arrive at appropriate nominal strength and re-
sistärce factor values. Currently used ASD values were
developed primarily baied on experience.

The structural strength for particular species of timber
is specified directly in tìe LRFD Bridge Code. The metl-
ods fbr evaluating timber strength are straightforward.

Steel-The behavior of steel sections subjected to axiaì
or combined bending and axial loads has been studied ex-
tensively in connection with column behavior analysis,
and reduced to a form that can be used for routine capacity
evaluation by designers (Johnston, ed. 1976). Bjorhovde et
aI. (1978) used the available inforrnaúon to generate a
practical column design fiamework that was used in the
AISC Code (AISC 1986). These methods were used to de-
velop the nominal strength determination methods that a¡e
contained in the LRFD Bridge Code. The calibration work
(Nowak nd) used this data to obtain resistance factors f'or

column design and this work was applied directly to pile
design in the LRFD Bridge Code.

For steel piles under axial load only, the nominal
structural resist¿nce is further reduced by 22 percent for
H-pile,s and 13 percent for pipe piles in the LRFD Bridge
Code. This reduction is due to unintended eccentricities, ac-

ærding to NCHRP Re¡xrt 343 (Barker et al. l99l). A simi
lar reductiou is not specified for concrete or timber piles.

Corrosion can reduce tlle area of steel sections. The
FHWA Driven Pile Design MarutaL (Hannigøn et al. /996)
gives methods for evaluating the magnitude of corrosion
based on the environmental exposure. The reduced section
is used in design for strength.

Concrete-Extensive testing has also been performed
on concrete sections in compression, although less infor-
mation is available on prestressed members (Mirza et al.

1... 1



1979, 1979a-å). Computer pro-qrâms h¿ve been developed
to determine tlte strength of prestressed concrete sections
subjected to combined beuding and axial loads with given
material properties, cross section characteristics, and ef-
fective prestress, and they have been used to generate in-
teractiorì curves for a wide variety of prestressed concrete
pile sections (An"derson 1970).These curves a¡e used rou-
tinely in the ASD design of piles that also serve as bridge
bent columns (Pd ¡nl). Since the curves are used to de-

termine ultimate strengtlì, they can be applied directly in
the LRFD approach.

Bridge Bent Piles-Piles that are not fully embedded
must be checked for their buckling strengtl aud tllat re-
quires estimating the eftbctive length that is used in the
anaiysis (Davisson et ai. i9o5). Tire primary probiem is

that the point of fixity is dependent on the soil properties.
Combining the research tïat has been done on laterally
loaded piles with modem analysis methorls, it should be
possible to do parameter studies to provide d¿ta that could
be used to recornmend better empirically defîned effective
lengtls for timber, steel, and concrete piles that are not
tully embedded.

S tren g th Lirni t S ta.te-S o il

In the design procedure described in Figure 7, nomina-l
soil strength deterurination can be done using six different
general methods: presumpúve bearing capacity, static
analysis, dynamic f'ormula, wave equation analysis, dy-
namic monitoring, and st¿tic load test. Tlìese methods are
commonly combined in various ways to estâblish the ca-
pacity and to verify it for quality control requirements.
The resistance fãctors should be selected b¿lsed on the reli-
ability of the pile capacity determination metiod. Selec-
tion should also account for the variability of the method
used to verify the capacity during installaúon. (e.g., the
quality cont¡ol procedures), and the percentâge of piles
tested during production.

Presumptive Bearing Capacity-Presumptive bearing
capacities refer to the use of prescribed values, usually
from building codes, that can provide a rough guide re-
garding the capacity that may be used for piles. Histori-
cally, these values have all been allowable values and they
a¡e used for applications where small loads a¡e involved.
For example, in New Orleans many dwellings are sup-
ported on driven timber piles. A spocified length is driven
but quality control such as blow counting is not normally
used since large amounts of setup will occur and the end-
of-driving blow couut has little meaning. Load tests a¡e
rarely performed. Large factors of safery probably exist.
Presumptive loads have not been used in recent AASI{TO
hri;lno cnonifi¡atinna on¿l r!'a', ôrâ ñ,\+ "¡¿zr Ì.,' -+,,r^opw¡r¡val¡v¡¡ù 4r¡u LuvJ q v uvt uùwu uJ ùLatw

DOTs for other than, posibly, some cases of æmporary
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structures. There will be no f'urther discussion of pre-
sumptive driven pile capacities, as tltis practice is not
recommended.

Static Analysi.r-St¿tic analysis refers to the use of sub-
surface exploration information together with empirical or
semi-empirical methods to deterrrine pile capacity. All of
these methods defiue pile capacity as the sum of the shaft
resistance and the toe capacity in the form

Qøt= Q,* 8o- W

wbere Qu¡ is the nominal strength of the pile under axial
lo¿rd, 0, is the ultimate shaft capacity, Q, is the ultimate
toe capacity ano W is tile weight oi the piie. Nornrally the
pile wei-qht can be ignored.

A large number of methods have been presented for
determining Q" and Qp : they have been reviewed else-
wbere (Barker et al. 1991, Vesic 1977) md are not dis-
cussed extensively here. The FHWA Driven Pile Design
Manual (Hannigan et al. 1996) recommends some specific
procedures for determining tle capacity of driven piles.
These methods a¡e the Meyerhof and Nordlund method
for piles in sand using SPT data and the Laboratoire Cen-
t¡ale des Ponts et Chaussees (LCPC) and Schmermrann
Method if CPT data a¡e used. The same document rec-
ommends tìe use of the a-metìod for piles in cl;ay. Foun-
daúon engineers have used a variety of static analysis
methods often modified with local experience and scatic
load test results. If spocific static methods are required by
code, this advantâ,se of local experience is lost.

The prediction of geotechnical pile capacity from subsu¡-
face exploration data is a subject that has interested re-
sea¡chers for decades. A large number of analysis methods
have been proposed and they produce capacity predictions
that are quite urneliable. This is particularly true for piles
in cohesionless soils (Dennis et al. 1983, pp. 389a02).
while the results fbr cohesive soils a¡e more predictable
but still poor (Dennis et al. 1983, pp. 370-388). For de-
sign, the use of static analysis only implies that a pile
length is selected based on the results of the analysis and
then the pile is driven to that predetermined length tvith-
out other næthods used for capaciry deturmination or
quality control. This method is not used in practice and is
not recommended.

The driving process generates changes in pore pres-
sures in most soils and a^ssociated changes in effective
stresses and shea¡ strength. The strength change can be
either a strength loss or a strength gain. If a strength loss

occurs during driving, the strength will be regained with
+:*^ f- -^-^.,L^^:-,^ ^^:l^ +L:^ ^¿-^--aL -^:- :^ -^-:ll.u¡v. ¡u rrutLuuçùtvç JUr¡ù, urJ ùuçrtËu¡ ËaI[ rù tapru
while in cohesive soils days, weeks, or months may be
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required. In some granular soils, continued strength gain

occurs over a long period of time. This effect, called aging

by Schmerrnann (1991) is not well understood.

Strengtl may also increase due to driving rutd, itt these

relatively infrequent cases, the strerìgth will decrease with
time. This phenomenon is known as relaxaúon. Observa-

tions made during the driving process will not necessarily

reflect the final pile resistance without some form of <xlr-

rection. Relaxation can occur in some dense fine sands or
dense silty sands. It is probably caused by the generation

of negative pore pressures and increased shear strength
due to dilation of the soils near the pile tip. Strengti re-

duction occr¡rs fairly rapidly in this case, since pore pres-

sures will increase rapidly in these granular soils. This
behavior may be quite common but its effect on total pile
capacity is often canceled by setup of other soil types

along the pile shaft. There a¡e some shales where strength
loss has been observed, although it may require several

days to develop. After the pile strength change has oc-

curred, re-strike tesúng can be performed to observe blow
count or make dynamic measurements, or static load tests

can be performed. These tests must be performed some

time after the end of drivittg.

It should not be surprisiug tlìat static analysis has

proven to be very unreliable for driven piles in granular

soils. The driving process surely changes the soil density
so the subsurface investigation prior to drivittg will not
reflect conditions af'ter driving is complete. Tltis has been

shown by Antorena (1996) at a site where concrete piles

were being driven in sands. He made dytamic measure-

ments during driving and on piles that were re-struck after
pile driving of the group was complete. Signal rnatchirtg
analyses of the dynamic data showed that the shaft resis-

tance changed (increased) with drivirtg of additional adja-

cent piles. In addition, CPT tests were run at the site be-

fore driving and near some of the piles after driving; it
was clear that the driving process inueased the soil
strength. This data irìdicates that it will probably ttot be

possible to ever predict pile capacity from subsurface ex-

ploraúon data unless it becomes possible to predict soil
strength changes caused by driving.

, Driven pile capacities in granular soils a¡e not. deter-

mined by the st¡rtic analysis but ratlìer try observatiotts

made during driving. The purpose of tlte static analysis is
to determine an estimated length for pile bidding, specify-

ing, and ordering.

þnamic Formula---The oldest approach fbr the pre-

diction of pile capacit¡ even preceding stâtic analysis, is

the use of a dynamic f'ormula with field observations of the

blow count and a knowledge of the rated energy of the

hammer. Extensive studies of the accuracy of the va¡ious
formulas have been made over the past half-century

(Olsen 1967, Rausche et ul. 1997, Briuud et al. 1988,

Fragasny et al. 1988. and many oÍhers). It has been

shown tlat, in spite of very poor accuracy, the dynamic
formulas are more accurate than static analyses. The ad-

vantâge of the dynamic formula is that the observations

reflect the conditions during the driving operation. If soil
changes have t'¡ccurred during driving, or if the subsurface

investigation was inadequate or erroneous, it is reflected in
the driving resistanæ. One of the primary disadvantagas of
ttre driving formulas is that they depend on the rated

hammer energy and the performance of the drivin-s system

under the specific conditions of hanmer maintenance,

driving system configuration, and site characteristics.

In comparisons between the various formula.s, the

Gates Formula is usually found to be the most accurate
(Fragusny et aI. 1988) and the FLIWA Driven Pile Design
Manual (Hannigan et al. 1996) recommends its use if a

formula is used. One of the problems that a¡ise in convert-
ing to LRFD is that all of the formulas have a factor of
safety hidden in the constants containetl in them. Care

must be takerì to rernove the factor of safery correctly. This
is further complicated by tÏe adjustment of tle constants

in the formula based on experience.

Wave EEtalion Analysis---The use of a discrete dy-
narnic analysis of the pile and pile driving system was fìrst
suggested by smith (1960) and since that time extensive

development has occurred (Hirsch et al. 1976, GRL 1996).

The FFIWA has made a considerable effort to etìcourage

the implementâtion of this tool over the past two decades

ald today its usage in Nortl America is widespread and

increasing steadily. The approach is conmonly used f'or

both driveability analysis and capacity determination. For
capacity determination, a bearing graph is usually gener-

ated ând then the pile is driven to a blow count coffe-
sponding to the required capacity. Of course, capacity can

only be determined by observing the driving resistance

and thus the method only gives capacity information when
piles are driven. Like all other capacity determination
methods tlìat are based on observations made during
driving, wave equation analysis is useful for dealing with
cases where the streugth changes with time. The pile can

be driven to a resistance less tban that required by the

bearing graph and then re-st¡uck at a later date after
strength change has occurred to verify that the capacity is

indeed achieved. In this way, a reduced driving resistance

can be proven or, in those cases where relaxation occurs,

the magnitude of strength loss can be quantified and an

appropriate drivin g resistance determined.

Dynanic Monitoring---The use of dynamic measure-

ments of ftrrce and acceleration at the pile top to predict
pile capacity and also to study pile driving problems
(Goble et al. 1970, Rausche et al. 1985) is now well es-

tablished in practice in the United States and most of the



developed countries of tìe world. A maiority of the state
DOTs use the equipment with their own f'orces or by con-
tracting for testing services. Ståndârds have been arJopted
for the performance of the tÊst (ASTM 1997, AASHT)
1998). Capacity predictions are obtained fbr every ham-
mer blow in real time in the field by solving a closed fbrm
expression based on one-dimensional wave mechanics
(Rausche et al. 1985). Large volurnes of dara have been
collercæd to correlate with static load test information
(Rausche et aI. 1997). The accuracy of the capacity pre-
dictions can be improved by use of signal matching
analysis techniques to f'u¡tller evaluate the measurements
(Rausclrc et al. Ì972). The availability of fäst personal
computers has made it possible to apply signal matching
easily and quickly. A large âmount of correlation data is
arrailalrla f^ alrâltrâfa tlra q'.¡"¡o,..' ,\f f¡'^ '.^+l',-Àu¡v awu¡QvJ vr u¡v r¡rvu¡vu.

Static Lool Tes¡--:|he most accurate and reliable
metlod for determining pile capacity is the static load test.
Of course, it is expensive and time colìsumirìg, but it is the
ståndffd by which other methods are evaluated. The addi-
tional problem with the static load test is that it must tp
carefully perfbrmed and if that is not done the results c¿rn

be substantially affected. Procedures for pertbnning static
loatl tests have been stândârdized (AST'M 1997).Lt" should
be noted that a poorly performed static loâd test may give
effoneous results. The evaluatiou of the accuracy of all
methods of capacity prediction is based on st¿tic load test
results. It should be noted that all methods of capacity de-
tennination discussed here are for single piles and they do
not deal with group capacity.

Requirements ol the LRFD Bridge Code-Tbe largest
number of responses to the Questionnai¡e concemed the
driven pile code requirements. This is not surprising be-
c¿use driven piles are a widely used bridge f'oundation
type. Most of these comments were quite general, express-
ing difficulty using the code with no specif,rc criúcism.
The most spacific couìments came from the Florida DOT
which expressed concem specifically for tlte resistance
factors. This issue will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.

As shown in Figure 7, the function of static analysis is
to obtain an estimate of pile length for bidding purposes.
Also, it is important tlat a static analysis be performed in
order that tìe foundaúon engiueer gain a clear under-
standing of pile-soil load transf'er and possible consrruc-
tion problems. It is unnecessary that specific methods of
analysis be required because fle designer may have local
experience with otler methods that are not in the Code. It
may be desirable to recommenrJ spocific analysis methods
in tìe Commentâry, but it should be possible to use other
methods with their own resistance factors.

The FHWA does not recommend the use of dynamic
forrrulas and they are not mentioned in the LRFD Bridge
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Code. Cunent practice in a substantial number of stâte
DOTs make use of a dynamic tbrmula for at least some
classes of projects. The FHWA Driven Pile Desigtt Manual
recommends the use of the Gates formula for projects
controlled by driving formulas. It is true tìat modern
practíce is rapidly reducing the use of dynamic fbrmulas,
but they are still being used widely in practice.

Wave equation analysis is mentionecl in the Code but
reference is made olily to driveability analysis. Vy'ave

equation analysis is frequently used in modem practice to
est¿blish pile capacity. The maximum allowable driving
loads (stresses) are specified using the values that have
been established by practice over the past decâde or more,
multiplied by the associated resistånce factors. The reduc-
+;^.. ,-f ^tL\-,,^,1 JJ.,:-^ L^I^--. ^.--^-¿ --^.,.:.-^Lrwr¡ ur <ulrrww ur¡vrrtË ùuvòò!) wtuw LullçlrL pt4Llr(/ç

sllould be examined.

Iu the code, dynamic monitorin-e is mentioned as a tool
tbr dealing with driving problems or for cases where static
load tests are rìot. justified. Dyniunic monitoring is now
used by several DOTs for establishing the nominal
strength, fbr use together with static load tests for increas-
ing the number of piles tested at only modest cost, as well
as an <lverall quality assurance tool.

Resístance Factors

Some work has been pertìlrmed in determining resistance
f'actors fbr single driven piles. Goble er al. in 1980 re-
ported a set of resistance factors consistent witi the re-
quirements of pile design. These factors were obtained by
calibration with exisúng t'actors of safety. Goble and
Berger (1994) and Berger (1989) reported on resisrance
factors obtained using available data bases from Dennis
ard Olson (1983), Pennsylvania DO'f fuû, and Rausche et
aI. (1997) together with a probabilisúc ana.lysis. These
c¿¡librations were obtained using the softwa¡e developed
during the National Bureau of Stândatds study
(Ellingwood et al. 1980) and, therefore, they are re-
lated to the NBS loa¡J factors, which were developed
f'or building loads. Some of the results obtained by
Berger are summarized in Table ó. A large volume of
pile capacity datâ hâs been compiled since publication of
Berger's work.

TABLE 6

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR A p-vALuE OF 3.0
(from Gohle and Berger 1994)

Method Resistance Factor

Stæic analysis
ENR
III^"- -^.,^r:^-rr 4r! vgu4r¡wr¡

CAPWAP

0.42
0.42
c.-5c

0.73
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TABLE 7

RESISTANCE FACTORS FROM THE LRFD BRIDGE CODE

Mcthod/SoiVCondition

Ultimate Bearing Resistance of
Single Piles

Block Failure

Uplift Resistance of Single Piles

(ìroup Uplift Resistance

Resistance Factor

0.70 )-

0.s0 L
0.55 1-

0;70 
^-0.-50 ?w

0.45 
^-0.s5 L

0.65 l-
0.80 ¡-

0.65

0.ó0
0.40
0.45
0.35
0.45
0.80

0.55
0.55

Skin Friction: Clay
cr-nethod (Tomlinson. I 987)
p-rnethotl (Esrig & Kirby, 1979 and Nordluncl method

applied to cohesive soils)
À-methocl (Vijayvergiya & Focht, 191 2)

End Bearing: Clay and Rock
Clay (Skempton, 1951)
Rock (Canaclian (ìeotech. Society, I 985)

Skin Friction and End Bearing: Sand

SPT-rnethod
(lPT-rnethocl

Wave erluation analysis with assutued driving resistânce

Loacl Test

Clay

c[-lnethod

B-nrethod
L-methocl
SPT¡nethod
CPT-method
Loacl Tesl

Ba¡ker etal. (1991) generated the resisuulce factors f'or

the static analysis methods contairted in tlre LRFD Bridge

Code using $e rational probabilistic approach on âvail-
able esúmates of basic soil property variability. This ap-

proach does not include the rnodel variability, site vari-
ability, or the fact that other means are used to determine
capacity. They do not report arìy calibration anâlyses of the

other nominal strength determination met¡ods lìor do they

mention tìe use of available pile capacity data bases.

Recently the Florida DOT adopted a set of resisuulce

factors \1997) to deal with problems they had erìcountered

in implementing tle LRFD Bridge Code in their local
practice. Several of the questionnaires indicated that addi-

tional research is underway.

ReEtirernents oÍ the IRFD Bridge C¡.¡ri¿-Resistance
factors for the soil strength limit state for driven piles are

Value of L

tabulated in the LRFD Bridge Code and that information
is included here as Table 7. The use of the resistance fac-

tors presented has proven to be unclear to found¿úon de-

signers from some of the DOTs that responded to the

Questionnaire. Consider some ex¿Imples: Suppose that the

capacity is determined by the SPT-method at a site with
piles having end bearing and friction in sand. The speci-

fìed resist¿nce factor is 0.45 l'. If a bearing graph is used

t'or verifying capacity during driving, l' is 0.85, giving a
resistance täctor of 0.38, a value associated witl a factor

of safèty of about 3.7, a coltsiderably larger value than
would be used in cuffent practice. As another example, if
the ultimate bearing resistance is determined by the SPT

method, tlle resista¡ce factor is specified as 0.45 1.. If
quality control is by stress wave measurements, l. is 0.90.

This gives a resistance factor of 0.40 and an equivalent

ASD safety tactor of about 3.25, a value that is much
greater than current pracúce.

Method of controlling installation of piles and verifying their capacity during or after driving to be

specified in the contract docutnents

Pile Driving Fonnulas, e.g., ENR, equâtion without stfess wave measuretnents during driving.
Bearing graph liom wave equation aneúysis without stress wave measurements during driving
Stressw¿velncâsurerìrentsr>n2 to5percentofpiles,capacityverihedbysinrplilìedmethods,

e.g., the pile driving analyzer
Stre.ss u,ave neasurements on 2 to 5 percent of piles, capacity verified by simplilìed methods,

e.g., the pile driving malyzer, and static lo¿¡tl test to verily capacity
Stress wave mea^surements on 2 to 5 percent of piles, capacity verified by simplil-red methods,

e.g.. the pile driving analyzer, and CAPWAP analyses to verify capacity
Stress wave lneasurements on I 0 to 70 percent of piles, capacity verifred by sirnplified methods,

e.g., the pile driving analyzer

0.80
0.85

0.90

1.00
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Several methods are given in Table 7 for tletermining
the ultimate bearing resistance. For example, if the SPT
method were used together with wave equation analysis
and static load test, then what shoukl be used for the mul-
tiplier on ì-'l No guidance is ofTered in the text of the
LRFD Bridge Code. Which resistance factor should be

selected?

The concept of having the resistance t'actor related to
the static analysis method is inconsistent with current
practice. The resist¿¡lce factors contained in the LRFD
Bridge Code 1991 Interim were new. Tlrey represelìted a

major change from tlle approach coutained in the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification of 1994. In
the version of 1994, the variable I" giving the multiplica-
.:__- __^t__^ r^_ -L^ _^^t^.^_._^ t^-L__uvri v¿iluv ru¡ rüu ¡t,srsüurçg raçLur, w¿15 ¡r(rt pIesgut.
Probably the preferretl solution would be to eliminate the
1. multiplier and simply specify particular capacity de-
termination methorJs and quality corìtrol procedures.

In general, the use of the currently specified resistånce
factors (1997 Interim) will give equivalent fäctors of safety
that are usually larger than cuffent practice. The driven
pile is the standard foundation for most state DOTs and
the use of this Code could substantially increase pile foun-
dadon costs.

A resistance factor of 0.9 specified for the structural
limit state for timber piles will pruluce ar equivalent tãc-
tor of safety on strengtl in the range of 1.ó, which equates

to an allowable stress of about 12.5 MPa (1800 psi), a
much larger value thal used in current practice. A 12.5

MPa allowable stress sounds reasonable to a structural
engineer accustomed to rJealing with timber in the super-
structure where the moisture contelìt is low. For piles, tlte
moistu¡e content is higher and therefore the strength is
much k'rwer.

A separate resis[ance factor of 1.15 is specified for
driving stresses in timber piles. Curren[ practice is well
estâblished at 20 MPa (3000 psi), considerably less rlan
that allowed by the 1 . 15 resistarce factor.

OnÍario Bridge Code-The Ontario Highway Bridge
Code defines the limit states for strength and specifies re-
sistance facûors for deep foundations subjected to axial
compression load, as given in Table 8. The resist¿mce fac-
tors seem to be quite small when compared with the LRFD
Bridge Code. There is no discussion of the methods used

to obtain these values.

Canadian Bridge Code--The design requirements
given in the Canadian Bridge Code are quite brief. The
soil limit stâte is dealt witl in three separate categories.
For load tests- tl'¡e resist¿nce factor is sner:ifier! as 0.5 for
routine testing and 0.6 for high-level testing and the ¡vo

T'ABLE 8

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR DEEP FOLTNDATIONS
(from Onørio Bridge Code)

Axial Load

Static analysis, compression
Static analysis, tension
Static test, cornpression
Static test, tension
Dynamic analysis, compression
Dynamic test, compression field measurements

and analysis

0.4
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.4

0.5

levels of testing are defined. However, the definitions are
quite qualitative. If dynamic testing is used, the resistance
factor is specified as 0.4 f'or rouúne analysis and 0.5 for
analysis based on parameters obtained trom rtynamic treld
measurements.

The third category is geotechnical formula (static

analysis) ald the particular formula that is used is not
given but must be approved. The soil properties used in
fhe formula are specified f.o be fäctored by 0.5 for cohesion
and 0.8 for friction angle. The capacity resulting from the
use of the factored soil properties is then fäctored by the

resista¡rce fâctors given in Table 9. The resulting capacity
shall not be greater tha¡ 2.5 EAp/C or the structural
luominal resistance. The quantity E is defined as the

modulus of elasúcity of the pile material, C is the velocity
of stress wave propagation, and the other two terms are
lìot defined. The source of tltis approach is not given.

TABLE 9

RESISTANCE FACTORS (fir:m Canadian Bridge Code)

Type of Unit Resistance Factor

Precast reinforced concrete
Casrin-place concrete
Expanded-base coucrete
Prestressed concrete
Steel H-section
Unfilled steel pile
Concrete-tìlled steel pipe
Wood

FLorida DOT---Table 10 presents the resistance factors
recently developed in a calibration study by the Florida
DOT (1997) whose practice is among the most modem in
tle United States.

The resistalce factor tbr wave equation analysis seems
to be rather small when compared with the value for SPT
97. Howeveç the Florida DOT follows the design process

outlined in Figures 6 utd 7, so the st¿tic analysis is only
used to estimate pile lengtl for bidding. It is interesting
that a resist¿nce factor is used in this application. This is
flìê firct ñrecenfâfinn nf crr¡.h qn qnnrna¡h an¡l if mprifc

firther study. If data is collected on tle error in the length

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
o.4
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TABLE IO

FI,ORIDA DOT RFSISTANCE FACTORS

Foundation Type I)esign Consideration Design Methodology Resistance Factor, Q

Pdes Compression

Uplift

Later¿l Load

sPT'97
PDA ËOD)
Wave et¡uation analysis
Static lorrcl testing
SPT'97
Static load testing
Structure stahility consideration

0.65
0.65
0.35
r¿.7 5

0.55
0.65
1.00

estimate on each job, it would be possible to adjust the re-

sistånce factor to arrive at the best possible length predic-

tion or the analysis method could be modifìed.

This calibration effort was ultdertâken when the Florida
DOT had diffirculty in using the LRFD Bridge Code in
their practice.

Eurocode-This document is complex with a large

number of descriptive, limiting conditions that are usually
not stated quantitâtively. The requirements for driven piles

will be summarized briefly and should be read with the

understanding that only the more quantitative portions of
the document a¡e discussed. ln tlle Eurocode, bclth driven
piles and drilled shafts are handled in a single sectiorì arìd

they are discussed here in the same way.

A nominal strength as used in the United St¿tes codes

is not defined. Rather, the "characteristic bearittg capac-

ity" is defined to be

R,,t = E R.r,

where &, is tlte 'lneasured capacity," and the values of (
are given in Table 11. The quarìtity ( is detennined by the

number of krad tests used to determine the capacity, with
values given for up to three load tests. The values fbr ( are

specified without regard to the tot¿l number of piles on the
job. Thus, a job with 2,000 piles arìd orìe with 100 piles

woukJ have the same f-factor for three load tests even

though for the large job thee tests would be a much smaller
sample. The characteristic bearing capacity is firther re-

duced in a second step by'tomponent factors" to obtain the

design bearing resistance according to the relationship

R"¿="{t,lR6¿* }sR5¿= }¡ R¡¿

where R6¿, and R,,¿ are the toe and shaft cha¡acteristics
bearing capacities, respectively, -d Y,, and 1" are the toe

¿rnd shaft component täctors, respectively. The value R* is
the total characteristic bearing capacity where it cannOt be

divided between toe and shaft and f is the a^ssociated

component factor on the total capacity then divided into
R".. They have been inverted here to more easily colnpare

with the United States practice.

TABLE I1

qFACTORST (frr:nr Eurococle 7)

Nunrber of Load Tests

Factor on mean R"*
Factor on lowest R".

0.67 0.74 0.77

0.67 0.80 0.91

lTbe valucs of ( contained in the Eurocode are actually the inlerse of
those plesented here.'lìrey were iìverted to more easily compre with
Llnited Staæs practice.

The values of ^{ø, 
n{,, and T' are given in Table 12. The

problem with multiplicative resistätce factors is illustrated
with this code. If the highest t'actors and the lowest factors

are combined this yields a ralìge of resistance factors of
0.70 to 0.52. The resistance factors contained in Eurocode

J were developed by calibration to currerìt pracúce. No
probabilistic calibraúon was performed. The limit state for
pile structural failure is not mentioned in the geotechnical

code.

Danish Code of PracÍice for Fourulation Engineer-
ing--:¡1r" Danish Code discusses the use of søtic analysis

and makes recommendations for establishing the soil
properties lÌom subsurf'ace invesúgation intbrmation. It
also recognizes the use of static load tests and the Danish
Formula lbr dynamic analysis of pile capacity based on

driving resistance. As discussed above, it divides piles into
two safèty classes with different resislânce factors.

The tbllowing is quoted ftom the Danish Code of Practice:

The partial coeffrcients ]r,r given t'or piles and ground anchors

ancl used for static design (perfonlled with cha¡acteristic
strength pararneters) a^s well a-s for assessment of the driving resis-

tance, only apply to the load bearing capacity determined from
shear strength tests on soil samples. In cases where the load-
bearing capacity is established by test loading, yar is applied to
the piles (anchors) actually subjected to test loading, while 1az

is applied to the other (non-tested) piles or anchors where test

loading according to information relating to soil conditions and
pile driving etc. rnay be considercd representative.

The resistance factors contained in the Danish Code, and
presented in Table 13, were selected to match current
practice. No probabilistic calibration was done.

1992 AUSTROADS-This design specificaúon is quite

modem, permitting all of the usual methods of capacity



lThe y-values tre inverted here to nrorc eisily compâre with Llnited
States practice-

TABLE 13

PILES AND ANCHORST (from the Danish Code)

Safety Class

Partial Coetûcient NormaI High

yrr without test loading

Tb2 with test loading

1t3 for piles and anchor actually
subjected to test loâding 0.65

IThe 
1-values are invelted here to more easily cornpare with Linited States

practice.

determination. The range of resistance täctors covering
the various metllods is quite large. as slìown in Thble 14.

Compared with other codes, the value tbr static load test
seems to be quite high. The methods that were used to
obtain the resistance factors are not described. Probably
they were calibraæd by comparison witl existing ASD
practice.

Australian Stan"dard-The Australian St¿ndard tbr the
design and installation ot piles is concise and spociiìc. All
a,spects of design are covered in addition to the strengtlt
requirements. The resistance fâctors, given here in Tables
15 and 16, are complete and reasonable. No int'ormation is
available as to the methods used to general.È the factors. It
is interesting that resistance factors are specified to be
within a range, with suggestions conrained in Table 1ó for
selecting the appropriate value within the range. Struc-
tural design specifìcations have traditionally given nomi-
nal strength values that were not-to-exceed quantities and
lower values than those specified were used, as appropriate, in
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the judgment of the engineer. This approach would imply
that the lower number in the given range is urnecessary.
However, the availability of the guidance -qiven in Table
1ó rnakes the range of values useful to the designer. Some
of the factors of Table 16 will not be relevant to all of tle
capacity verification contained in Table 15. For example,
the method used in selecting geotechnical properties is ir-
relevant to the reliability of the capacity obtained by signal
matching.

No recommendations are given regarding the use of
measurements made at the end of driving versus begin-
ning of re-strike. The specification does not rJeal exten-
sively with charges in the resisLance factor witl increased
numbers of tesß. However, tlere is a qualitative recogni-
tion of the value of quality control testing in some of the
recommendations of Table 16.

The spocification also includes some resistance factors
for the structural limit state for concrete and timber piles.
This is the most complete pile design specifìcation of atl
those reviewed.

American Petroleum Institute-The code of the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute, "Recommended Practice for
Planning, Designing, and Constructing Fixed Offshore
Platfbrms-Load and Resistance Factor Design" tleals
quite specificatly with flte design of driven piles in the soil
types usually encountered in the ofÏshore environment.
The specification emphasizes static analysis and gives
specihc methods for common soil types. Dynamic methods
of capacity determination, eitìer wave equation or dy-
namic measurelnenß, are not mentioned, probably because
most offshore piles are designed with a heavier steel sec-
ticx at the mud line to carry lateral loads and the pile must
be driven to depth. In practice, the capacity is verified by
wave equation analysis and the hammer performance is
checked with dytamic monitoring. If the capacity is in-
adequate, a serious problem results. Due to the heavier
pile section at the mud line, used to resist lateral loads, the
pile cannot be simply driven deeper or it will lose lateral

TABLE12

VALUES OF Tr,, %, y,t lfrotn Eurocode 7)

Component Factors %

Driven piles
Bored piles
CFA piles

0.77 0.7'7

0.77 0.67
0.77 0.7 I

0.77
0.63
o.70

0.-50
0.63

0.71

0.45
0.5't

TABLE 14

MATERIAL RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR Pû ES (fronr AUSTROADS Foundation Cocle)

Routine proof load tested
Load tested to failure
Piles analyzed by dynamic folrnulae or wave equation methods based on assumed
driving system energy and soil parameters

Piles subjected to closed-form dynarnic solutions, e.g., Ca^se rnethod
Piles subjected to closed-fonlr dynamic solutions con.elated against static load æsts

or dynanric load tests using nreasured field paraneters in a wave equation analysis
(e.9., CAPWAP)

Piles subjected to dynamic load tests using measured field parameters in a wave
equation (e.g., CAPWAP)

sNote: A vaiue of 0.4 should be used t'or æhesive soils md structures u,here permanent loads dominate. In noncohesive soils a¡d
for structures whsre tratrsient loads domitrate, valuss up to 0.5 may be used.

(a)
(lr)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(0

0.8
0.9

0.4 to 0.5*

0.5
0.6

0.8
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TABLE 15

RANGE OF VAL(ÆS FOR RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR Ptr,ES (from the Australian Standard)

Method of Assessrnent of Ultirnate (ìeotechnical Strength Range of Values of Qt

St¿ic load testing to failure
Static proof (notio failure) load testingr

Dynamic load testing to failure supported by signal marching2

Dynamic load testing to failure not supported by signal malching

Dynamic proof (not to f'ailure) load testing suPported by signal matching'* 
,

I)ynamic proof(not to failure) load testing not supported by signal matching'

0.70-0.90
0.7-0.90
0.65-0.85
0.50-0.70
0.65-0.85
0.50-0.70
0.45-0.65
0.40-0.55
0.45-0.55
0.45-0.55
0.50-0.65
0.45-0.55

Note 2

0.50-0.65

Static analysis using CPT data

Static analysis using SPT d¿a in cohesionless soils

Static analysis using laborâtory data for cohesive soils

Dynamic analysis using wave equalion method

Dynamic analysis using driving formulae for piles in rock
Dynamic analysis using driving f'ormulae for piles in sand

Dynamic analysis using driving formulae for piles in clay
Measurement during installation of proprietary displacement piles,

using well established in-house fonnulae

rq* should be applied to the naximum load applied.
?Signal matching of the recorded data obrainc<l from dynamic load testing should be undertaken on representative test Pilos usitr$

a full wave signal nìatching PrGss.
3Caution shoulã be exerciseiìn the sol" *" of dynamic tbnnulae (e.g., Hiley) for the detemination of the ultimate geotechniæl

strength of piles in clays. In particular, tüe dynamic meæuremenLs will not measure t¡e 'set up' which occurs afrer completion

of driìing. Ii is preferable tfiãt ¿rssessment be first made by other methods, *'ith correlation then made with dynmic meúods on a

site-specific bæis if these latter are to be used for site driving control.

For cases not c¡vered in Tal¡le 1 5, value,s of gg should bc chosen using the stated values a.s a guide.

TABLE 16

GUIDE FOR ASSFJSMF.NT OF RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR PILES (from the Australian Standard)

Circumstances in Which l-ower End of Range
May be Appropriate

Limited site investigation
Simple method of calculation
Average geotechnical properties used

Use of published correlarions for design pararueters

Limited construction control
l-ess than 3 percent piles dynamically tested

[,ess than I percent piles statically tested

strength. A variety of methods are used, including driving
a smaller pile inside of the existing pile to a greater deptlì

and grouting the inner and outer pile together. A resis-

tance factor of 0.7 is specified for operating ellvirollmerltal
conditions and 0.8 f'or exfreme environmentjal conditions.
In the case of extreme loads, a larger resistalce factor is
justified because a lower safety rnargin is acceptable.

DRILLED SHAFT DES¡GN

PROCEDURE

It is useful to review the design and construction proce-

du¡es as illustrated ill the flow chart of Figure 8. After se-

lecting a drilled shaft as the deep foundation type in DSl,
the capacity determination method and tle quality control
procedures are selected in DS2. For the factored cap loads

supplied by the structural en-qineer, the foundation de-

signer must select the factored loads per shaft to be used

Circumstances in Which UpperEnd of Range
May be Appropriare

Comprehensive site investigation
More sophisticated design method
(ìeotechnical properties chosen conservatively
Use of site-specifìc correlations I'or design pârâmeters

Careful construction control
15 percent or more piles dynamically tested

3 percent or more piles statically tested

as a basis for design. The geotechnical engineer will have

a general idea of the most economical capacity for a single

shall Then he or she can select the number of shafts and

tiom that the value of tlte factored load per shaft for de-

sign. V/ith the capacity determination mefhod and quality

control procedures known, the resistance factor can be se-

lected in DS3. Final issues regarding the required nominal
strength for design are estâblished. Then in DS4 the shaft

diameter, length, and reinforcement are determined so that

the strength requirements are met. The diameter and

length are chosen to carry the required load based on a
static analysis. Tbe reinforcement is selected to carry the

factored load but may be designed primarily ûo provide

structural resistânce to uplift and lateral loads.

The shaft may be installed with no further methods

used for determination of nominal strength beyond the use

of a static analysis. In some cases, súatic load tests are used

to verify the pile capacity and in this case it is clear that

Nottr



the reliability of the shaft has been improved. Theref'ore, a
larger resistance factor can be justified.

The Osterberg test is being used with increasing fre-
quency and it oft'ers the opportunity for increased reli-
ability of the foundation. Dynamic tests are not fre-
quently used for capacity determination in tlle United
States, but this method of determining capacity is very
common in Europe, China, and Southeast Asia. Use of
these dynamic methods results in increased foundation
capacity reliability.

With the selection of the strength determinaúon
method and quality control procedures, a resistance factor
is known and the strength portion of tìe design is æm-
plete. Serviceabiiity is then evaluated in DS5 and, if nec-
essary, the design is modified. The plzus and specifica-
úons are prepared and a corìtractor is selected. Then a test
shaft is installed ard tested, if testing is required (DS9),
and if the capacity is unsatisfactory the design is modif,red.
The production shafts a¡e inst¿Iled using tìe specified
quality control procedures.

Nominal Strength Determination

As with driven piles, there are two strength limit sfâtes
that must be considered in the design of drilled shafts: tbe
structural strengtl of the shaft and the stren-qth of the soil
surrounding the shaft or the soil-shaft hterface.

S tren g t h Limit S tqte-S truc tural

If a drilled shaft fails structurally, then at sc¡me modest
level of displacement tlre shaft will begin to lose strength
and that strengtl will continuously decrease with further
displacement. The structural element will not be able to
carry the load and is rendered unsatisfactory. Depending
on the amount of reinforcement, the failure can range
from ductile to quite brittle, but for typical shafts there
will not be sufficient spiral reinforcemetìt to assure ductile
failure. If lateral or eccentric loads a¡e present, combined
bending and axial loads can cause failure and this failure
mode must be considered. In all of these cases, failure
implies the possibility of strength reduction with increased
displacement.

The drilled shaft is cast in place so quality control must.

be performed to assure that the required concrete strength
is achieved and that no discontinuiúes are created during
the construction process. Cylinders ate cast from concrete
samples during the concreting process to verify the con-
crete strength. These procedures are well established in
+k^ ^^ñô+-,^d^- ^S -tl ^^^+:- -l^^.,uv w¡¡ùu uluurr vr a¡ wùL-ut-p¡4L(' LUIILIçLç ùu ULLUIçù

and they apply here as well.
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Verifying the structural uniformity and continuity of the
shaft has prôven to be difficult. A variety ofnondestructive
testing techniques (NDÐ have been developed (Sraln

1982, Davis et ul. 1974, Ht¿ssein et aI. 1993) and their use
has become widespread.

Most of the testing in the United Staæs has been done
using two basic methods: low st¡ain impact and cross-hole
sonic logging. In the low strain impact test an accelerome-
ter (or geophone) is attached to the top of the shaft, which
is struck with a small hand-held hammeç generating an
axiaì st¡ess wave in the shafl. Stress wave reflections are
sensed by the accelerometer (or geophone), processed, and
displayed. The operator examines the measurements
and judges from tlte signal if cross-section reductions
exist in the shaft. The same measuremellt can be exam-
ined in the frequency domain to assist in evaluating the
measurement or the velocity (obtained fiom the geophone

or by integrating the measured acceleration) can be inte-
grated to obtain a scaled representation of the shaft cross-
sectional area.

Cross-hole sonic logging is performed by installing
small-diameter holes the length of the shaft. Usually they
are installed with small pipes of plastic or steel during
shaft construction. They are filled with water and a pie-
zoelectric impact device is lowered and raised in one pipe
together with a sensor in one of the other pipes. The stress
wave travels between the ¡¡¡o pipes, is sensed and re-
corded. Voids and weak concrete can be detected.

Some ganma logging is also used. This method is pri-
marily used in California. It bas not been popular in otler
stâtes because of the problems with storing and handling a
radioactive source.

Often the stresses on the shaft are quite low and the
structural loads can be carried even by a shaft that has dis-
continuities. The dimensions of the shaft may be set by re-
quirements for load transfer to the soil not for the struc-
tural requirements of the shaft. If rather low design
stresses result, tìe shaft could carry the load even if dis-
continuities are present. Hence, identification of a discon-
tinuity may not be ¿ur indication that a drilled shaft struc-
tural capacity is unsatisfactory.

However, the shaft design is frequently controlled by
lateral loads rather than axial loads, particularly in hi-eh

seismic areas. In this case, it is importånt that the shaft
have adequate bending strength nea¡ the top and disconti-
nuities in this region could be very undesirable for the
bending strength of the shaft. If the discontinuities are in
the lower part of the shaft they may be less imporønt.
C^*., ^.^¿^ h^T^ L^--^ a^---l ¿L^ --^^ ^Ê tñî ^^ùu[rç sl'zrLç uV r s u¿vç ruur¡u txtt usç ul l\!, I [u t t ¡tll til-
fective means of quality control.
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S tren g th Limit S tat e-S o il

The nominal strength determination for the soil strengtlt
limit stâte is simpler for drilled shafts than for driven piles

because the drilled shaft inst¿Ilation procedure does not
produce quartitâtive information tlìat car tx! used in the

determination of nominal strength.

For rlany cases, nominal strength is determined by

staúc analysis only. The length of shaft of the selecæd di-
alneter required to carry the load is determined by static
analysis and the shaft is constructed to that length and di-
ameter. Static capacity predictiort has been studied exten-

sively over the past two decades and many methods have

been proposed. Some large data bases have been assem-

bled but they were not available at the time that the

AASHTO Code calibration was done (Barker et al. 1971).

The dat¿ generated since the completiott of the work re-
ported in NCHRP Report 343 could be used to generate

statistical information on the accuracy and reliability
of the various static analysis methods. Drilled shaft
performance is strongly dependent on the construction
procedures and good quality inspection is particularly
important.

It is fafuly common to perform stâtic load tests on one

or a small number of drilled shafts at a site. Usually the

tested pile will be the first one inst¿lled and, due to the

cost of the test, it may be the only one tested. The Oster-

berg test (Osterberg 1984) was developed to reduce tlìe
cost of static testing. In tliis test a specially constructed

hydraulic cell (Osterberg Cell) is installed at the bâse of
the shaft or at some point along the lower part of tlte
length of the shaft. During the testing process, the cell is

expanded with hydraulic fluid, the upward displacement
of the top and the downward displacement ât tlìe bottom of
the shaft a¡e measured. Failure can occur due to upward
displacement of the shaft or downward displacement of
the toe. The failure load of the sh¿¡ft is ¿xsumed to be at

least nvice the measured load. The Osterberg test does not
determine the ultimate capacity of a drilled shaft because

neither toe nor shaft has reached its maximum load. How-
ever, it does provide a lower bourtd ald is, therefore, a

very useful test.

Dynamic monitoring is now being used with increasing
frequency for the capacity testing of drilled shafts. In
Europe, China, and Southeast Asia this procedure is gen-

erally accepted antl widely used. Recently, a ttumber of
tlrese tests have been used in the United States (Townsend

et al. 1994). The dynamic testing of drilled shafts uses ttre

same procedures that would be used for the re-strike of a
driven pile except the pile driving hammer is not avail-
able. Usually a drop hammer of appropriate size is used. It
may be necessary to fäbricate a special hammer for the
particular requi¡ements of the job.

Requirements of the LRFD Bridge Code-The LRFD
Bridge Code specifies met[ods for determining nominal
strength including stâtic analysis, and st¿tic load test. By
reference, it also includes dynamic monitoring and signal
matching capacity predictions. The principal emphasis is
placed on s[atic analysis methods (Reese 1984) au.td the

methods used are specihcally ståted. This approach is
open to debate because other, and possibly, obscure meth-

ods may be known to be superior for specific locations

based on the local experience of the designer.

Altlough use of the Osterberg Test is not melìtioned in
the Code, its use is expanding. It is less expensive ûo per-

form than a standa¡d static test in cases of high capacity,

and it has tle advantage of providing results similar to a
conventional static test. When drilled shaft capacities be-

come very lar-ee, say greater than about 1,000 tons, st¿tic

load testing becomes very difficult and expensive. The
C)sterberg Test becomes the only practical way to perform

a static test.

Dynamic monitoring is a method that is well proven

with extensive correlation data available. A major advan-

fage of the dynamic test is that it is much less expensive

than a conventional test, so many more tests can be n¡n for
the same cost. In cases of large diameter shafts with ttre

toe in soil, the displacement necessary to mobilize the ca-

pacity is difficult to achieve with a dynamic test. It will
produce a lower hound on capacity.

Resistance Factors

The resistance factors contained in the LRFD Bridge Code

are given in Table 17. A large number of different design

metlods are given with associated resistance factors. Also,
ståtic testing is included with the same resistance factor
used for driven piles. No resistance factors are given for
C)sterberg testing or dynamic testing. The basis for the
generation of the resistance factors was the estimated vari-
ability of the capacity predictions as described in NCHRP
Report 343 (Barker et al. l99l) ard in volumes I and II of
Design arul Construction of Driven PiIe Foundations
(Harunigan et al. 1996). Several significant dat¿ bases are

now available and could be used to improve the quality of
the resistance factors.

The resistance factor for static load test is given as

0.80, t-lre same value used for driven piles. Driven piles

will vary in length when driven to a blow coullt criteria
across â specific site. Thus, site variability is accounted for
in the installâtion process for driven piles. This is not the

case for drilled shafts since they are usually drilled to a
corìstånt depth. A ra:ognition of the effect of siæ variability
on drilled shafls as compared to driven piles could be made

by adjusting the relaúve size ofthe resistance factors.
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TABLE I7

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR GEOTECHNICAI. STRENGTH LIMIT STATE IN AXIAI,I-Y I-OADED DRIII,ED SHAFTS
(from I-RFD Bridge Code)

Method Soil Condition Resistance Factor

ltltimâte Bearing
Resistance ofSirgle
Drilled Shafts

Block Failure

Uplift Resistance of
Single Drilled Shafts

Group Uplift Resistance

Side Resistance in Clay

Base Resistance in Clay

Side Resistance in Sand

Side Resistance in Rock

Base Resistance in Rock

Side Resistance ancl End Bearing

Cì1ay

cluv

Sand

u,-lnethod

fr.eese & O'Neill, 1988)

Total Stress

@eese & O'Neill, 1988)

Tounna & Reese (1974)
Meyerhof ( I 976)

Quiros & Reese (1977)
Reese & Wnght (1977)
(Reese & O'Neill, 1988)

Carter & Kulhawy (1988)
Horvath and Kenney (1979)

Canadian Geotechnical Society (l 985)
Pressure Method (Canadian
(ìeotechnicâl Society, I 98-5)

Load Test

c¿-method

@eese & O'Neill, 1988)
Bellecl Shafts
Reese & ()'Neill (1988)

Toúma & Reese (1974)
Meyerhof ( 1976.)

Quiros & Reese (1977)
Reese & Wright (1977)
(Reese & ()'Neill, 1988)

Carter & Kulhawy (1988)
Horvath & Kenney (1979)
I-oad Test

Sand
Clay

0.65

0.55

See l)iscussion i¡ A¡ticle
r 0.8.3.4

0.55
0.65

0.50

0.-50

0.80

0.65

0.55

0.-s0

See I)iscussion in Article
10.8.3.7

0.45
0.55
0.80

0.55
0.5-s

It is noted that resistance factors are not given for tìe
shaft resist¿rce of drilled shalts in saxds, although several
metlods are suggested. Also, there is no discussion of re-
sistance factors I'or drilled shalts subjected to lateral loads.
In this case, the lateral load behavior is challeuging to
deal with since t¡e soil behavior is probably limited by

displacement and is a serviceability condition. On the
other hand. the shaft structural strength due to bending
induced by lateral loads is a strength problem that may re-
qufue diff'erent resistance fäctors.

The etïect of additional testing could be used to adjust
ttre values of the resist¿¡ce factors. Dat¿ is available to
me¿ìsure the accuracy and reliability of dynamic testirìg of
drilled shafts and it can be used to generate the requirecl
resistånce täctors.

In all of tle other codes reviewed, drilled slìafts were
included toget¡er with driven piles and, in those cases, tlìe
tabular data on resistärce läctors is conlained in the section on

ririven pües. it is interesting that, ilì most câses, no design
specification wâs given specifically tbr drilled shafts.

SERVICEABI LITY DESIGN FOR

DEEP FOUNDATIONS

Foundation settlement is the most. common consideration
that is evaluated in examining serviceability for foun-
dations. The procedures used for settlemeilt evaluation
of deep foundatiolls are empirical and have not always
been examined in foundation design in the past. This is
orìe of the design considerations that have been added
and emphasized in the FIIWA educational programs
that have been presented in the past few years. In the
case ol abut¡nents, lateral displacement must also be a
colìsideratiorì.

The LRFD Bridge Code specifies methods for deter-
mining settlenìelìt. The same question arises as mentioned
above, "Should specific methods be required, thus exclud-
iug of.hers that may be well established in some locations."

The other important serviceability requirement is lât-
erai ioad behavior. This probiem is treated by the LRFD
Bridge Code as a serviceability consideration. It may also
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be necessary to consider lateral behavior from a strengtl
basis, particularly in dealing with the structural failure
mode as discussed above. ln the case of extreme events

such as earthquake or vessel impact, strengtlt may be tle
limiting condition. The limit state behavior is strongly
nonlinear and in this regard a strengtlt based design re-
quirement would be appropriate. However, deflectioll is

an important limit state and because the performance is

non-linear a serviceability limitation is proper. A method
of analysis developed by Reese dominates North American
practice and it has been added to the AASHTO LRFD
Code in its most recent interim (AASHTO 1994). I-oad
factors and load combinations should be examined to ver-
ify that they are appropriate for each limit stat€.
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CTTAPTER FIVE

EARTH RETAINING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental problem in the area of earth retaining
systems design is the fact that both the load and the resis-
tance sides of Equation (1) contain soil parameters. Thus,
care must be used in applying load and resistance factors
to ¿rssÌre that appropriate margins of saf'ety a¡e used. All
or part of the load may come from eartl loads. This
changes the problem substantially from what is the case

for foundations. For example, a bridge abutment may re-
ceive part of its applied load from earth pressure and part
from bridge dead and live load. Therefore, the load factors
used for the ea¡th pressures must be appropriately scaled
to match the load factors applied to the structural loads.
There must be a correlation between the load factors for
the two load types in the design of abutments. In tradi-
tional designs involving ttre stability of earth slopes, the
fäctors of safety have seemed to be rather small when
conipared with factors of safety used in foundaúon design.
In traditional procedures used for slope stability, loads and
strengths were evaluated at their ultimate state and then a
global factor of safety was used. In the LRFD approach for
stability considerations, tlte previously used global factor
of safety is separated into at least two parts.

The probabilistic approach described in chapter 2
implies that rational fäctors would be developed based on
a probability of occurrence and magnitude of both the su-
perimposed loads and the eartì loads. It is unlikely that
such an analysis will be possible in tlte nea¡ future due to
the lack of st¿tistical data on wall tailures. However. the
problem is still more complex. Separaæ factors must be

determined for both tle load and the strength sides of the
limiúng condition of Equation (1). For st¡uctures and
foundations, this is a realisúic task because it is possible to
examine the variability of the loads separâtely. Large vol-
umes of trafÍrc load data a¡e available, in addition to even
larger amounts of bridge strain history data. Extensive
testing of structuÎal elements and deep foundalions has

been completed and strength models have been generated

and checked against the test data. So, two compleæly
separate problems that can be evaluated separately are
given-load and strength variability.

The problem of generating the LRFD metiod fbr earth
retaining systems is much more difficult than for struc-
tures and foundations. Large volumes of load and strengtlr
dataare not available for earth reraining strucnrres and it will
be difflicult to generate such information. For example, an

ea¡th retention system could be loaded to soil failure with
some system of mechanical loads, which would give an
insight into its resistance characteristics. The earth loads
in an actual retâining wall, however are affected by the
detbrmaúons associated with failure. The clear separation
of soil loads from resistances in such æsts will still be dif-
ficult. The work of NCHRP Project 20-7188 will produce
an improved calibration of resistance facúors for ea¡th re-
tention systems, and resulting specifications will be pub-
lished in the AASHTO Specifications.

The problem of ea¡th retâining systems design by
LRFD has been studied and discussed extensively in
Europe during the development of the Eurocode. The ba-
sic issues of tìis discussion were presented to the recent
FTIWA Scanning Team by Dr. Krebs Ovesen at the Danish
Geoæchnical Institute and were clearly illustrated by an

example, the basic elements of which are presented here.

Consider the problem shown in Figure 10 without regard
to specific codes. Assume that the load Pr is a tank filled
with water. This applies what Eurocode calls a variable
load (live load) with a load factor from typical codes
ranging from 1.5 to 1.75, depending on tbe specific code
involved. Load P2 is the weight of the soil inside the fail-
ure surfàce that acts together with the water t¿nk loading
to cause failure. It is unfavorable, so the load facûor would
be 1.2 to 1.35 depending on the specific code being used.
Load P¡ is favorable, that is it stabilizes the failure surface,
so it would have a load factor of 0.9.

FIGURE 10 Stability example.
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Several questions can then be asked. For the load

coming from the full water tank, is it possible that the

water force would have substantial variability? Is it rea-

sonable that the soil load P2 could have an error of 20 to
35 percentor even 10 percent in the case ofload Ps ? Now

if the nominal strength, R,, is calculated using very con-

servative soil properties as discussed in chapter 3 and tìen
reduced by a resistance factor, very conservative designs

could result. It may be possible that in some cases the

analysis would indicate instability even without the exter-
nal load corring from the water tank! This example illus-
trates some of the problems associated with LRFD applied
to soil søbility problems.

DES]GN PROCEDURE FOR EARTH

RETAINING SYSTEMS

The limit states that must be considered in the design of
earth ret¿ining systems are, generally, the same for all
systems although in some cases the nature of the desi,en is

such that particular limit stâtes may not be present. The

strength limit stâtes are as f'ollows:

1. Bearing resistance
2.Lateral sliding
3. Excessive loss of base contact
4. Overall instability
5. Pull out of anchors or soil reinforcements
6. Structuml failure.

The design procedure for earth retâining systems has

been discussed by Withiam et 'al. (1997). The design proc-

æs is presented in Figure 11 with some amplification on the

procedure presenæd by Withiam et al. and it will be reviewed
here. Block 1 defines the geometry of the design. This will be

set by the requirements placed on the earth retaining system.

What height of e¿rth must be retained? fue extental loads

applied'l What are the soil conditions for the wall foundation

and for the bacldll material (or the retained earth)? What
type of wall is most appropriate for the requirements?

At the end of this investigation a decision must be

made in Block 2 regarding the wall type to be designed.

Four different categories a¡e considered: cættilever retain-
ing walls and abuÍnents. anchored walls, mechanically
stabilized earth walls, and prefabricated modula¡ walls.
Other wall types could have been considered but these

were selected because they are covered specif,rcally in the

LRFD Bridge Code. The design process for each of these

wall types differs to a small degree, but is summarized in
tìe single flow chart in Figure 11. A schematic of each of
the four wall types considered here is shown in Figure 12.

After selection of a wall type, the confi-quration of the

selected wall is established in Block 3. The wall geometry

is established, reinforcement or anchors are selected if
necessary, and wall details are established so that a pre-

liminary design is set. In Block 4, tle soil properties are

determined from tle soil characteristics established in

Define Geometric Requirements, Soil
Characteristics, and Performance Requirements

Select Preliminary Wall
Configuration Including Anchors

and Reinforcement if Used

Determine Soil Properties,
Load Factors, and Resistance

Factors for Wall Configuration

Check Wall Footing,
Geotechnical, Anchor, and

Reinforcement Design

FIGURE 11 Earth retaining system.
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Beoring
P(ô te

Anchor
Heod

\/otl
Beoring
Eteñent

Block 1. Loads, load factors, and resistance t'actors are

also determined. At the end of tlis activity, it is possible to
check the tìrst. five limit states of the six listed above.

The abutment design is of inærest bec¿use it may carry
substantial structural loads, which are factored loads with
well-established load factors. In Figure 72a the structural
loads a¡e shown acting at the top of the wall. For bridge
abutrnents, the geometry of tlìe wall may be quite different
from tlat shown here, but the design approach will still
appiy. The determinaúon oI earth pressures is rjiscusse<i in
chapter 3.

Incl¡no tion
os Required

The LRFD Bridge Code specifies that the eccentricity
of the base reaction be kept within the middle one-half of
the footing width as indicated in Block 5 of Figure 11. As
shown in Figure 11, e is the eccentricity of the applied
load on the lbundaúon and B is the width of the footing.
Limiting values of e/B were developed by correlation with
ASD practice (Barker et al. 1991). This conelation rec-

ognized the influence of the load factors in moving the lo-
caúon of the resultant force and assumed that ASD was

giving satisfactory results. This study was done with the

LFD ioad factors (AAS(íTA i977), wbi€n are different
from the LRFD values, so tle compamble limiúng e/B

Prihory 6rout

a) Cantilever Wall or Abutment b) Anchored Wall

c) Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall d) Prefabricated Modular Wall
FIGURE 12 Wall types (f rom the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification, 1st Edition, 1997 lnterim.)

r.-l--"
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values will change. Withiam et al. (1997) ståte that the
differences will be small but probably that conclusion
should be given at least a limited check.

When e/B has beeu satisfìed, the tboting design is

checked in Block 7 according to the requirements on the
design of spread footings discussed in chapter 4. Separate
requirements are in place for footings on soil and rock.
When these conditions are satisfied, tlìe structural design
is completed in Block 8, possibly by the structural engi-
neer and the wall deflecúon is determined in Block 9. At
any ståge in the process it may be necessary or desirable to
go back to Blæk 3 and select a new wall ctlnfiguration or
possibly even to Block 2.

A typical anchored wall cross section is shown iu Fig-
ure 12b. The constructiou of this type of system is nt'¡r-

mally perfonned tiom the top down. First. tlle wall is in-
stalled from the original ground surface. It can consist of
driven soldier piles. sheet piles. or va¡ious types of rein-
forced cast-in-place walls usually constructed under slurry.
After these elements are installed the excavation proceeds

to somewhât below the level of the top anchors. Those an-
chors are then installed and afier the grout has hardened
they are tensioned and proof tested. The anchors can also
be tested to determiue their pull-out strength. Excavation
proceeds to the next level of anchors and they are in-
stalled, continuing in this way uutil the wall is completed.
If soldier piles are used, la-eging is iustalled between the
piles as the excavation and anchor installation proceeds.
The design process for this system is quite direct. The de-

sign geometry and the requirements for earth retention
will be defined by the site. So, a wall configuration is se-

lected together witì the embedrnelìt deptlì.

A typical mechanically stabilizetl ea¡tll wall (MSE)
cross section is shown in Figure 12c. The wall is cou-
struct€d by "assembling" the earth-structure system from
the bottom up. Reinforcing material is placed and attâclìed
to the wall facing elements as the fill is placed, gradually
constructing a stabilized earth m¿rss. Except fbr the
evaluation of pull-out ard rupture of the reintbrcernent,
the limit states for MSE walls a¡e identical to those f'or

cantilever retaining walls.

A fypicâl prefabricated rnodular wall section is shown
in Figure 12d. The wall is corìstructed by a.ssembling fiom
the bottom up. The bottom element is installed after exca-
vating the necessary material. These systems may or may
not have a sûuctural footing. It is then backfilled, possibly
with select material and the next element is inst¿lled and
backfilled. The process is continued until tìe wall is
complete.

The design of prefabricated modular walls is similar to
other gravity and semi-gravity wall types, except that only

80 percent of the weight of soil backfill in the modules is
considered effective in resisting overturning.

Several different configurations are possible, depend-
in-{ on tìe cha¡acteristics of the soil and the geonetry of
the material to be retained. For example, the front edge of
the individual wall elements can be offset and the wall can
be battered. The design process of prefabricated modular
walls requires that the limit states be checked for each
prefabricated module.

NOMINAL STRENGTH DETERMINATION

FOR EARTH RETAINING SYSTEMS

The soil strengths tìat must be determined in the process

of designing an earth retaining system are as follows:

1. Soil/rock bearing resistance (all walls)
2, SoiVrock sliding resistance (all walls except an-

chored walls)
3. Passive embedment (usually only anchored walls)
4. Anchor or soil reintìrrcement pull-out strength an-

chored and MSE walls only)
5. Overall stability (all walls).

Soil or rock bearing resistance is discussed in chapter
4 in the section on spread footings. Methods are discussed
f'or determining strength using presumptive values, in situ
tests, or rational methods. Linked to this strength problem
is the limitation of e/B ratios. There are two possible rea-

sons for limiting e/B ratios. It may be considered undesir-
able to have the footing "lift-off' and overturning of the
earth retentiorì system is also an obvious failure mode, If
the bearing pressures do not exceed the nominal strength
then overtuming will not occur. Is it physically undesir-
able to have bearing pressures aI" zero? Long tradition in
the United States has treated this condition as undesirable,

but perhaps it was undesirable only because it was associ-
ated with excessive compression stresses. It seems that
perhaps the requirement of a limiting e/B ratio is unneces-

sary. It is interesting to note that neither the Eurocode
(Eurcpeun Committee J'or Standnrdimtion 1995) nor the
Danish Code of Practi ce ( Danish Geotechnical Institute I 985 )
contains this specific limitation although high compressive

stresses \ /ill be associaæd with large ey'B ratios. These basic
questions shor¡ld be examined to arrive at the correct solution
and iu this way the best code timitations are est¿blished.

The strength of anchored walls for bearing pressure is

evaluated in a fashion similar to other wall types. Nominal
foulldation bearing pressures must be determined.

Soil or rock sliding resistance is also defined in chapter 4,
together with procedures for establishing resistance. Slid-
iug of the base of a wall may be controlled by embeddíng



the wall in the base soils. Then the passive resistance of
the base soil acts !o stabilize the wall. All codes that deal
with this topic spend some effort in the discussion of pas-

sive soil resistance because of concern that tlte passive

st¡en,qth could be disturbed, leading to failure of the wall.

The overall stability must be checked by a limiting
equilibrium analysis. Here the issues discussed above re-
garding loads and load factors are also important. No
further guidance is given on this topic in the LRFD Bridge
Code. Is the overall stability to be evaluated using tlte
loads and load fäctors specilìerJ t'or other aspects of the

design? How shall the failure surface be modeled? This
aspect of the design could cont¡ol so the methods to be

used must be defined.

The st¡uctural desi-qn of the cantilever wall can use the

nominal strengtl definition contained in the reinforced
concrere section of the LRFD Brid-ee Code with t¡e appro-
priate limit st¿tes. The earth pressure loads should be

supplied by the geoæchnical en-eineer and structural loads for
abumenß provided by the structural engineer. (Presumably

the structural portion of the retaining wall is designed by the

$rucnÌral designer, although this aspect of the design may
as well be done by the geotechnical engineer.)

In the design procedure for anchored walls as de-

scribed in the flow chart of Figure 11, the general wall
configuration is selected, the nominal soil pressures are
found, and then the factored loads are determined. Anchor
loads can then be determined. The LRFD Bridge Code

implies that the anchor loads are found by tributary area

but this procedure is not specificâlly stâted. Anchors can

be designed using presumpúve anchor resistances given in
the LRFD Bridge Code in Täble 11.8.4.2-l for soil ald
Table 11.8.4.2-2 for rock. The load-detbrmation behavior
and a fractional portion of the ultimate capacity a¡e de-

temrined by conducting proof or performance tests of each

constructed anchor.

The wall is subjecæd to horizontal loads from the soil
pressures, hence the dominant force that it must carry is

bending moment. Procedures f'or determining factored
wall moments are given in the Cor¡nentary part of the

LRFD Bridge Code in Section 11.8.5.2 in the form of
moment coefficients. The procedures are similar to those

used for slab design in tle ACI Building Code (ACI 1995)

where comparable <nefficients are given in a simplitìed
procedure for determining design moments. Axia-l tbrces

are generat€d in the wall due to the inclination of the an-

chor. These forces must be supported in soil or rock at the

tip of the embedded wall.

If the structural aspects of the design are performed by

the structural engineer, tiren a close cooperaiion between

the structural engineer and the geotechnical engineer is
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necessary. Stâbility is checked by the use of a limiting
equilibrium analysis.

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR EARTH

RETAINING STRUCTURES

No resistalce facttrrs are con[ained in the LRFD Bridge
Code specifically for cantilever retaining walls and abut-

ments. The necessary resistance factors all come from the
provisious for ftrundation design, depending on the type of
foundation used to support the wall. The resistance factors

fbr the reinf'orced concrete structural elements ate con-
tained in the appropriate superstructure sections of the

code.

The resistance factors specified by tle LRFD Bridge
Code tbr anchored walls a¡e tabulated in Table 18. Almost
all of these resistance factors are concerned with the an-

chor strength and pull-out resistance. The only resistance

factors associaæd with the soil are ttrose governin-e passive

resistance. The resistance factors for the other geotechni-

cal limit stâtes are contained in the relevant foundation
sections of the Code and are discussed in chapter 3 of this
document. Resistance factors are given for the flexural
structural resistance of the "vertical elements." Specifi-
cally, the vertical elemenls could include soldier piles or
slurry walls. In the structural portion of the LRFD Bridge
Code the same structural behavior is specified. The same

resistance factors would not be used in the superstructure.
Also it may be appropriate to check the shear failu¡e mode

around tùe anchor for slurry walls and resistânce factors

would then be required.

The resistance factors for MSE walls specified by tbe

LRFD Bridge Code are tabulated in Table 19. These resis-

tance fäctors are concemed only with the strengti of ttre
soil reinforcement, except for one pull-out resistance fac-
tor. The resistance factors for the relevant geotechnical

limit søtes a¡e contained in the spread footing sections of
the Code and a¡e discussed in chapter 3.

No resistance factors are contained in the LRFD
Bridge Code specifically for prefabricated modular walls.
The necessary resistance factors would all come from tìe
sections on spread footing design. The resistance factors

for the st¡uctural elements are contained in tle appropriate
supersFucture sections of the code.

OTHER CODES AND STANDARDS

Canadian Bridge Code

mL^ 
^^-^r:^- 
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struction of piers, bin+ype walls, and sheet walls. All of
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TABLE 18

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR ANCHORED WALI-S (from the [.RFD Bridge Code)

WaIl Type and Condition Resistance Factor

Overturning

Tensile resistance of anchor

Flexural capacity of vertical
elements

TABLE 19

RESISTANCE FACTORS FOR MECHANICALLY STABILIZED EARTH

Wall Type and Condition

Tensile resistance of metallic reinforcement

Strength limit st¿te tensile resistance t¡f
polymeric rei¡forcement

WALI-S (fronr the LRFD Bridge Code)

0.60
0.60

0.65

0.70

0.65
0.65
0.ó5
0.70

0.55

0.60
0.75
0.80

0.90
0.85

0.90
1.00

Resistance Factor

0.85
0.70

0.75
0.60

0.75
0.60

0.27
[.Iltimate at 57o

Strain*

0.05 0.0E
0.05 0.08
0.1 1 0.16
0.09 0.14
0.09 014

0.41
0.66

0.90

Service limit state tensile resistance of
polymelic reinforcement

llltimate soil pullout resistance

*The two different values tbr strength lirnit state resist¿uìce factors are based on ditTerent evaluations ofthe wide-width tensile test. The smaller values are for the
ultimate strength and larger valuas a¡e for the 5Vo strain strength. These values ue small because they include construction dmage, creep, long-tem degradation
and biological and chemical detcrioration.

Anohored Walls

Passive resistance of vertical elements
o In soìl
o In rock

Anchor pullout resistance
o Sand

Corre.latio n with SPT resistance-corrected for
overburclened pressure

Pullout load tests
o clay

Correlation with uncontìned compressive strength
Using shear strength frour lab tests
Using shear strength from field tests

Pullout load tests
o Rock

Correlation with rock type only
Using minirnum shear resistance rneasured in lab

tests-soft rock only
Laboratory rock-grout bond tests pullout
Load tests

Pennanent
o Yielding ofthe gross section
o Fracture ofthe net section

Permanent
Temporary

Strip reinforcements
o Yiclding ofgross section less sacrificial area
o Fracture of net section less sac¡ilìcial are¡r

(ìrid reinfolccments
o Yield ofgross section less s¿crificial area
. Fracture of net section less sacrificial alea

Connectors
o Yielding of gross section less sacrificial area
. Fracture of net section less sacrificial alea

From laboratory cÌreep tests of 10,000 hours, minimum
dur¿tion

From wicle-width tensile test-AslM D4595

o Polyethylene
o Polypropylene
. Polyester
o Polyarnine
o High l)ensity Polyethylene

Frorn lahoratory creep tests of 10,000 hours minirnunr
duration

Frorn limit state tensile strength of "4b"
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TABLE 20

MATERIAI- RFSISTANCE FACTORS FOR UI,TTMATE T,IMIT STATE
(fronr AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code)

Material Factor for Ultirnate l,inrit States

Soil Properties
Unit weight of soil
Tangent of ângle of intemal friction (tan Q)

Tangent of friction angle for soil/structure interface (tan ô)

(a) Cohesion (stability and earth pressures)

þ) Cohesion (ultinlate resistance of foundations)
(c) Cohesion obtained by correlation with CPT data
(cl) Cohesion obtained by correlation with pressuremeter tests

Value

1.0
0.8
0.8

0.'7

0.5
0.5
0.5

the requirements are general alìd do not contain atìy of tlte

'lat¡ilorl rêñ,r;rêñêñtc oirrcn in the T PFT) Rri¡loe CndeuvuA¡vu ¡vYquv^^.v.r!u

The procedures used for spread footings are used fbr walls.

Danish Code of Practice

The Danish Code of Practice discusses the desigtt of eartlì

retaining systems only briefly. They do not mentiolì me-

chanically st¿bilized eartl walls and in a recent visit to
Denmark none of these systems were seen in uses charac-

teristic of U.S. pracúce. Methods are discussed brietìy f'or

calculating earth pressures and resistânce factors are given

for anchors (Table 13). The procedures used for spread lbot-
ings are applied to earth retâining systems.

1992 AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code

The AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code has a sectiott tlìat

deals with design of earth retaining systems. Material
(resistånce) factors to be applied to soil properties are

provided in the Code and shown in Table 20. These

quartities see.m lc' be. applied in addition to resistarìce

factors applied to spread footing nominal strengths given

in Table 5. This is not discussed in the code but if the

double usage is required, it would produce very conserva-

tive designs. Resistâìce factors are llot given specifically
f'or earth retâining structures.

The¡e is an extensive section for the calculation of an-

cht'rr strength in the soil pull-out limit slâte. Specific as-

sumptions to be used in determining anchor capacity are

stated fbr several dill'erent conditions. However, mecharti-

cally søbilized earth wall reinforcement is not discussed.

Resistance factors for anchor pull-out or anchor structural
strength are not given and neither are resistance factors

for ea¡th reirìforcelnent specifi ed.

Australian Standard

The available Australian Stândard did not deal with ea¡tl
retention systems.
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CHAPTER SD(

LRFD FOR CULVERTS

INTRODUCTION

Culverts are constructed in a wide variety of geornetries

and sizes from several different materials. The engineer-
ing behavior of culverts is primarily controlled by tle
stifüress of the structure cross section and the cha¡acteris-
tics of the sunounding soil backfill. For the purposes of
design, culverts can be divided into two classes, flexible
and rigid, to differentiate their response to loading. Flexi-
ble culverts (typically comtgated metal and thermoplasúc
systems) rJepend on a large deformaúou capacity and in-
teracúon with tlte surrounding soil to mainøin their
shape. If the backhll envelope is not constructed tt'r de-

velop adequate passive resistarce and stifïness, flexible
culverts will deflect beyond tleir tolerable limit and col-
lapse. Because of tleir limited def'ormaúon capacity, rigid
culverts (reinforced concrete systems) develop significailt
ring stiffrress and strength to support the vertical pressures

imposed on them.

ln tlis presentatiolì the subject is divided into the two
categories, flexible and rigid. The design procedures are
quite dilfereut for these two cases. A number of special
flexible systems a¡e used to construct very large culverts.
The largest of these special systems is of a size approach-
ing a small bridge; tlat design is specializ,ed and beyond
the scope of this study.

FLEXIBLE CULVERTS

Flexible Culvert Design Procedure

It was noted above tlìat a review of tlle design of long span

metal culverf.s is not iucluded here. Thus, this section is
concerned with the design of flexible pipes. The design of
culverts is interdisciplinary involving hydrologic and
hydraulic considerations, roadway, geotechnical, and
structural design consideraúons. The design procedure is
illusüated in the flow chart of Figure 13. FirsÇ tle design
geometry must be determined including fäctors such as

culvert location, elevation, and roadway grade. Flow re-
quirements for the culvert must. be established baserJ on the
hydrologic requirements at the site. Then the hydraulic
design can be performerJ and the culvert size (pipe diameter)
selected. After this has been accomplished in Blocks 1-3,
the design loads and load factors are determined iu Block
4. With the loads known the structure can be selected
based on the simple strength requiremeuts iu Block 5.

For flexible culverts, ring compression, buckling, and
seam strength must be evaluated for the strength limit
staæs (Block 6) and settlement and handling must be
evaluated for serviceability requirements (Block 7).

Determine:
Design Location and

Requirements; Grade

Obûoin Necessary Geotechnical
Information and Hydrologic
and Hydraulic Requirements

Select Culvert Type,
Shape, Size, and Material

Determine Loads
on Culvert

Select Culvert Cross
Section to Meet Design

Requirements and I¡ads

Check Other Strength
Limit States

Check Serviceability
and llandling Requirements

FIGURE 13 Design process for culverts.



The loads and load fäctors for LRFD according to t¡e
LRFD Bridge Code are defined in chapter 3 of that docu-

ment. The definition of the soil pressure due to the over-

burden and to tle traffic loads is empirical but well estab-

lished by large-sczrle tests and finite element studies

(Spangler 1941: Watkins arul Moser 1969; Duncan and

Drawsþ,1983). The use of the AASHTO specified loads is

discussed extensively by Withiam et aL. (199n, inclutling
design examples. The load factors are also given in Sec-

úon 3 of rhe LRFD Bridge code.

Nominal Strength of Flexible Culverts

The nominal stren-eth of flexible culverts is defined ftlr the

various limit states in Section 12 of the LRFD Bridge

Code. There are three strength limit states fc¡r a fìexible
pipe culvert and an additional limit state for noncircular
culverß. For the flexible pipe the strengtlì limit søtes are

thrust (compression yield) failure, bucklittg, anrJ seam

failure. ln practice these three limit states can be reduced

to nvo since, if there is a bolted seam, it will be siúcal com-
pared with the thrust fälure. For the thrust case, the plate

can be loaded to the yield strettgtlt of the material retluced

by the resistance factor. The seam failure condition is lim-
iæd by the strength of the bolæd seam and for conven-

ience in design, the strength can be easily tabulated.

The buckling strength limitatioll contains two bucklittg
conditons, one elastic and one plastic. As fbr columns.
increasing slendentess produces reduced buckling
strength. The problem is complicated by the restraint
provided by the soil envelope. While the tbrm of the two

strength equations has a rational appearance, they contain

a parameter for soil stifüress tltat has been established

empirically.

In addition to the above conditions, there is a limit state

for flexibility required by constructiorl conditions. This
limit is given in the LRFD Bridge Code.

Resistance Factors for Flexible

Culverts

The resistance factors from the LRFD Bridge Code for
flexible culverts are given in Table 21. These factors were

obtained by comparison with the ASD factors of safety and

they, in turn, were based on extensive tests. Withiam et al.

Q99n refer to this source of the factors but no reference is

given. The load factors, generated by the AASHTO Code

Calibration Commiúee chaired by Nowak, are given in
Section 3 and are quite detailed but a reference to their
source could not be founrJ. It is interesting to examine

these factors. In every case t'or tlexible culverts, tire resis-

tance factors are the same for all of the limit ståtes in each
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category of culvert type. This is not surprising when one

considers that the nominal strength detennination proce-

dures and the loads are obtained by methods that are

highly empirical.

Probabilistic analysis was performed in the determina-

tion of either the load factors or the resistance factors.

This is realistic in view of the available load and resis-

tance informaúon. The pipe design infonnation was ob-

hined to a considerable extent from tests conducted in
large test chambers. In these cases, it is difficult to meas-

ure both the load and the resistance separately in such a
way tlnt a raúonal analysis can be verified.

Serviceability Evaluation of
Flexible Culverts

The serviceability considerations for flexible culverts in-
clude settlement and handling requirements for factory-

made and tìeld-assembled pipe. If differential settlement

occurs along a culvert, tle movement must be limited ûo

maintain structural inægrity and the hydraulic effective-
ness of the culvert. The other settlement considerations are

actually concerned with strength. If diftþrential settle-

ments occur, it is critical that they be greater in the soil

under tlte culvert invert than in the soil surrounding the

sides of the pipe. The additional settlement under the cul-

vert invert will help reduce the load transferred from the

soil to the pipe. If the reverse situation occurs, tle culvert
receives additional load from the soil adjacent to the cul-
vert and this can be sufficient to cause failure of tle cul-
vert structure. This problem is covered in a clear and

concise manlìer in the LRFD Bridge Code.

RIGID CULVERTS

Rigid Culvert Design Procedure

Rigid culvert design is concerned with the design of pre-

cast, reinforced concrete pipe of circular section, rein-

forced concrete cast-in-place box culverts, and reinforced

corìcrete cast-in-place arches. The design of rigid culverts
is interdisciplinary involving hydrologic and hydraulic,
roadway, geotechnical, and structural considerations. The

design procedure is illustrated in the flow cha¡t of Figure

13. In Blocks 1 and 2 the design grades, location, and

otler site-specific requirements are determined, the

geotechnical conditions ate estâblished, and the hydro-

Iogic zrnd hydraulic requirements determined. The culvert

type, material, shape, and size can then be established in
Block 3. The loads on the culvert are detennined in Block
4. The LRFD Bridge Code, Section 3 specifies tle proce-

<iures to ire used in determining the soii pressure due ûo

overburden and also to vehicle loads.
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'I'ABLE 2I

RFSISTANCE FACTORS FOR BLIRIED STRUCTLIRFS (from the [.RFD Bridge Code)

Structure Type Resistance Factof

Metal Pipe, Arch and Pipe Arch Structures
Helical pipe with lock seanr or fully-wekled seant:
Minirnurn wall area and buckling

Annular pipe with spot-welded, rive¡ed or bolted seam:
o mininrum wall areaand buckling
o rninimum seam strength

Structural plate pipe:
. minimum wall area and huckling
o minimum seam strength

Iang-Span StructLtral Plate andTunnel l.inear Plate Structure.r
r minimurn wall area
o minilnun seal strength

Structural Plate Box Stru(:ture.t
o plastic motììent strength

Re i nþ rt: e d C o nt: rete P ip e

Direct design rnethod:
Type I Instqllation:

o flexure
o shear
o radial tension

Other type installations:
o flexure
o shear
o radial tension

Re infct rce d. Co ncrele C ast- in-Plt¿ce Bo-r Stuctures
. llexure
o shear

Reinforced Concrete Precast Box Stuctures
. flexure
o shear

Re info r<:e d Co ncrete P recast Three-Sid¿d SÛu(:ture s
o llexure
. sheâr

Tlrcrnroplastic Pilte
PE and PVC pipe:

o rìlininturn wall a¡ea and buckling

1.00

0.67
0.67

0.67
0.67

Once the design soil pressures are determined, ttre task
for rigid pipes is to determine the axial f'orces, moments,
arìd shears in tle pipe. Two general procedures are permit-
æd by the LRFD Bridge Code. The more advancetl of the
two methods is taken from an ASCE report (ASCE 1993)
that was prepared to assimilate the results of extensive re-
semch (Heger 1963, 1982). The Code does not specify the
analysis method that is to be used, but with the load.s

known, analysis capabilities are readily available. The re-
sult of the analysis is a force distribution in the pipe.

The strength limit stâtes (Block 6) that musr be ad-
dressed are all structural conditions. The pipe must carry
tle thrust, tension, bending, and shear forces. The Code
gives several specific requirements that must be satisfied
in the reinforcement area to carry the various loads. This
is an interesting approach in tìat it makes the design
process direct, i.e. â process of calculating the necessary

0.67
0.67

1.0

reinforcement. V/hile this procedure appears to be quite
complex it is, in fact, presented in a specif,rc and cleat
manner. Crack width conrol is also presented in this sec-
tion of the code as a serviceability requirement.

The same design procedures can be used for box cul-
verts and otler similar reinforced concrete systems. In
these cases, when the design pressures are available, an
analysis can te performed and a design of the reinforced
concrete structure completed using the usual concrete de-
sign requirements.

Resistance Factors for Rigid Culverts

The resistance factors fiom the LRFD Bridge Code for
rigid culverts are given in Table 21. The source of these
fäctors is not given. The resistance factors are the same fbr

0.90
0.82
0.82

1.00
0.90
0.90

0.90
0.85

r.00
0.90

0.95
0.90

1.00

'.)



the two methods of design tltat are contairted ín tlle code.

For reinforced concrete pipe the resistance factors depend

on the method used in the installatiott. Botlt sets of resis-

tance factors are larger than is typicai for reinf'orced con-

crete design and are given in the chapter in the LRFD

Bridge Code. In the case of favorable installation proce-

dures the resistance factors are considerably larger than

would be used in superstructures.

Serviceability Evaluation of
Rigid Culverts

The serviceability considerations fbr rigid culverts include

settlement and crack width oontrol. The LRFD Bridge Cule
gives the serviceability requirements f'or all culvert types, botlt

flexible and rigid. Settlement must be checked to verify tltat

hydraulic functionality is maintained. In the case of the rigid
culvert, the possibility of large differential settlemenls must be

considered to deal with the possibility of disjoitttittg.
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Crack width is checked during the analysis for
strengtlì and speciltc limits a¡e given in the Code section

on serviceability.

OTHER CODES AND STANDARDS

Of all the LRFD codes reviewed, only the Ontario Bridge

Code and the 1992 AUSTROADS Design Code discussed

culvert design. The Ontario Bridge code contains an ex-

tensive and very specific set of requirements for the design

of flexible steel pipes and arches. The requirements a-re

written in an LRFD fbrmat and contain clearly specified

methods fbr alalyzing the soil-structure system. The

AUSTROADS Code contains some general requiremenLs

but does not include detailed infbrmation of the type con-

tained in the LRFD Bridge Code. The specific require-

ments given in the LRFD Bridge Code make the design of
culverts possible despite tìe complex soil-structure inter-
action behavior of these systems.
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CHAPTERSEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

In 7994, AASIilO adopted an LRFD-based code for
bridge design, including the design of the geoteclmical
facilities. Questions have been raised regarding some as-

pects of the geotechnical portion of the code. The goal of tltis
synthesis study was to report on the entire a¡ea of LRFD
development and application in geotechnical design.

A questionnaire w¿rs serìt to departments of transporta-
úon in the all of the st¿tes and Canadian provinces. The
results of the questionnaire showed that about half of the
søte DOTs had plans for implementing the geotechnical
aspects of the LRFD Briclge code and those that had im-
plemented or experimented with implementation had en-
countered some problems. Nearly all the Caradian prov-
inces have implemented LRFD for the geotechnical
aspects of bridge design and all indicated that they had
eucountered some problems but have overcome them. The
Onta¡io Ministry of Transportation has used the LRFD
approach in all aspects of bridge design, iucluding foun-
dations, for over 10 years, more experieuce in LRFD
bridge design than any other agency worldwide, and rlteir
design code is still evolviug. In the United States, LRFD
has been used f'or tlìe structural design of concrete build-
ings according to the Building Code of the American
Concrete Institute for more than 30 years. The implemen-
tâúon of that code was accomplished in about 2 years.

Bridge design in the United States has used some aspecß
of LRFD fbr several years but this has not included the
desigu of geotechnical taciliúes.

The earliest application of LRFD in the design of
geotechnical facilities was made in Denmark about 30
years ago. In the past fèw years, there lns been some lur-
ther effort in other countries to develop and implement
LRFD t'or both structural and geotechnical facility design.
Codes have been developed in Australia, Canada, and the
European Community. The effort rnade in Europe was a
major one involving all count¡ies of the European Com-
munity and, because of the size of the etl'ort, review of tlte
resulting document is usetil.

After the implementation of the LRFD Code by the
American Concrete Institute, a firm theoretical basis was
created from probability theory and load and resistance
factors were gerìerated rationally and analytically. The
ASD safety factor was divided between the load and tlre
resistance side of the fundamental design requirement.
The load and resistance factors can be generated from st¿-
tistical data on load occurrences and from data on the

strength of ttre element. lilhere this intbrmation is avail-
able, determining resistance factors is a direct process.

Load läctors have been established analytically during the
development of the LRFD Bridge Code based on load data
and on the behavior of structural elements.

In this srudy, the available LRFD design codes for
geotechnical systems were reviewed and compared with
the LRFD Bridge Code and all were reviewed relative to
each other. Load and resistânce factors spanning a wide
r¿urge were found to be in use.

In the review of all of the available LRFD codes, including
the LRFD Bridge Code, some conclusions were drawn:

¡ The load factors for the va¡ious available LRFD
Codes were assembled and tabulated. For the most com-
mon gravity load condition, the load factors on dead load
ranged from 1.0 to 1.40 and on live load from 1.3 to 1.75.
The load factors used fbr the Strength I case in the LRFD
Bridge Code have a rational, analytical basis. The metì-
ods used to generate the load factors for the LRFD Bridge
Code, the AISC Code, the Ont¿¡io Bridge Code, and the
Canadian Bridge Code have been presented, but the same
infonnatiou was not found for some of the other codes.
Some of the load factors used in the other load conditions
are the product of further analysis but include engineering
judgment and comparison with the Strength I case.

o The Eurocode gives guidance in the selection of soil
properties from d¿ta taken from a particular soil stratum.
In tlte Eurocode, it is ståted that the values used for design
should be such that there is a 5 percent probability that a
worse value will exist for the soil. While this requirement
seems conservative, it may be desirable to examine the
possibility of making some reconmendations in the LRFD
Bridge Code for selecting soil property values from t€st
dala. However, the use of 'very conservative soil properties,
as in the Eurocode, combined with a resistance factor
applied to the nominal strength could produce excessively
conservative desigus.

o Geotechnical resistance factors f'or equivalent appli-
cations given in the various LRFD codes have an even
greater range than the load factors. In almost all cases,

resistance factors were determined by correlation with
ASD or by engineering judgment. Only in a very limited
number of cases was an analysis of søtistical data used.

o The definition of methods for detennining nominal
strengtl and resistance factors requires that esøblished
methods of design be followed. For driven pile foundations,



the design procedures recommended by tbe Federat High-

way Administration were rìot tbllowed in any of the codes.

St¿úc load tests or dynamic methods such as dynzunic

testing, wave equation analysis, or dynamic formulas are

almost always used to determine driven pile capacity.

Static analysis together with driving to a specific depth is

very rarely used and never used in granular soils. The

Australian Code and the procedures used by the Florida

DOT were the most advanced and complete. The resis-

tånce factors in the codes that were reviewed vary signifi-
cantly. There are no published reports of deep foundation

strength data being used analytically to determine resis-

ance factors contained in the code.
¡ Resistance factors are Iìot available for some of the

methods used to determine pile capacity.
o Qualit! control procedures sltould also afIþct resis-

tance facton. Larger resistance fäctors zre justified f'or

more thorough quality control procedures.
¡ For drilled shafts, resistalce fäctors must be avail-

able for all commonly occurrhg soil conditiotls.
o Extensive dat¿ bases from tests on driven piles and

drilled shafts are available. They should be used to de-

termine resist¿nce fäctors based on probabilistic analyses.
r The procedures to be used in dealing with the struc-

tural limit ståtes for deep fbundaúons must be clear, the

resistance factors consistent and specified.
¡ The use of LRFD in the tlesign of earth retáining

systems is fundamentally more difricult than t'or f'ounda-

tions because the soil properúes a¡e involved ill determin-

ing both the load and the resist¿nce. Even with test data to

failure, it will be difficult to separate the soil contribution
to the load from tåe definition of the strength. The deter-

mination of resistance factors by analytical means based

on a probabilistic method will be difficult.
. The problem of ea¡th retainin-e systems designed by

LRFD has been studied extensively in developing the

Eurocode, and tle methods used warrant study.

Based on the studies reported in this synthesis, the fol-

lowing research efforts to improve the LRFD Bridge Code

were identified:

. Make design procedures for deep foundati<lns cotl-

tained in the LRFD Bridge Code consistent with establisherj
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pracúce. Generate resist¿¡ce factors analytically using

existing deep foundations data bases.

o Review load combinations and load factors fbr
geotechnical applications to ¿tssure that they are consistent

with current practice.
r Est¿blish the proper load and resistance factors for

applying LRFD to the entire area of designing earth re-

tâining systems, which will probably require extensive

research.
¡ Revísit the large amount of test data on culverts to

investigate the establishment of raúonally determined re-

sismnce factors.
¡ Undertake a strong program of performing designs

witi the new LRFD Code and tlte previous ASD to assure

that substantial, unexpected differences are not produced.

Un<Íertake an eifort to pro<iuce a ciear, user-ffendiy rie-

sign code. It would be desirable to apply decision tables to

test tlìe finished product.

The preparation of a design code requires that there be

a clea¡ underst¿nding of the design process. This is par-

ticularly important when the design process spans two

diflèrent disciplines, as in foundaúon design. There may

be limit stâtes that span the two disciplines. Without a carefi¡I

coverage tf all limit statss and all steps in the design process,

failure probabiliúes cannot be propedy assessed.

Excessive emphasis should not be placed on the use of
reliability-based methods in determining resistance fac-

tors. The exercise is certainly important and it can help to

discover variabilities in safèty factors in existing pracúce.

If increased safety is found to be necessary in the reliabil-
ity anzrlysis, it should not be applied without an indication

of some history of unsatisfactory performance. However,

in deep foundations, for which test data is available, it
should certainly be used and it may be possible to justify a
reducúon in safety factors.

The preparation of codes must have input from people

familiar with the design process. When preparing a code,

structural engineers have made it a pracúce to have the

proposed code examined by a group of people representing

a wide range of practice. This should also be the case in
tle geotechnica-l a¡ea.
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire

National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NCHRP Synthesis Topic 28-02

Geotechnical Related Development and lmplementation of
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Methods

OUESTIONNAIRE

Name of Respondent:

St¿te DOT:

Title:

Phone and FAX Numbers:

1. Has your state completed any highway projects includin-e foundaúon elements, retaining walls, MSE walls, slope

stability and/or culverts using LRFD or are any underway?

ÛYES ANO

2. If YES, How many?

2a. If YES, please give a brief description of the size and scope of the project. Wlat types of geotechnical features did it
contain?

2b. If YES, what process was used to put your design practice into al LRFD format?

3. If NO, when do you plan to do your first design?

4. When do you plan to implement LRFD on a routine basis?

5. Based on the timiæd experience you have had with LRFD, or if you have not completed any design based on your
review of the current (1997) AASHTO Standa¡d Specilications fbr Highway Bridges, what problems do you

anticipate in executing the geotechnical aspects of design. Please comment on the following topics:

Spread Footings

Driven Piles
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Drilled Shafts
-.'t

Eartì Retaining Structures

Culverls

Other

6. Has your ståte supported or otherwise encouraged researcll on the Geotechnical aspects of LRFD?

DYES ONO

7 . Please supply references and st'rurces of ary reports that were issued as a result of the research.

8. Does your state have any research studies related to the subject now underway?

trYES ONO

9. Please supply the uame ard address of the research organizaúon and/or the principat investigator.

10. What researclt, development, and training needs must be atldressed in order to implement LRFD?

Flease sendyour response Ío:

George C. Goble
Goble Rausche Likins and Associates, Inc.
5398 Manhattar Circle, Suite 100
Boulder, Colorado 80303

If you have ary questions, please call George Goble on 303-494-0102 or contâct him by e-mail at bdigobleaol.com. If you
wish to submit your questionnaire by FAX, please do so on 303-494-5027.



TABLEA-1

QT]ES'TIONNAIRE RESPONSES/L}NTIED S'TATES

Name of Question I Question

Alabama

Ark¿rnsas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Florida

Georgia

I{awaii

Idaho

Illinois

Yes

4

-50

lowa

Kansas

Louisiana

Maryland

Massachusetls

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missou¡i

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New York

Question

None

N/A

None

1997

1998

?

When adequate training is available

t999

Not yet

None

t999

2000

?

None

2000+

None

r998

1

When trained

When method is approved bY

AASTffO
r998

1998

,'!

t999

None

N/A

Afte¡ the softu'a¡e packages

1999

1998

"l

When adequate training is

available
2000

Not yet

None

1999

2000

X

Question
4

X

X

Questiorr 6

Yes

X

X

X

X

x

X

Question 8

X

X

?

2000

Will probably take Federal
Mandate

l 999

We will follow Bridge Division

Uncertain - Depends on softwa¡e

availability
?

After we are trained and çe can

cvaluatethe rnethod

When LRFD is implemented bY

Bridge Design Bueau
1999

200G1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Responses/Lrnited States

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



TABI-EA-1 (Continaed)

Name of

North Carolina

North Dakota

Oklahoma
Oregon

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Vr'ashington

West Virginia

W¡'oming

Question I

2003

1997

We have now completed
ørrPrter FrqSram and u,e v,ill
shortly initiate design
2000

,'!

x

X

X

X

x

TABLEA-2

QUESIONNAIRE RESPONSES/CANADA & PLTERTO RICO

?

2003

None

None

Immediarely

1 998?

'We have for all new projects

2000

?

None

None

After !!€'Ye hosted the LRFD
Workshop and our structures
section has adopted the code
1998

1998

2000

Name of

Manitoba

fr[g¡y l¡¡rnspiçlç

Newfoundland

Nova Scotia

Ontario

Puerto Rico

Question 6

t99l

1999

x

x

x

X

X

Question 8

3

>100

-20

150+

Unloown, perhaps when code is beüer
developed and factors better calibrated

N/A

x

X

X

X

500+

X N/A None

X Responses/Llnited SÍates

x

X

X

o\

X

x

X

X

X

same as 3

No set date

N/A

Presently implemented

N/A

1981+/-

No policy related to this

Question 6

X

X

X

X

X

x

Question 8

X

X

X

x

X
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Summarized and Paraphrased Comments Received from State DOTs:

1. The load combination appropriate fbr particular designs is not clear.

2. Tlie tolerable displacement of the structure must be defìned.

3. Resistance fäctors obfainetl by direct calibration with ASD factors of safety should produce LRFD designs fhat are

similar to ASD-based designs so foundation cost savings canrìot be expected.

4. The calibration of the resistance factors has been questioned.

5. If the methods used for nominal strength determination of spread footings or any other element do not have

resisrance factors specified by the LRFD Bridge Code, the designer must develop the fäctors.

6. Some DOTs f'ound that spreacl tboting designs by the LRFD Bridge Code were overconservative.

7. Soil informatiou needs to be defined in terms of ultimate conditious t'or spread footing design.

8. The failu¡e criteria need to be defined tbr deep fbundation load test results.

9. The current versiou of the Code for piles cannot be directly implemented.

10. Concern was expressed regzrding the appropriate resist¿nce factors when dynamic formulas or dynamic testing is

used to determine pile capacity.

11. The selection of the appropriate resistance factor for drilled shafts in ínterbedded soils is not defined.

12. Only one søte commented on the earth retaining and culvert sections of the Code. That corunent indicated that the

Code is too conservative.

13. The current geoæchnical section of the LRFD Bridge Code is silent with regard to seismic design.

14. Better communication betweerì the foundation and bridge engineer is necessary.

15. There is an ur-eent need for stândardization of notation in fhe LRFD Bridge Code.

16. There is a need for detailed tlesign examples.

Summarized and Paraphrased Comments from Canadian Provinces:

1. Spread footing sizes seem to have become larger.

2. Ttre use of load factors causes problems with inclined loads. Sometimes the statics does not "work" out.

3. The implementaúon of serviceability limitations tbr piles has become a problem. V/ith ASD, serviceability was

probably not checked for piles.

4. There has been a tendency fbr double counting of fäctors on both the load and resistânce side.

5. The code originally used pzlftial resistärce factors but is now tending more to single factors.
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;..... I APPENDIX B

I i:¡

" : AASHTO LRFD BRIDGE CODE,1997INTERIM

Definitions
',1

Permanent Inadsi ' l t,

DC = dead load of slructural components and nonstructural attachments

DW = dead loatl of wea¡ing surfaces and utilities

EL = accumulated locked-in force effects resulting from the construction process

EH = horizontal earth pressure load

ES = ea¡th surcharge load

EV = vertic¿rl pressure from dead load ofearth fill

Transient Inøds

, BR = vehicula¡ trraking force

CE = vehiculæ centrilugal force

CR - creep

,. CI = vehicular collision force

CV = vessel collision fbrce

EQ = earthquake

FR = friction

IC = ice load
l

IM = vehicular dynamic load allowance

" o j IL = vehicular live load. .'..,
, , LS = Iive load surchæge

. : PL = pedestrian live load

., SE = settlement

SH = shrinkage

:- :-: TG = temperature gradient:.. .-:.-

,i'i: TU = uniformtemperature
.-.:.
.... ì WA = water loacl and steanl pressure

::' ' WL = wind on live load':.ì. ,,

. .,,:, WS = wind load on structure

Notations

' .. . , Yp = load factor for permaneut loading

.:
.-., yrc = load factor for temperature gradient
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TABLE 1.8

AASHTO LOAD COMBINATIONS AND LOAD FACTORS (fiom AASHTO LRFD Bridge Code, 1997 Interim)

Load Conlbination

STRENGTH.I
(unless noted)

STRENGTH-II

STRENGTH-III

STRENGTH-TV
EH.EV AS,DW
DC ONlv

STRENGTH-V

EX]REMEEVENT-I

EXI'REME EVENT-II

SERVICE.l

SERVIC'E-II

SEIìVICÞilI

FAIIGUE.LL, IM &
CE ONLY

DC
DD
DW
EH
EV

LL
IM
CE
BR
PL
LS

,vp

ïp

-"* 
p

1.5

.vp

r.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

)'p

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

1.00

1.30

0.80

0.75

r.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50t1.20

0.5011.20

0.50/1.20

0.50/1.20

0.50/1.20

030 0.30

.\Tc )JE

)'Tc .YsE

Yrc )s,'

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Use One of these at a'lìme

t.00/1.20

1.00/1 .20

1 .00/l.20

)'rc

)'rc

)'slt

r.00

o\(])
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.IABLE 
2-B

AASI{IO I-OAD FAC"TORS FOR PERMANENT LOADS, yp (from AASHTO I-RFD Bridge Code, 1997 Interim)

Type ofLoad Load Factor

Maximum Minimum

DC: Contponcnt ancf Attachments

DD: Downdrag

DW: Wearing Surfaces and Utilities

EH: Horizont¿rl Eanh Pressure
C Active
C At-Rest

EV: Vertical E¿rth Pressure
C Overall Stability
C Retaining Srructure
C Rigicl Buried Structure
C Rigid Frames
C Flexible Buried Structures orher

than Metal Box Culverts
C Flexible Metal Box Culverts

ES: Ea¡th Surcharge

1.25

r.80

1.50

r.50
1.35

r.35
r.35
1.30
r.35
r.95

l.50

1.50

0.90

0.45

0.65

0.90
0.90

N/A
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.90

0.90

a.75

AC 318-95

where

D = dead loads
H = loads due to weight ârìd pressure of soil
L = live loads
T = efïects of temperature, slìrinkage, and creep, and

Vy' = wind load

AISC DESIGN CODE AND ACI318-95 APPENDIX C

7.4D + l.7L
0.75 (1.4D + l.'lL + 1.7V/)

0.9D + 1.3W
1.4D + 1.7L+ I.lH

0.75 (1.4D + 1.4T + 1.7L)
1.4 (D + T)

1.4D
l.2D + 1.6L + 0.5 (L, or S or R)
I.2D + 1.6 (L, or S or R) + (0.5L or 0.8W)
I.2D.+ 1.3W + 0.5L + 0.5 (L, or S or R)
1.2D + 1.5E + (0.5L or 0.2S)
0.9D - (1.3V/ or 1.5E)
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ONTARIO BRIDGE CODE

TABLE 3-B

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND LOAD FAL"TORS (from Ontario Bridge Code)

Pennanent I -oads Transitory [.oads Exceptional l-oads

Note L beiow one onl

F'A[.oads

Fatigure Limit
States

F[-S Combination I

Serviceability Limit
Stares SLS
Combination I

tlltimate Límit
States

LII-S Cornbination I

ULS Conbination 2

ULS Combinaúon 3

UI-S Combination 4

UI-S Combination 5

r.00 1.00 l .00 0.80 l.00

r.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.80 0.'t0

aE Ap

ap

l.4o

t.25 l.l-5

L00

âEaD

al)

AD

¿lE

AE

r.l5

0

0

1.00 0.40 0.40

| -25 L30

0.70 1.30 I .30 1.40apAË

0

1.30

Note l: For U.L. Staæs. use maximurn or minimum value of a

Notation: a¡ Load Factor for load x, where xis a lefter identifyhg a load

Inads:

A læ accletion load
D dead load
Ê Loads due to e1¡-th pressue mcl hydr<xtatic pressure olher than dead load. Surcharges shall be considered as ea¡th pressure eYen when caused by

other loads.
F loads due to sfreâ¡n flow and ice pressure

H collision load
K all strains. dcformations, displacenrents and thei¡ effæts, including thc effer:ts of thcir resl¡aint and those of friction or stiftess in bearings. Strains

and deformation include thce due to telìrperaû,rre change and ternperan¡re differeutial, concrete shrixkage, differgntial shrinkage and creep:but not

elasEc straiN.
L live load
P sæondary prstrcs effecls

Q erthquake læd
S load due to tbundation deformation
V wind load on L.L.
W wind load on strucurrs
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TABLE4-B

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUN4 VAI.IJES OF LOAD FACTORS (fronr Ontario Bridge Code)

Dead l-oad Maximum c¿n Minimum o¿n

F-actory-produced components excluding wood

Cast-in-place concrete, wood and all non-structural colnponents

Wearing surlàces, bilsecl on nouiinal or specifiecl thickness

Earth fill, negaúve skin fricti<¡n on piles

Water

l.l0

t.20

l._50

t.25

l.l0

0.95

0.90

0.65

0.80

0.90

Earlh Pressure & Hydrostatic Pressure Ma"rimun oç Minimum cr"

Passive ea¡th pressure

At-rest eârth pressure

Active earth pressure

BackJlll pressure

Hydrostatic Þressure

1.25

1.2-<

1.25

1.25

l.l0

0.50

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.90

Secondary prestress effects 1.05 0.95

CANADIAN BRIDGE CODE

TABLE 5-B

Load Case

LOAD FACTORS AND LOAD COMBINAI'IONS (frorn Canadian Cocte)

Serviceâbility Linút
States

1. Type I

2. Type U

UltimateLirnit
States

Combination I

Combination 2

Combination 3

Combinalion 4

Combination 5

Combination 6

1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0

0.900000000
0000.80000

1.0 1.0 t.0

1.0 1.0 1.0

0.8

or

1.2

0.9 0 0.8

or or or

1.2 1.6 1.3

0

or

t.2

t.6

0

1.0

1.3

0

0

t.0

0

1.3

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0

0

1.0

0

0

0

0

t.0

1.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

t.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

t.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0
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EUROCODE

TABLE 6-8

DESI(ìN VALIJBS oF ACTIONS FOR USE IN THE COMBINATION OF ACTIONS

ltaken from Eurocode I ( -l2a)

Accidental
Sinsle Variable Actions or Seismic

f)esisn Situation Penllanent Actions (ì¿ l)ominant Others Acúons A¿

Persisent and Transient Yc(ìt (TrPr) Tqr Qxr Tqr Vor Qs

^yr¿(ì¡ (þ¡Pr) ryrr Qtr \[zl Q¡ ],rAt or Aa

Gr V:rQn ïL
Acciclental

Seisnric

Syrnbolically the cornbittaúotts may be represetlted as t-ollows

a) persistent arìd tratìsierìt design situâtions tbr ultimate limit suttes verificatiolì other than those

relating t0 t'atigue

-y (ìi G k¡ 
" +" "{, Pr " +" "{ 

e tQ rt" +" 

-"{ 
eiv oiQ rij>l

b) combinations tbr accidental design situations

¡ ay "o;tin 
"+"Tp¿ Po"+" Ao"+"VnQt't"+"-VziQ*i

c) combiuation fbr tlìe seismic rJesigtt situ¿ìtioll

_(ir¡"+"P¡: "+"Ti A ro"+"-yziQrt
J¿I
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Ï'ABLE 7-B

PARTIAI, FACTORS: LII-TIMÄTE LIMIT STATFJ FOR BUILDIN()S (from Eurocode I ( 32a))

Situations

.- I l
Liìse Symbol Pn A

Case A Pennanent actions: self weight of structural
Loss ofstatic equilibriunr; strength ol ¿ncl non-structural courponents. pennanent
structuml rnaterial orground actions causecl by ground. ground-rvater and
insignificant fìee water

-unfavourable
-fàvoulable y*uu o) [1,10]2) t1,001

1ci,,r 
o) [0,90]2) t I ,ool

Variable actions
-unfavourable

yo [,50] [,00]
Acciclental actions

Ye U,001

Case B5)

Failure of structure or structural Pernr¿nent actionsó)
elements, inclucling those ofthe (see above)
footing, piles, basernent walls etc., -unfavourable l*uoot [1.3-5]J) tl.00l
governecl hy strength of strucrurâl -favourable T(ìro, I I .00]3) t I .00]
material

Variable actions
-unf¿rvourable la [1,50] U.001

Acciclental actions l¡ U.001

Action

Case Cl5ì

Failure in the groun(l
P¿rrn¿n¿nt actions
(see above.¡
-unf¿rvourabl¿
-tavourable

Va¡iable ac¡ions
ufavourable

Accir'lenta-l actions

y.r"uro) tl,ool I1.oolyc',nr'' tl,00l tl.00l

ya [,-30] [,00]

YA ll.00j

P' Persisteut srtuation f :'fìansient situation A: Accidental situation

I) The design should be verifred for each cæc A. B and C sepuately a.( relevârt.

2) In this ve¡ificatior¡ tlte cltaracteristic value ofthe unfavou¡able part oftlre pennanenr action is nrultiplied by the factor [1,1] and the
favourable part bl/ the f¿ìctor [0.91. More refined rule.s are given in ENV 199.1 mrt ENV 1994.

3) In this ve¡ification thc ch¿uacteristic valucs of all Penr¿uìrlìt ætiuìs fi<nr onc sourcc are mult\rliecl by t 1,35I if the total resulting
action etTect is urfavourable rurtl by [,0] if tlìe toLll rasulting action efftrt is tãvourable.

4) I¡ cases when the lfutit state is very sensitivc to vtriâtiol¡s of pennuent ætions, the upper zutd lower chtracteristic values of these
actions should lre takcn accordilg to 4.2 (3).

5) For cases B and C dre <Iesign ground properties may be differenr, see ENV 1991 -l-1.

6) InsteadofusiugT:(1,35)¿uìd y0(1,50)tìrrlateraleiìrtlìpressurcætionsfheclesigu{rourdpropertie.sntaybeintroduceclinæcordance
with ENV 1997 ald a nrodel fäctor ys rs âpplied.
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.IABLE 
Iì-B

Y FAC-TORS FOR BUtr)INGS (front Eurocode l)

YzYrYoAction

Imposed loacls in huilchngsr)
Category A: donr¿stic, residential
Category B: offìces
Category (ì: congrcgation areas

Category D: shopping
Cæegory E: storage

Traffrc loads in buildings
Category F: vehicle weight S 30kN
Category G: 30kN < vehicle weights < l60kN
Category H: roofs

Snow loads on buiidings

Wind loads on buiì.dings

Ternperature (non-fìre) in buil<lings'ì)

[0,71

[0,71

[0,7]
l0;tl
ll,0l

Í0,71

t0,71
t01

[0,6]2)

lu,ól-

[0,6]')

[0,sì
[0,sì
[0.71

t0.71

t0.el

t0.71

t0.sl
t01

[0.2]''

lu,) l-

[0,s]''

t0,31
[0,3]
t0,61
t0,61
t0,81

t0,61
t0,31
t0l

[0]')

-^-7\
Lul-'

[0lt)
r)For 

crrurbinatkrn of iur¡nse<l load.s in nrultistorey buildings, see ENV l99l-2-l
-r Modification tbr differeut geographical regions ntay be required.
1)sce lìNV l99l-2-5.




